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SUMÁRIO 
 
A iluminação noturna de origem artificial gera um aumento do brilho do céu 
noturno, um dos efeitos da poluição luminosa. Com o aumento da população 
mundial, o brilho do céu tem vindo a aumentar, privando os habitantes de 
regiões urbanas de poderem ver um céu estrelado. Porém, devido à 
propagação da luz a grandes distâncias, a poluição luminosa afeta regiões 
afastadas dos centros produtores de luz, deixando de afetar apenas a região 
poluidora a afetando a qualidade do céu noturno que de outra forma não 
seria perturbado. Neste trabalho avaliámos a qualidade do céu do Parque 
Nacional da Peneda-Gerês (PNPG) e da região do Grande Lago Alqueva 
entre 2010 e 2015, onde foi recentemente criada a Reserva Starlight Dark 
Sky Alqueva. Essa regiões não tinham anteriormente sido avaliadas, havendo 
agora uma base de partida para o estudo da evolução do céu nas regiões. 
Utilizámos uma unidade portátil para medir a luminância do céu noturno, um 
Unihedron Sky Quality Meter-L (SQM-L). Analisámos também essa mesma 
unidade em laboratório, que nos permitiu descartar a possibilidade de sofrer 
de efeito de polarização, e permitiu-nos estabelecer um guia de procedimento 
para a sua melhor utilização. 
Os dados das medições no terreno foram utilizados para comparar com um 
modelo de propagação da poluição luminosa (Kocifaj, 2007), utilizando para 
isso os dados calibrados de radiância de ambos os locais obtidos por satélite, 
VIIRS DNB. Os resultados obtidos dessa forma com o modelo ajustam-se 
aos valores obtidos no terreno, em particular se analisados numa base de 
curto prazo, por oposição a uma análise dos resultados globais dos anos de 
observação.  
Os resultados das campanhas no Alqueva efetuadas para este trabalho 
serviram de base para a classificação do Alqueva como Reserva Starlight. Os 
resultados para o PNPG foram aproveitados para a inclusão de um artigo no 
Plano de Ordenamento do Parque Nacional que prevê limitação nas novas 
edificações no que respeita a iluminação exterior.  
Os resultados que obtivemos nas medições da qualidade do céu nas duas 
regiões, no estudo do modelo de propagação da luz com imagens de satélite 
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calibradas, na análise em laboratório do SQM-L e na contribuição de 
legislação para o PNPG e para a classificação da Reserva Starlight Alqueva 
são, esperamos, contribuições para um melhor conhecimento da área da 
poluição luminosa e para a preservação do céu noturno. 
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 ABSTRACT 
 
Outdoors human-made lighting at night causes sky glow, one of the effects of 
light pollution. Sky glow is rising with the growth of world population. Urban 
inhabitants are increasingly deprived from a starry sky. However, since light 
propagates to regions far from where it is produced, light pollution spreads to 
places where few or none artificial light at night existed, disturbing the quality 
of the night sky. In this work we assess for the first time the sky brightness of 
two regions in Portugal, the Peneda-Gerês National Park, and the recently 
created Starlight Reserve Dark Sky® Alqueva. We used a portable unit, a 
Unihedron Sky Quality Meter-L (SQM-L), to measure the luminance of the 
night sky from 2010 to 2015. We also tested the SQM-L in a laboratory to a 
more thorough analysis of the device, and to check the effect of polarization 
on the unit, suggested by our observations and other users. Our results 
suggest that the SQM-L is not affected by any measurable effect of 
polarization, but some guidelines to use the SQM-L in the field are provided 
based on our work. 
The data from the field measurement was used to compare to one light 
pollution propagation model (Kocifaj, 2007), using VIIRS DNB satellite 
upwards radiance as input to the model. The results obtained from the model 
are favourably compared to the field measurements. We proceeded to a set of 
tests with the model to find the best fit. Our best results were achieved by 
analysing the data by night rather than the global set of data. 
Our first results were used to apply to the classification of the region of 
Alqueva to a Starlight Tourism Destination. That classification was attained 
during the course of this work (December 2011). A guideline on the Peneda-
Gerês National Park was also implemented in the Park’s Management Plan 
after our first results were provided. 
We believe we have achieved a set of results in a set of parallel issues all 
related to light pollution that we hope may contribute to the current knowledge 
on this area of research.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Light pollution can be defined in several ways, depending on the subject and 
on the authors views, as will be explored in this work. It can also be used 
while referring to indoor light or to outdoor lighting. 
As of March, 2015, the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) defines “Light 
Pollution” (LP) on its website as “any adverse effect of artificial light, including 
sky glow, glare, light trespass, light clutter, decreased visibility at night, and 
energy waste” (URL: http://www.darksky.org). The word “adverse” here may 
suggest or lead to a subjective definition. To some individuals, a certain 
amount of light can be considered useful or the indispensable minimal to 
some tasks or purposes. Others may find the same amount excessive. 
Similarly, an illuminated place may be found to be lit in excess to someone, 
but perceived as insufficiently lit by others. Therefore, being a qualitative 
rather than a quantitative definition, gives space to claims of both parts. More 
quantitative studies are still needed to quantify the different effects of artificial 
light at night (ALAN), thus allowing in the future an eventual refinement of the 
actual definition. This theme will be further discussed in Chapter 1. 
This work aims to be one more contribution to the many efforts from several 
researchers and citizens worldwide to mitigate or control light pollution. It 
started by the assessment of two emblematic regions of Portugal. One is the 
Peneda-Gerês National Park, a mountainous reserve at the northwest of the 
country. It had no prior light pollution control. As a consequence of the first 
assessments made for the present work, the Park has now a rule on its 
management plan that restrains present and future light installations on new 
edifications to be light pollutant. The other region that was assessed is the 
region of Alqueva (classified as a Starlight Tourism Destination during the 
course of this research, also using data taken for our measurements), at the 
south of the country, on a large and sparsely populated region known as 
Alentejo. To the author’s best knowledge, the night skies of both regions had 
not been previously assessed. That assessment included several incursions 
to both regions with a portable device able to measure the luminance 
(weighted radiance), a Unihedron Sky Quality Meter-L, generating a 
considerable amount of data. To validate the measurements, an analysis and 
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calibration of the device were imperative. A set of dedicated studies were 
carried on the laboratory to assess systematic effects on the SQM-L, namely 
polarization effects suspected by the author’s observations on the terrain and 
also referred to by other authors. The problems associated with the 
measurements that led to that hypothesis were, nevertheless, identified and 
resulted in a proposal of a methodology, justified by the result of the 
experimental work both in the field but mainly in the laboratory. Finally, to use 
the field data in a more advantageous way, a previously existent light pollution 
propagation model was studied (Kocifaj, 2007) and implemented with Matlab, 
using satellite data (VIIRS DNB) as the radiance base. This study has not 
been previously applied to those regions, as far as the author is aware. The fit 
of the model to the field data was studied and, although several parameters, 
namely atmospheric, are unknown (but known to interfere with the outcome of 
the model), the results obtained with the model correlated well with the results 
taken during the fieldwork. 
As a summary of the outcomes of this work, the assessment of the sky 
brightness of the regions of study has been achieved, serving as a starting 
point to future evolution of the sky of both regions, and had a preliminary 
success on helping to the classification of one of the regions as a dark sky 
preserve (Alqueva) and the implementation of new light pollution legislation on 
the other (PNPG). As a second achievement from those measurements, the 
results obtained with the light pollution model using the VIIRS data were found 
to be in good agreement with the results obtained in the terrain. Finally, our 
study of the SQM-L in the lab discarded any measurable polarization effect 
that could influence night sky measurements with the device.   
  
MOTIVATION 
One of the primer motivations for this work was to contribute to preserve dark 
sky places, amongst them the Peneda-Gerês National Park (PNPG), a region 
to which the author nourishes a long time passion. Practising amateur 
astronomy, long before his degree in Astrophysics, made the author to travel 
many times to the PNPG to observe the night sky with his 15 cm Newtonian 
reflector. In 1983, the Milky Way was visible from the city of Porto, the most 
important city of the North of Portugal. Currently, only a few of the brightest 
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stars are visible from there. The worries of definitely losing the possibility of 
getting a dark sky in Portugal grew and led to the decision of doing research 
on the area of light pollution. 
Beyond that subjective motivation, a set of studies was delineated to sustain 
scientifically all the work, with the ever-present hope to contribute to a more 
thorough knowledge of light pollution. 
The photo in Figure 1.1, took in the city of Porto in 2014, is a bright example 
of a contradiction, and an attempt to prove how light pollution is still 
overlooked by some. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Example of a light pollution source. Detached are, below, one of the 
light sources directed upwards, illuminating the phrase “Starry starry night”. 
Upward light is known to be one of the major causes of light pollution. (See also 
the bottom photo of Figure 2.8, which depicts the same subject from a different 
angle and with no detachments.) Photo by the author. 
 
HOW THIS WORK IS ORGANIZED 
The present work is organized as follow. Chapter 2 presents a brief state of 
the art of some light pollution aspects, including an abridged history of public 
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illumination. In Chapter 3 the regions of study, together with the methodology 
and materials are described. A summary of the results of the fieldwork and the 
discussion is also part of that chapter. Chapter 4 describes in detail the 
experiments done in lab to discard the effect of polarization on the SQM-L. 
The main results and discussion are presented at the end of that chapter. In 
Chapter 5, the light pollution model used in this work is described, as well as 
modifications that were made and its implementation with Matlab. The results 
with simulated light sources, and the outcomes of the implementation of the 
model to the regions of study are all presented and discussed within the 
chapter. The last chapter, Chapter 6, presents the conclusions of all the work 
done and of the achieved outcomes, as well as the plans for future work. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 
 
This chapter examines outdoor light as a form of pollution (Section 2.1) 
followed by an introductory abridged story of outdoor lighting (Section 2.2) 
and some of its know side effects, either direct or indirect (Section 2.3).  
Section 2.4 discusses Dark Sky preserves and Section 2.5 some other 
actions taken to control light pollution are referred. 
 
2.1 LIGHT AS A FORM OF POLLUTION 
The definition of “pollution”, whatever the field (air, sound, water, environment, 
landscape, aesthetic,…) may be rather challenging. Some authors define 
“pollution” as “energy or substances that contaminate the environment, 
causing harm to humans or other living organisms. It can also refer to the act 
or process of releasing these pollutants. (…) Because the status of these 
substances as pollutants depends on their quantity, there is room for debate 
about whether to label them as pollutants whenever they rise above ‘‘natural’’ 
levels or only if they cause harm to particular organisms or biological systems” 
(Elliott, 2009). Other authors analyse this question by stating that “pollution as 
an impairment of purity (natural purity outdoors or desired purity indoors) is a 
qualitative category. Quantitatively, it might be unmeasurable, imperceptible, 
just noticeable, insignificant, tolerable, very apparent, serious, dangerous, 
even life-threatening…” (Hollan, 2009). The ambiguity of the definition may 
also arise from considering “pollution” either as a modification of the 
environment by a human-made cause or by a natural cause. Taking the 
reference state as the “natural state” then “pollution” is exclusively an 
anthropogenic modification of that state; alternatively, if the reference frame is 
the “usual state” rather than the “natural state”, then a natural cause – such as 
the dust particles released by a volcanic eruption – can be considered as 
“pollution” (Hollan, 2009). The Encyclopedia of Environmental Ethics and 
Philosophy categorizes pollution on the “major examples” such as air 
pollution, water pollution and soil contamination, and on the “less well-known 
examples” of pollution, where noise pollution “(noise that is loud enough to be 
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physically harmful or annoying), thermal pollution (changes in water 
temperature that affect aquatic life), and light pollution (light from cities that 
interferes with animal life or astronomical observations)” are included (Elliott, 
2009). This latter definition of “light pollution” is not as general as are other 
more recent, as will be referred further in this work, since it does not 
contemplate effects either known either under current research, such as 
health effects, energy consumption, and the use of natural resources to 
generate light, amongst others. 
Concerning light as a form of pollution, a 2003 UK report remembers that 
“there is no legal or official definition of «light pollution»” (House of Commons 
Science and Technology Committee, 2003) and refers to a prior definition 
from a 1997 UK Government’s guidance that considers LP as a “very general 
term which refers to effect of over-lighting resulting from poorly designed 
lighting schemes and excessive levels of light” (Countryside Commission and 
Department of the Environment, 1997). Gallaway, Olsen & Mitchell (2010) 
also consider “light pollution” as “a broad term referring to excessive or 
obtrusive artificial light caused by bad lighting design. It includes such things 
as glare, sky glow, and light trespass.” Another formulation found in the 
literature defines LP as “the alteration of the natural quantity of light in the 
night environment produced by the introduction of manmade light” (Cinzano & 
Falchi, 2014).  
Even if the definition of “light pollution” has different formulations depending 
on the authors, it is nevertheless always attributed to human-made light 
emission. Human-made light production exists since hominins discovered how 
to produce fire, let alone the fact that back then there were no such worries. 
That points us to as early as 300 000 to 400 000 years BP (Roebroeks & Villa, 
2011). However, even if a bonfire can cause glare and temporarily disturb the 
eye’s adaptation to the darkness and the vision of a starry night, it is a rather 
local disturbance. To study light as a form of significant pollution it will be 
assumed, for our discussion, a perceptible and mostly continuous degradation 
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of the natural dark sky brightness conditions. That assumption leads us to 
more recent epochs when a generalized illumination of the nightscape began. 
 
 2.2 THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC OUTDOORS ILLUMINATION: AN ABRIDGED 
HISTORY 
Extending daytime into the night has always been paramount to our 
civilization. Outdoor illumination provided a sense of safety and made 
possible the use of the cities at night. An explanation to the willingness to 
illuminate the dark is certainly “because you are able to see, you may 
experience a more pleasant outdoor scene (‘amenity’), and you may avoid 
being a victim of accidents and crime. This seems to be enough for most 
decision makers and politicians, and, indeed, it may solve the majority of the 
practical problems. It is based on the idea that Light is Good, an idea that is 
maintained by almost all religions” (Schreuder, 2008).  
The first forms of sustained illumination date back possibly for more than 
4500 BP, in Mesopotamia (Iraq) with the use of oil lamps (DiLaura, 2008). 
Isolated outdoor torches, candles, and oil lamps were used by several 
civilizations in different eras. In Europe, during the middle ages wooden 
torches were used for illumination (Hughes, 2009). Later, “the Industrial 
Revolution in the Victorian Age was powered by new sources of energy, led 
by coal and gas. In the preceding century, metallurgy and steam had 
depended on wood and charcoal, raising the specter of forest exhaustion, and 
in an attempt to prevent that, some continental governments had enacted 
conservation laws. But coal seemed to give the forests a reprieve. Industries 
and homes switched to coal for heat and gas for lighting, adding a burden to 
London’s air. By 1880 there were 600 000 homes in the central part of the city 
with 3 500 000 fireplaces, virtually all burning coal” (Hughes, 2009).  
In a late XIXth century book, Fred Whipple, briefly discussing the history of 
illumination of the United States of America, states that: “In the days of the 
hand-loom and the spinning-wheel, of the stage coach and the sailing ship, 
our forefathers extended their hours of labor by the aid of the pine knot and 
the tallow dip, and sought in vain for more efficient means of illumination until 
the hardy whalemen of New Bedford and Nantucket pro- vided the 
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malodorous  “whale oil", whose advent was thought to mark an era in the 
world's advancement” (Whipple, 1888). 
Actually, “candles and whale oil provided most of the artificial light in the 
decades before the [American] Civil War. Whale oil was also used for 
lubrication. But demand intensified  – and prices skyrocketed – with the 
development of mechanized transportation and industrialization. This demand 
fueled the search for new sources of light” (American Chemical Society [ACS], 
2009). 
The pursuit for other forms of a more efficient illumination continued. In 1779, 
William Murdoch (1754-1839) “at his home in Redruth, Cornwall, (…) 
experimented in distilling coal and in 1792 lighted his cottage and offices with 
coal gas” (William Murdock, 2015). His was the first house to be illuminated 
by coal-gas illumination. However, the first use of generalized gas lighting 
only started years later, in 1814 in London  (Williams, 1999), and in 1816 in 
the USA, after development by Murdoch of “early practical coal-gas lightning 
systems between 1805 and 1813“ (DiLaura, 2008). By 1823, “nearly 40 000 
lamps had been installed in 215 miles of London streets” (Williams, 1999). 
At approximately the same time, electricity comes to scene as a form of 
illumination. In 1809 Humphry Davy presented the electric carbon arc at the 
Royal Institution in London. Using a 2000-element battery, “Davy 
demonstrated continuous arc discharges in the Institution’s theatre before 
large audiences, thereby establishing arc physics as a lasting science” 
(Anders, 2003). However, the early attempts with arc lamps were very 
expensive and were only applicable to a few situations: 
“For many years it has been known that an extremely brilliant light could be 
produced by slightly separating two pencils of carbon, through which a 
powerful current of electricity, was passing, as the mysterious force spans the 
gap with an "arc" of intense light. The one insuperable bar to the general 
introduction of this light was its great cost, due to the necessity of producing 
the current by the consumption of zinc in the galvanic battery. In spite of this 
expense the arc light early found a limited application to lighthouses, and 
other important government works” (Whipple, 1888). 
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Another fuel started to be used on illumination a few years after: it was 
kerosene. “In the 1840s, scientists in Britain began producing an illuminant 
from the distillation of coal. Dr. Abraham Gesner, a Canadian geologist, made 
the first successful coal oil in North America, using a bituminous mineral found 
in New Brunswick. Gesner called it “keroselain” from the Greek word for ”wax” 
and “oil,” which soon became kerosene” (ACS, 2009). 
In the aforementioned book, F. Whipple also alludes to the same achievement 
of kerosene-based lighting: “One can easily recall the excitement attendant 
upon the discovery of petroleum in Pennsylvania [in 1859], and the 
successive steps which resulted in the now almost universal kerosene lamp, 
whose odor, inconvenience, and proneness to cause destructive 
conflagrations, are sufficiently familiar to cause it to be regarded as by no 
means an unmixed blessing” (Whipple, 1888). 
Kerosene and coal-gas based illumination coexisted during some years. 
However, according to F. Whipple: “(…) The cost of its [coal-gas] introduction 
limits its field of usefulness to cities and large towns, and the capital invested 
in its production, and in the means of its conveyance to the consumer, 
requires the payment of heavy dividends, and, in connection with that potent 
factor, the conscienceless “meter,” draws such sums from the user's pocket 
that he often returns to the despised kerosene lamp, or, unable to make that 
sacrifice of convenience and safety, waits with eager anxiety for the coming of 
some means of illumination as safe and convenient as gas, while cheaper and 
more reliable” (Whipple, 1888). 
In 1879, Thomas A. Edison applied for a U.S. patent of the first practicable 
incandescent lamp (Figure 2.1), which was granted the following year. This 
invention, much more than the arc, represented the real start of electrical 
illumination of both houses and streets. In fact, although kerosene and gas-
based illumination coexisted with electrical lighting for many years, the 
invention of the electric lamps brought a revolution in illumination: “In 1870 [in 
the USA] there was not a single lamp lighted by electricity, and today there 
are in this country over 500 000 in operation” (Whipple, 1888).  
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Figure 2.1 The image of the incandescent lamp submitted to a U.S. Patent in 
1879 by Thomas A. Edison (reprinted by the Norris Peters Co.) and granted in 
1880. Image: public domain, via Wikimedia Commons, available from 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Light_bulb_Edison_2.jpg. 
 
Subsequent development of lamps determined the expansion of the electrical 
lamps industry and of electric lighting: “Between 1880 and 1920, incandescent 
lamps were significantly improved by new technologies that made them more 
efficacious. The earliest lamps had efficacies of 1.7 lumens/watt. In 1920, 
incandescent lamps had efficacies near 15 lumens/watt” (DiLaura, 2008). The 
associated cost seemed to be the only reason to deter a faster widespread of 
electric lighting: “For some purposes and in some places it has been 
impossible as yet to place electricity in competition with gas as regards 
expense. Wherever the comparison has been made electricity has won the 
day. But why draw a comparison? People do not compare the cost of gas with 
that of candles, nor the price of a pheasant with that of a mutton chop. People 
will have the electric light if it can be supplied to them, not because it is cheap, 
but because it is safe, healthy, pure, soft and natural. And, moreover, they will 
not object to paying a reasonable price for it, whatever may be the price of 
gas” (Whipple, 1888). 
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Gas and coal based street lamps were gradually replaced by electric 
luminaries. Early American cities contracts or rental systems for street lighting 
show that there were concerns regarding the time lights should be on and off 
and that in some cases the presence of moonlight was considered. Two 
examples are given here: “A committee of the Northampton council, to whom 
the matter was referred in 1886, reported that the city could establish and 
maintain an electric light plant, furnishing arc lights of 2,000 candle power, 
running every night from sundown to midnight at a cost of $50 per year per 
light, on a liberal estimate, and the city clerk says that had the Council 
adopted the report the saving to date would have paid one-third the cost of 
the plant” (Whipple, 1888). As for the city of Allentown, Pennsylvania, it,”has 
100 American lamps, swung at street intersections, in four square miles, 
which burn all night, except on moonlight nights, and cost $100 each per year. 
Contract, five years; wires overhead. Naphtha is burned every night in the 
year for $21 per light” (Whipple, 1888). 
The author [F. Whipple] observes that, for the 165 city contracts presented in 
his book, “no element connected with electric lighting varies so much as the 
cost. There are almost as many different prices paid as there are cities 
enumerated” (Whipple, 1888). 
2.3 SIDE EFFECTS OF OUTDOORS ILLUMINATION AND LIGHT POLLUTION 
Although light pollution can be defined for indoor environments, and a concern 
to both architects, lighting designers and health environmentalists, it is our 
aim to discuss and assess the effects of outdoor light pollution, including 
direct and indirect effects of light pollution from outdoor illumination. The direct 
effects of outdoor illumination may be divided into the following topics: 
skyglow, glare, light trespass, clutter, and safety issues. As for indirect effects, 
they may be divided into impacts on health, on the environment, on energy 
consumption, and on natural resources, according to the present state of 
knowledge. 
 
2.3.1 Direct effects 
Gas lamps and other fuel lamps were the only sources of artificial illumination 
until 136 years ago. Electricity added to the street illumination after 1879, as 
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referred to before. Though in those times, the loss of visibility of the night sky, 
a direct side effect of outdoor lighting, was restricted to the more industrialized 
countries, soon, in a matter of only decades later, there was an important 
growth of illumination that increasingly polluted most of the skies in populated 
areas. “Humanity did welcome the availability of artificial light. By means of 
what is one of the major technological achievements of the second half of the 
20th century, the Curse of Darkness was banned once and for all. The 24/7 
economy was born – 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The fact that the starry 
night was lost seemed to be a small price to pay. It is not right to blame the 
lighting industry for this: it was the social pressure of a culture that believes in 
rationality as the ultimate level of human consciousness that caused the loss” 
(Schreuder, 2008). 
Light pollution started to increase with the growth of towns and cities. The 
number of lamps per unit area reached numbers that were susceptible of low 
(comparing to contemporary standards) though perceptible night sky quality 
degradation. As an example of the awareness on the primeval effects of light 
pollution, the following excerpt from a book from a Portuguese writer, a text 
from 1892 although published in 1901, one year after de Queirós’ death: 
“In the City (Jacinto observed) one never noticed the stars since they were 
obscured by gas-flares and electric globes. For that reason (I continued) one 
never entered in communion with the Universe which is the unique glory and 
consolation of this life. But in the mountains, without six-storeyed buildings 
(!) – a Jacinto, or a Zé Fernandes, can sit smoking at the window, and look 
at, and be looked at by, all the stars in heaven: and they, those others 
inquisitively, anxiously, with a light that beckons and calls to one, seem to be 
trying to reveal their secrets to us and, from those immense distances, trying 
to unravel our own”1 (de Queiroz, 1901).  
                                            
1 «Na Cidade (como notou Jacinto) nunca se olham, nem lembram os astros – por causa dos 
candeeiros de gás ou dos globos de electricidade que os ofuscam. Por isso (como eu notei) 
nunca se entra nessa comunhão com o Universo que é a única glória e única consolação da 
Vida. Mas na serra, sem prédios disformes de seis andares (...) – um Jacinto, um Zé 
Fernandes, livres, bem jantados, fumando nos poiais de uma janela, olham para os astros e 
os astros olham para eles. Uns, certamente, com olhos de sublime imobilidade ou de sublime 
indiferença. Mas outros, curiosamente, ansiosamente, com uma luz que acena, uma luz que 
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The character Jacinto from de Queirós’ novel lived in Paris, commonly known 
as the “City of Lights”. Some contemporary paintings of Vincent van Gogh 
depict starry skies over illuminated places in Arles (France) at night. Although 
one cannot expect the paintings to describe accurately what one could 
observe, the artist’s impressions of the three depicted scenes reveals similar 
situations of small though existent light pollution (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). On 
both paintings, the streets are illuminated but there are simultaneously bright 
stars plotted over a dark sky. 
 
Figure 2.2 A painting by Vincent van Gogh, Terrasse de Café la Nuit, 
dated 1888. Although a painting and, consequently, an interpretation of an 
observed scene, the sky is nevertheless pictured as dark and starry. The light in 
the Café seems to be isolated. Although the scenery at right outside the frame 
is not known, the wall at the corner seems to be partly illuminated, suggesting 
that may be other source of illumination near that wall. No other streetlights are 
seen on the road at the centre, suggesting that the road was not illuminated. 
The lights coming from the windows seem to be the only other sources of light. 
Credit: Vincent van Gogh, Painting, Oil on Canvas, Arles, France: September, 
1888, Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo, The Netherlands. 
                                                                                                                             
chama, como se tentassem, de tão longe, revelar os seus segredos, ou de tão longe 
compreender os nossos...» (Eça de Queirós, A Cidade e as Serras, 1901, chap. 8). 
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Figure 2.3 In this painting from 1888 by van Gogh, Starry Night over the Rhone, 
distant artificial lights can be seen reflected in the river. Credit: Vincent van 
Gogh, Painting, Oil on Canvas, Arles, France: September, 1888. Musée 
d'Orsay, Paris, France. A starry sky is painted above the city lights. 
 
Electricity and electric outdoor illumination spread to many countries rather 
quickly. Although not representative of the customary illumination of that 
epoch in Paris, the images of the Universal Exhibition of 1900 in Paris may 
reveal the interest on lighting and the associated sense of progress (Figures 
2.4 and 2.5).  
From those first days to the present, the pursuit of lighting the outdoors never 
ceased as it is apparent, for instance, from recent nighttime satellite images 
and from the World Atlas of the Artificial Sky (Cinzano, Falchi & Elvidge, 
2001) (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.4 The Eiffel tower illuminated and illuminating the surroundings 
(Retrieved from: http://www.paris-in-photos.com/paris-photos/oldparis061.htm). 
 
 
Figure 2.5 The river Seine, Paris, during the Exposition Universelle of 1900 
(Retrieved from: http://www.brainpickings.org/2013/02/28/the-age-of-edison/). 
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Figure 2.6 The first World Atlas of the Night Sky brightness, derived from 
satelllite data. Credit: P. Cinzano, F. Falchi (University of Padova), C. D. Elvidge 
(NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder). Copyright Royal 
Astronomical Society. Reproduced from the Monthly Notices of the RAS by 
permission of Blackwell Science. 
 
The access to electricity and electrical lighting is unevenly distributed 
worldwide. However, the levels of artificial illumination in the wealthier 
countries reached such levels that made it almost impossible to see a dark 
sky in most places (Figure 2.7). The World Health Organization (WHO) 
estimates that the “urban population in 2014 was about 54% of the total global 
population”. This figure has to be compared with 34% in 1960 and continues 
to grow (Global Health Organization, 2015). Since light pollution is mostly 
concentrated in urban areas, a great segment of the world population lives 
currently under bright night skies (see for instance Nature, vol. 457, pp. 7225, 
January 2009). These numbers show that, generation upon generation, an 
increasing number of people are living deprived of darkness. 
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Figure 2.7 View of the city of Porto, Portugal, at night. The bottom of the clouds 
is illuminated by light pollution. The full moon is visible at the top. Photo by the 
author. 
 
Astronomical observatories are considerably affected by light pollution. Site 
testing is crucial for new and planned observatories, not only for current 
conditions but also to prospective light pollution increase in the large vicinity 
(McInnes & Walker, 1974). Some old and historical observatories built near 
(and now) inside cities became obsolete, and even current optical 
observatories are under threat due to the large distance effects of LP 
(Wainscoat, 2011). 
 
2.3.2 Indirect effects of outdoor illumination 
The definition of light pollution as “excessive levels of light” (see section 2.1), 
hints disproportionate energy consumption. Since wasted light is also wasted 
energy, indirect effects of light pollution include a supplementary consumption 
of natural resources and a consequent increase of air pollution, known to be 
potentially health hazardous (Costa, 2004; Krzyzanowski, 2008). It is currently 
well accepted that air pollution derived from fossil fuels combustion, which is 
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one of the major forms of energy production, “causes a spectrum of health 
effects from eye irritation to death” (Cohen et al, 2005), not to mention the 
associated environmental issues. The trend is for a probable increase of 
indirect effects. Actually, the International Energy Agency [IEA] estimated in 
2006 that: “Over the last decade, global demand for artificial light grew at an 
average rate of 2.4% per annum. Annual growth was slower in IEA countries1 
(1.8%) than in the rest of the world (3.6%). Growth rates in IEA countries are 
lower than in previous decades and may be indicative of the beginnings of 
demand saturation for the first time in history. Nonetheless, the overall growth 
in demand is expected to continue for the foreseeable future, driven by new 
construction, rising average illumination levels in non-OECD countries, 
ongoing electrification and a trend towards more outdoor lighting” (IEA, 2006). 
Moreover, “globally an estimated 218 TWh of final electricity was consumed 
by outdoor stationary lighting in 2005, amounting to about 8% of total lighting 
electricity consumption. This produced 
 
16.1Plm h [petalumen-hours] of light at 
an average source-lumen efficacy of 74 lm/W” (IEA, 2006). 
Actually, light pollution is often not seen as a nuisance. “Light pollution is not 
only a waste of light energy but also diminishes our perception of the wider 
universe. A variety of simple remedies exist but are seldom employed, mostly 
because there is a lack of awareness of the issue“ (IEA, 2006). An example 
amongst many can be seen in advertising, often dealing with light as a decoy 
to other products (see Figures 1.1 and 2.8).  
                                            
1 As of 2006, the IEA countries were mainly: Australia, Canada, Japan, Turkey, the UE, and 
the USA.. 
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Figure 2.8 Two examples of light pollution used in advertising. The example 
above uses an image of the upward light coming from a city to promote a 
product. The example below shows another advertising with the printing “Starry 
starry night” illluminated by a lamp in an upward direction (see Figure 1.1 to a 
detail of this image). 
 
Modern design of luminaries is more illumination- and energy-efficient than it 
used to be. However, the main motivations are probably primarily the energy 
consumption and economy, rather than light pollution. Nevertheless, the 
environment and the night sky benefit from those concerns. The International 
Dark-Sky Association (IDA) provides a set of guidelines and of recommended 
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(and not recommended) fixtures to prevent light emission above the horizontal 
line1. 
It is also relevant to mention that one of the most argued issues that difficult 
light pollution control concerns security. There is a perception that more light 
means more security. However, this is an open debate as there are no 
evidences so far that sustain that less light means less security. The National 
Institute of Justice of the USA conducted in 1996 an assessment of crime and 
violence in the United States. The study revealed “little research to support 
‘brighter-is-safer’ approaches and even suggested that in some 
circumstances poorly designed illumination might actually increase personal 
vulnerability”, since “offenders need lighting to detect potential targets and 
low-risk situations” (Thessin & Beatty, 2002). 
 
2.3.3 Effects on biodiversity 
Research in light pollution effects on biodiversity is also emerging. After 
millions of years of evolution under the natural light-darkness cycle, species 
are facing new challenges on their environment. Being a recent subject of 
research, there is still debate on the impacts of artificial light at night on the 
environment. Nocturnal fauna is, by definition, affected, whichever terrestrial, 
aerial or aquatic (Longcore & Rich, 2006). On some few situations, some 
species are known to profit from artificial light at night. Seagulls, for example, 
which have scavenger habits, can benefit from feeding at night in the cities 
and even became a new cause of annoyance to people (Aberdeenshire 
Council, 2015). An increase in the prey rate intake at light polluted sites has 
also been observed on Gray plovers (Pluvialis squatarola) (Santos et al, 
2010). However, the majority of the studies we have found in the literature 
seem to establish a negative relationship between non-natural light at night 
and the survival or spreading of the species. Birds are known from a long time 
to be attracted to lights at night, a characteristic that has been used to hunt 
them (Gauthreaux Jr. & Belser, 2006). Other consequence of the same 
characteristic is the death by collision at lighthouses and other isolated strong 
lights, which seem to be in part related to the intensity and wavelength of the 
                                            
1 See http://www.darksky.org/component/content/article/295. 
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light (Gauthreaux Jr. & Belser, 2006). Disorientation of some migratory birds 
has also been observed from a long time as a consequence of the skyglow of 
distant city lights (Gauthreaux Jr. & Belser, 2006). Artificial light at night 
(ALAN) can also affect flora. Forman (2014) observes that “(…) excess light at 
night [on trees] may stimulate growth that is sensitive to frost”. Those here 
referred are amongst a large list of fauna and flora that are being studied in 
relation to light pollution. Brüning et al (2014) found that LP causes changes 
in the circadian rhythms of fishes (European perch), having however no 
evidence of causing them stress. Gaston, Bennie, Davies & Hopkins (2013) 
make a comprehensive revision of recent research and effects of LP on 
insects, bats, sea turtles and, in a general way, in the environment. These are 
only some of the many examples that can be found in recent literature, as 
light pollution becomes a major issue on the natural night habitats. 
 
2.3.4 Effects on health 
A resolution passed by the American Medical Association (AMA) on June 
2012 states that “pervasive use of nighttime lighting […] creates potentially 
harmful health effects and/or hazardous situations with varying degrees of 
harm” (AMA, 2012). Recent research on animals and humans show that “light 
at night triggers daytime biology, disrupting sleep, hormone regulation, and 
metabolism, and abolishes the darkness essential for regulating our circadian 
clock” (Stevens, Brainard, Blask, Lockley & Mota, 2013). Albeit there is still 
debate on the effects of light pollution on health, some studies show 
modifications of the circadian rhythm (Stevens, 2006) with authors claiming 
implications on obesity (Wyse, Selman, Page, Coogan & Hazlerigg, 2011) and 
on observed malignant growth in tumour models (Filipski, Li & Lévi, 2006). 
Other recent studies suggest that LP is a risk factor for human breast and 
prostate cancer (Haim & Portnov, 2013) or colorectal tumours among women 
working on rotating night shifts (Schernhammer et al, 2003). 
Melatonin is a known antioxidant and a free-radical scavenger hormone 
produced mainly by the pineal gland in humans as well as by other animals 
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and plants (Tan, Chen, Poeggeler, Manchester & Reiter, 1993). It also 
regulates the circadian cycle in animals. Reduction on the production of 
melatonin by the body as a result of exposure to artificial light at night is 
currently under research and a possible cause of malignant effects (e.g. 
Jasser, Blask & Brainard, 2006; Bullough, Rea & Figueiro, 2006; Navara & 
Nelson, 2007; Liang et al, 2011; Proietti, Cucina, Reiter & Bizzarri, 2013). 
Since the effects of exposure to light at night are dependent on factors such 
as the intensity of the light, wavelength, dose, and the sensitivity of the 
exposed individual, the consequences on human health are still a matter of 
debate and research. An extensive compilation and analysis of the studies 
carried on to assess the impact of light on health has been published by the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer [IARC] (IARC, 2010). For the 
first time the IARC classified shiftwork that involves circadian disruption as 
“probably carcinogenic to humans”. 
Light pollution effects are not sole related to the luminous emittance but 
depend also on its spectral distribution. The same quantity of light emitted by 
a low-pressure sodium vapour streetlamp affects the environment differently 
than an equivalent mercury vapour lamp. The former has a narrow spectrum, 
which can more easily be filtered (e.g. for astronomical purposes) in 
comparison to the latter. The spectral bluish component (short-wavelength 
emission) present on mercury vapour lamps or light-emitting diode (LED) 
sources are especially harmful, as they affect sleep (Falchi, Cinzano, Elvidge, 
Keith & Haim, 2011) and biodiversity (Stone, Jones & Harris, 2012); 
moreover, their broader spectra is more difficult to filter. Some data indicates 
that even at “low ambient light levels (~40 lux), light can still impact directly 
upon sleep EEG characteristics” (Chellappa et al, 2013).  
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2.4 DARK SKIES PRESERVES 
Residents of large cities are almost totally deprived from a starry night. The 
“Declaration in Defence of the Night Sky and the Right to Starlight” (stated by 
the conjoint UNESCO, UNWTO and IAU) considers that “an unpolluted night 
sky that allows the enjoyment and contemplation of the firmament should be 
considered an inalienable right equivalent to all other socio-cultural and 
environmental rights. Hence the progressive degradation of the night sky must 
be regarded as a fundamental loss” (Starlight, 2007), and that “the intelligent 
use of artificial lighting that minimizes sky glow and avoids obtrusive visual 
impact on both humans and wildlife should be promoted. This strategy would 
involve a more efficient use of energy so as to meet the wider commitments 
made on climate change, and for the protection of the environment” (Starlight, 
2007).  
The idea of dark sky protected areas started to gain momentum in 2001 with 
the International Dark Sky Communities (IDSC) concept, shaped by the 
International Dark-Sky Association (IDA). An IDSC is defined as “a town, city, 
municipality, or other legally organized community that has shown exceptional 
dedication to the preservation of the night sky through the implementation and 
enforcement of quality lighting codes, dark sky education, and citizen support 
of dark skies” 1. 
The first dark sky preserve that was implemented is the International Dark Sky 
Park of the Natural Bridges National Monument, in southeast Utah, United 
States of America, created in 2007. Since then, other 23 International Dark 
Sky Parks were created worldwide. The current list (as of May 2015) of 
International Dark Sky Parks is shown in Table 2.1. 
 
 
 
                                            
1 URL: http://www.darksky.org 
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Table 2.1 List of the International Dark Sky Parks, as of May 2005. (Source: URL: 
http://www.darksky.org.) 
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The IDA also attributes other classifications to areas with different 
characteristics, the International Dark Sky Reserves and the aforementioned 
International Dark Skies Communities. This set of three IDA’s classification 
system constitutes the concept of international Dark Sky Places 1 . The 
Starlight Foundation2 is also a non-profit organization that gives two types of 
certifications to dark skies areas, the Starlight Natural Reserves, and the 
Starlight Tourist Destinations (STD). 
The Dark Sky® Alqueva Reserve, in Portugal, was the first Starligh Tourist 
Destination in the world. The field measurements from the author were 
                                            
1 URL: http://www.darksky.org/international-dark-sky-places/about-ids-places 
2 URL: https://propuesta10112014.wordpress.com/la-fundacion/ 
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instrumental for the certification of the Reserve, in December 2011, and will 
be described and subject to analysis in Chapter 3. 
 
2.5 MORE ACTIONS TAKEN TO CONTROL LIGHT POLLUTION 
There have been a number of attempts to draw the public attention to the 
subject of light pollution. One of those attempts is the Globe At Night (GAN) 
program, a citizen science project that started in 2006, that attempts to 
engage citizens on the measurement of the local sky brightness1. It aims at 
gather collaboration from citizens, but also of schools, on collecting local dark-
sky data and monitoring the sky quality. One of the ways that people can 
collaborate includes the naked eye’s counting of the visible stars within a 
specific constellation. Following instructions printed on a leaflet produced by 
the GAN program, or with an exclusive smartphone web app2, it is possible to 
estimate the local naked eye limiting magnitude by the counting of the visible 
stars within a constellation. It has been shown that this is a relatively reliable 
technique to estimate the approximate limiting visual magnitude that agrees 
rather well with measurements of the sky made by other techniques, even if 
the uncertainty associated with any individual sky observation is large 
(±1.2 stellar magnitudes) (Kyba et al, 2013). Two examples of the visibility of 
the constellation Ursa Major (The Great Bear) from a dark sky place (a rural 
site, in this case, Lousã, centre of Portugal) and from a light polluted place 
(the city of Porto, Portugal) are shown in Figure 2.9. The differences on the 
number of visible stars in each photo are clear. 
                                            
1 URL: http://www.globeatnight.org 
2 URL: http://www.globeatnight.org/webapp/ 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 2.9 The constellation Ursa Major from the city of Porto, Portugal (a) and 
from a rural place (Lousã, Central Portugal) (b). Both pictures were obtained 
during astronomical twilight. Although the lenses were different, the same 
photographic settings were used on both images: same opening (f/2.8), same 
ISO speed (ISO 400) and same exposure time (30 s). The SQM-L value for 
Porto is of approximately 17.5 mag/arcsec2, and for Lousã approximately 
21.0 mag/arcsec2. Both SQM-L readings and photos by the author. 
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The research in light pollution is starting to be organized in specific groups, as 
the Light Pollution Research Group1. International congresses and symposia 
are taking place regularly, e.g., the Artificial Light At Night [ALAN] 
Conferences2, or the European Symposium for the Protection of the Night Sky 
[ESPNS]3. The European Union COST action LoNNe (Loss of the Night 
Network4) constitutes a researcher’s network dedicated to the research on 
light pollution and the protection of the night sky. 
A relatively new concept within tourism industry is the “astrotourism”. Total 
solar eclipses are known to attract many tourists since long ago. However, 
people are starting to search for places where they can contemplate a truly 
dark, starry sky. In response to this demand, there are already some 
territories or reserves that offer facilities, including lodging, and providing 
telescopes and trained guides to help them5. Astrotourism may be seen as a 
consequence of people living under bright skies. The existence of dark sky 
preserves is both a response to this demand and a fundamental resource to 
increase public awareness to the issue of light pollution. 
 
2.6 MODELLING LIGHT POLLUTION 
Some attempts have been made to model light pollution. However, given the 
absence of direct data on light pollution, the prevalent analysis on LP has 
been largely based on population number and distance to the populated 
centres (Olsen, Gallaway & Mitchell, 2013). Walker (1970) published the first 
known study on light pollution and introduced later (Walker, 1977) the 
Walker’s equation, that uses the number of inhabitants, P, on a city to 
estimate the expected intensity measured at 45° altitude in the direction of the 
city, I, at a distance, D, from the city centre, as: 
                                            
1 URL: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/LPResearch/info 
2URL: http://www.dmu.ac.uk/about-dmu/schools-and-departments/leicester-de 
-montfort-law-school/events/ artificial-light-at-night-conference.aspx 
3 URL: http://www.cielooscuro.es/index.php?lg=1 
4 URL: http://www.cost-lonne.eu/research/mou/ 
5 The Dark Sky® Alqueva is one of those reserves where it is possible to stay at telescope-
equiped hotels. 
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 I = C P D
−2.5
,     (2.1) 
 
where C is a coefficient independent of P and D. 
Even if population and skyglow appear as strongly correlated, the observed 
“proportionality between population and sky glow breaks down going from 
large scales to smaller scales and looking in more detail” (Cinzano et al, 
2001), (Olsen et al, 2013). 
Furthermore, models based on population number depend upon the reliability 
of the population data. Even when accurate data are available, they often give 
the total population for some relatively large area, but is not detailed enough 
about how the population is distributed within those areas (Olsen et al, 2013). 
For instance, the author of this thesis made an initial attempt to find the 
relation between distance and population on nearby cities. However, no 
reliable sources of data on population for each of the settlements were found. 
Official data (INE, 2011; PORDATA, 2014) is only available for parishes 
(administrative regions called “freguesias”) that have very different areas and 
demographic densities. Therefore, that line of research had to be abandoned. 
Garstang proposed a model of light diffusion that uses various atmospheric 
parameters along with geographical characteristics, such as the elevation 
angle of the city (emmiter) relative to the observer (Garstang, 1986). In this 
model, the city is circular and the brightness is proportional to the population. 
Garstang’s model was the base of subsequent models such as Pierantonio 
Cinzano’s (Cinzano, 2000), who computed the sky luminance at the zenith 
due to all sources at a distance greater than d, through the integration of all 
the contributions of sources beyond that distance (until 100 km). Applying the 
model to some regions of Italy, he concluded, amongst other results, that 
“artificial sky luminance in a site in a diffusely urbanised territory produced by 
sources located at large distances from the site is not negligible due to the 
additive character of light pollution and its propagation at large distances” 
(Cinzano, 2000). Afterwards, in a pioneering study, (Cinzano et al, 2001) 
created the first world atlas of the artificial night sky brightness, combining 
radiance from the US Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
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Operational Linescan System (DMSP OLS) satellite data with a model based 
on Garstang’s model. That study is based on all available radiance data 
whether produced by a populated centre, by an industrial centre, or any other 
source. This was a remarkable improvement over all previous models that 
were based solely on population indices (Biggs, Fouché, Bilki & Zadnik, 
2012). 
More recently, other authors – Kocifaj’s (2007), Luginbuhl et al (2009), Aubé & 
Kocifaj (2012), Cinzano & Falchi (2013), (Kocifaj, 2014) – introduced 
improvements in the allowed atmospheric parameters, on the radiative 
transfer problem, and in the numerical codes. These models are known as 
extended Garstang models (EGM). 
Kocifaj’s model (Kocifaj, 2007), used in our study, allows introducing N 
sources of light at every chosen azimuths and distances needed, and counts 
with the presence of clouds and the moon – although in this work those two 
contributions were not considered, as will be discussed later (Section 5.1). 
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3. FIELDWORK AND RESULTS 
 
In this chapter, we describe the aspects related to the fieldwork, starting with 
an introduction to the two regions studied, the Alqueva (section 3.1) and 
Peneda-Gerês National Park (section 3.2). Both regions are located in 
Portugal, the Iberian Peninsula, Europe (Figure 3.1). 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Satellite view of the Iberian Peninsula at night. The box at top left 
encloses the Peneda-Gerês National Park (PNPG) (see Figure 3.5), and the 
box at bottom left encloses the area of Alqueva, Alentejo (see Figure 3.3). 
(Image credit: Earth Observation Group, NOAA National Geophysical Data 
Center1). 
 
The materials and methods of the fieldwork are presented in Section 3.3. 
Section 3.4 deals with limitations and precautions concerning the 
measurements. The methods and the analysis are described in Section 3.5. 
                                            
1 Available from ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/DMSP/viirs_fire/viirs_html/viirs_ntl.html 
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The main results and discussion of the fieldwork are presented in Section 3.6. 
Some final remarks are covered in Section 3.7. 
3.1 THE ALQUEVA REGION 
 
Figure 3.2 Characteristic landscape of the region of the Alqueva. Near Terena, 
Alandroal, Évora. An almost plain territory, with sparse olive, cork oak, and holm 
oak trees, characterizes the Alqueva region. Photo by the author. 
 
3.1.1 Geographical characteristics and their relation with the night sky  
The region of the Alqueva Dark Sky® Reserve (or Dark Sky Alqueva, DSA) 
has a large area of approximately 3 000 km2 (300 000 ha) and a low 
population density. It is part of the District of Alentejo, at the South of 
Mainland Portugal (Figure 3.2). The mean population density of Portugal is 
114.3 inhabitants/km2 (inh./km2 hereafter) whereas in Alqueva it is in the 
range 5 - 50 inh./km2 (INE, 2012), one of the lowest densities in Portugal. As 
in other regions of the Alentejo, the residents are concentrated mainly in small 
towns and hamlets or in isolated and familiar large farms (the “Montes”), often 
delimited by fences. Frequently, those houses are located deeply inside the 
farms and are not visible from the main roads.  
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The closest city to the Reserve is Évora, with approximately 50 000 
inhabitants (INE, 2012), at a distance of circa 30 km from the west boundary 
of the dark sky reserve. 
The Alqueva region is therefore at some reasonable distance from major 
urban centres, meaning that it is free from important light pollution sources in 
their close neighbourhood. The Alqueva Dark Sky Starlight Tourism 
Destination (or Dark Sky® Alqueva, DSA) (Figure 3.3) is at an average 
distance of circa 140 km from the metropolitan area of Lisboa (547 773 
inhabitants1) and at about the same distance from the metropolitan area of 
Sevilla (Spain) (703 021 inhabitants2), the two largest urban centres around 
the region. It is mainly a low altitude plain region. The climate is of the type-
Csa (Koppen), «temperate (mesothermal) with rainy winters, and dry 
(Mediterranean) and hot summers» (Miranda, Abreu & Salgado, 1995), 
resulting on a high number of clear nights. 
Alqueva has been certified as a site of “Starlight Tourism Destination”, the first 
site in the world to achieve this certification (December 2011), attributed by 
the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and the Starlight 
Foundation (Starlight, 2011). The author of this thesis contributed to this 
application by providing the sky brightness data. In fact, the fieldwork that we 
describe below began in 2010, by measuring the sky brightness for the 
UNWTO application.  
                                            
1 The metropolitan area of Lisbon (known as Greater Lisbon) has an estimated 
population of 2 031 170 inhabitants, as of 2013 (PORDATA, 2014). 
2  The metropolitan area of Seville has an estimated population of 1 519 639 
inhabitants (Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Spain, 2011). 
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Figure 3.3 The boundary of the Alqueva Dark Sky Starlight Tourism Destination 
(DSA) and the distances and the localization of some of the sources of light 
pollution. The grey patch inside the area of the DSA is the Artificial Lake of 
Alqueva. The arrow at the bottom right shows the direction to Seville (outside 
the frame), about 110 km from the southeasternmost region of the Alqueva 
DSA. This region is at approximately 200 km from the centre of the metropolitan 
area of Lisbon. (Image credit: Earth Observation Group, NOAA National 
Geophysical Data Center1). 
 
3.1.2 Distribution of outdoor light sources 
Contrary to other regions of Portugal, notably in the northwest coastal 
territory, in this region there are virtually no houses along the roads except 
where roads cross the hamlets or villages. Light sources are therefore 
concentrated on those hamlets or villages. Outside them, only a few road 
crossings are illuminated with streetlights, and are the only other sources of 
light pollution, with the exception of car headlights 
 
3.1.3 Astrotourism at Alqueva 
Some of the “Montes” in Alqueva are residential properties, occasionally 
rehabilitated for rural tourism. Several “Montes”’ owners are still using the 
                                            
1 Available from ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/DMSP/viirs_fire/viirs_html/ viirs_ntl.html) 
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lands for farming (mostly wine, cork and olive oil). Since approximately the 
time of the classification of the Alqueva as a Starlight Reserve, the local 
development strategy around tourism started to implement the concept of 
“astrotourism” at certain “Montes”, as a way to attract tourists looking for a 
dark sky (Rodrigues, Rodrigues & Peroff, 2014). Currently there are 
numerous Montes where the practice of astronomy is promoted.  
 
3.2 THE PENEDA-GERÊS NATIONAL PARK (PNPG) 
 
Figure 3.4 Perspective of the “serra do Gerês”, at the south of the Peneda-
Gerês National Park. The summits shown in the photograph (left and right) have 
an altitude of circa 1400 m and are some of the highest altitude regions of the 
Peneda-Gerês National Park. Photo by the author. 
 
3.2.1 Geographical characteristics and their relation with the night sky 
The Peneda-Gerês National Park (PNPG) (Figure 3.4) is the only natural 
reserve in Portugal with the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources) statute of National Park. The distance across 
the Park (contour shown in Figure 3.5) is circa 45 km. The area of the PNPG 
has an average population density of 11.15 inh./km2, ranging between 
2.36 inh./km2 and 63.93 inh./km2, with median 9.77 inh./km2 (INE, 2012). The 
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estimated population is 9071 inhabitants, distributed mostly in small villages 
and hamlets spreading over an area of approximately 710 km2. This 
distribution is far from uniform since there are large uninhabited areas. It is 
estimated that less than 30% of the PNPG lands are private property, 7% are 
public property, and 63% are communitary property (the “baldios”) (Lourenço, 
Quental & Barros, 2009). The Park confines with a smaller natural reserve: 
the Baixa Límia-Serra do Xurés Natural Park, Galicia (Spain), which has 
approximately 293 km2. Both constitute therefore a large area under 
environmental protection inside a wider region (approximately 2680 km2) 
classified by the UNESCO as the Gerês/Xurés Transboundary Biosphere 
Reserve (Portugal/Spain) (UNESCO, 2009). Contrary to the Alqueva, the 
Peneda-Gerês Park is a mountainous territory with its highest peak (Nevosa) 
reaching an altitude of 1546 m. 
 
Figure 3.5 The horseshoe-shaped boundary of the Peneda-Gerês National Park 
(center) and the distances and the localization of some sources of light 
pollution. The Park has an area of circa 710 km2 (Image credit: Earth 
Observation Group, NOAA National Geophysical Data Center1.) 
                                            
1  Available from ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/DMSP/viirs_fire/viirs_html/viirs_ 
ntl.html. 
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The climate is also Mediterranean although more influenced by the Atlantic 
than in Alqueva. Some regions of the Park have the highest rainfall rates of 
the country, with a mean annual precipitation above 2800 mm (Santos et al, 
2010). The PAN Parks Foundation named the Park as a Wilderness area in 
2008 (ICNF, 2014), mainly for its deep interior areas that are unoccupied. 
Therefore, light pollution sources are minimal within the Park’s most interior 
regions. The villages are mostly at the outskirts of the park. As can be inferred 
from the satellite image shown in Figure 3.5, the south and the southwest 
areas are clearly more affected by light coming from the large and highly 
populated areas around the city of Porto 
In Appendix 3 it is shown a panoramic nightscape from one spot at the south 
of the park (Figure P1), where it becomes clearer that the main sources of 
light pollution come from regions at the south of the Park. 
Contrary to the Alqueva region, the PNPG does not have any national or 
international classification in what regards dark sky protection and light 
pollution control. However, in January 2010 the author of this thesis presented 
to the Park’s administration some preliminary results of the assessment of the 
brightness of the night sky. The author was then invited to submit a proposal 
on the light pollution control requirements within the region, to be 
implemented in the PNPG Management Plan. As a result of those actions, the 
Management Plan, published in 2011, says: 
 
Resolução do Conselho de Ministros n.º 11-A/2011, Artigo 32º - “11 – Os 
projectos de iluminação exterior, incluindo a pública, devem adoptar modelos 
que permitam a redução de consumo energético e o controlo da intensidade 
e dispersão da luminosidade, contrariando a difusão desnecessária da luz e a 
perca [sic] do característico céu nocturno escuro do território do Parque 
Nacional da Peneda-Gerês”1 (DR, 2011). 
                                            
1 “The projects of outdoor lighting, including public lighting, must adopt models that allow the 
reduction of energy consumption and the control of the light intensity and dispersion, avoiding 
unnecessary light diffusion and the loss of the characteristic dark night sky of the Peneda-
Gerês National Park.” 
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The Park’s Administration granted permission for the author to freely travel 
and hike inside the natural protected area to take dark sky measurements. 
 
3.3 FIELDWORK EQUIPMENT, MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 
3.3.1 THE CHOICE OF THE MEASURING DEVICE  
The brightness of the night sky was measured with a dedicated device, a 
portable Unihedron® Sky Quality Meter-L (Serial Number: 3840, Firmware 
version 2.17) unit, shown in Figure 3.6. The choice for this device became 
natural at the time of the beginning of this work, since it was then, and still is 
today a simple, portable (the size of a regular pack of cigarettes) and accurate 
meter (Cinzano, 2005). Moreover, the international community studying light 
pollution is widely using SQMs. Therefore, SQMs provide a suitable way to 
compare the results of measurement of the brightness of the night sky being 
made worldwide from the Earth surface (as opposed to satellite 
measurements). 
 
Figure 3.6 Front view of a Unihedron SQM-L. The numbers in the LCD screen 
are the brightness reading in mag/arcsec2. A more thorough description of the 
SQM-L is given in Chapter 4. 
 
The SQM-L used in this thesis was a kind offer from Dr. Constance Walker 
(NOAO Office of Education and Public Outreach), under the Dark Skies 
Awareness Program (International Year of Astronomy 2009, or IYA20091). 
                                            
1 http://www.darkskiesawareness.org/programs.php 
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Most of the alternative options available at the time relied on fixed 
installations. Examples include: 
- the Lightmeter1, an all-weather solar cell based lightmeter; 
- the USB-connected Unihedron Sky Quality Meter-LU2 and the 
Ethernet-connected Unihedron Sky Quality Meter-LE3. These are 
similar to the SQM-L, but must be placed in outdoor weather-proof 
housings. 
To cover the large areas of both the Alqueva Dark Sky Reserve and the 
Peneda-Gerês National Park in a more thorough way, one solution would be 
the installation of several permanent devices measuring the brightness of the 
night sky. However, that solution would require funds that were not available 
at the time. Even if the funds existed, there would remain the need to settle 
the devices at safe places and with electrical power to feed the computers to 
which the SQMs must be connected. Although the search of places that fulfil 
those requisites has been performed by us both for Peneda-Gerês National 
Park (with the help from Dr. Ana Fontes, PNPG) and for the Alqueva region 
(with the help of Dr. Apolónia Rodrigues, DSA), several difficulties subsisted 
particularly at the PNPG, not to mention the absence of electricity on the 
darkest, remotest places. Consequently, the choice for one SQM-L device 
operated by the same person (the author), covering the largest area the 
possible on a set of fieldwork campaigns prevailed. 
 
3.3.2 Using the SQM-L 
For our fieldwork, the SQM-L was pointed handheld to the zenith at every 
reading point. To ensure that the SQM-L was pointing to the zenith, the device 
was always held in such a way that it could align vertically under the action of 
its own weight force (the weight is mainly due to a 9V battery located right at 
the bottom of the device). To achieve that result, the applied pressure to hold 
the device was as minimal as possible, allowing gravity to pull it vertically 
downward. As will become clear in Chapter 4 (section 4.3.3) and Chapter 6, 
                                            
1 http://kuffner-sternwarte.at/hms/wiki/index.php5?title=Luxmeter 
2 http://unihedron.com/projects/sqm-lu/ 
3 http://unihedron.com/projects/sqm-le/ 
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the care that has to be taken with the direction while measuring is critical to 
achieve a good precision.  
The very first measurement taken at each spot was rejected, according to the 
recommendations of the manufacturer1, given that the first measurement is 
generally higher than the subsequent ones, due to transient thermal effects in 
the detector, something that our tests also confirm2. 
After some early field tests with the SQM-L on our work, we noticed that, 
under some conditions, the readings on the same spot could vary between 
measurements if the device was rotated vertically around its longitudinal axis.  
As a consequence of those unexpected variations, a measuring procedure 
was adopted for all readings. Thus, each data point presented in the results is 
in fact the average of an array of twelve consecutive readings of the SQM-L 
pointing to the zenith. Between partial readings the device was rotated around 
its vertical axis thus completing a full turn in four perpendicular steps, in order 
to account for any anisotropy of the SQM-L and also to account for the 
differences we had found in our early field tests while rotating the device in 
the way just described. On a few occasions the number of twelve readings 
has been surpassed, when there was no stability on the readings on each of 
the four directions. For “no stability” we mean either a reading,  x , outside the 
range 
 
 x ± 0.1mag/ arcsec
2   
 
on each set of three measurements at each of the four perpendicular 
directions, or a set of values outside a range of !!!!!mag/arcsec2 from the 
most prevalent value (mode). We consistently followed the recommended rule 
“press once and release” the SQM-L button. In the laboratory of the Facultade 
de Óptica e Optometría da Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, with a 
stabilized light source, the act of pressing the button until a result was shown, 
                                            
1 URL: http://unihedron.com/projects/ darksky/faqsqml.php 
2 That observation is also referred by other authors (e.g., Kyba, 2014: 
http://unihedron.com/forum/index.php?topic=42.0). 
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was tested in our work, against the act of press once and release. The 
outcome of this experiment is briefly referred in Section 4.4. 
 
3.3.3 Selection of the dates and times of the observations 
For the purpose of measuring how dark the sky is under clear conditions, the 
brightness was measured at the zenith, on moonless nights, only between the 
end of astronomical twilights at dusk and the beginning of astronomical 
twilights at dawn (astronomical night), to minimize natural light contribution 
and to guarantee that only ALAN (Artificial Light At Night) contribution was 
being measured against natural dark sky brightness. 
The measurement campaigns started in 2010 and the last data were taken on 
the summer of 2014. The dates of the measurements were chosen in the 
calendar between the last quarter and the first quarter moon phases, thus 
maximizing the number of moonless hours per night. Some campaigns were 
aborted due to weather conditions, either after checking the weather 
predictions from the National Meteorological Institute (Instituto Português do 
Mar e da Atmosfera, IPMA) or due to the presence of fog in situ. Those 
circumstances caused sometimes the postponing of measurements for one or 
more months, particularly during the colder season. 
As referred to above, the measurements were all made during astronomical 
night. At least one computer or smartphone application was used to check the 
time of the astronomical twilights, to mark both the start and the end of the 
field-work at a given place. We used specifically the program LLC’s TPE – 
The Photographer’s Ephemeris, version 1.1.1. Currently the TPE works as a 
web application (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7 Crookneck Consulting LLC’s TPE – The Photographer’s Ephemeris 
webapp (URL: http://app.photoephemeris.com). The example shows a marker 
(pin at the centre) over Monsaraz, Évora (Alqueva). Besides the times of 
twilights, rise and setting of the sun and moon, the app presents the current 
azimuthal directions of the sun and the moon, and the directions of rise and set 
of both on a given date. On the shown example, the radial lines departing from 
the marker, from the first line pointing slightly above the 3 o’clock direction, 
clockwise, represent the directions of the sunrise, moonrise, actual sun azimuth, 
actual moon azimuth, moonset and sunset on the chosen date of 16th of April, 
2015. 
 
In our fieldwork we used the iPhone version of the same application (app) 
(v. 3.1 [Build 330]), shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 The app The Photographer’s Ephemeris (TPE) running on an iPhone 
(same date as Figure 3.7). 
 
To be safe against the possibility of errors on the programmed ephemeris, 
other sources were also used to check the end (evening) or beginning 
(morning) of the astronomical twilight, namely the application Juggleware 
LLC’s SOL v. 3.0.4 (114) and LunaSolCal, by Volker Voecking Software 
Engineering, and the ephemeris from the Observatório Astronómico de Lisboa 
(Lisbon Astronomical Observatory) (Figure 3.9). The last are only for the cities 
of Lisbon and Porto, but still close enough to allow a cross check. We 
concluded that the results from the apps are accurate enough. 
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Figure 3.9 A page from the Astronomical Ephemeris for the city of Lisboa 
(Lisbon), Portugal, for the year 2013, published by the Astronomical 
Observatory of Lisbon (Observatório Astronómico de Lisboa, OAL). Credit: 
OAL. 
 
3.3.4 Selection of the observation spots 
As previously referred to above, the measurements were done by the author 
only. It was necessary to cover large areas of circa 3000 sq. km for the 
Alqueva region and 710 sq. km for the Peneda-Gerês National Park. 
Therefore, these regions had to be divided into smaller areas and the 
measuring spots were selected prior to each night in the field. 
The measuring spots were chosen mostly along the roads that cross both 
regions of Alqueva and PNPG. This choice was determined mostly by the 
difficulty to enter into places outside the roads (see section 3.4). The 
geographical coordinates were determined at first by a portable Global 
Quantidade Altura Azimute do Sol
Raiar             
da          
aurora
Dia claro Escurecer
Noite       
fechada
Duração
de horas de 
Sol
 máxima   
do Sol
no instante do 
nascimento ou do 
ocaso (de S. para 
E. ou W.)
 h   min  h   min  h   min  h   min  h   min  h   min
          O              O      
Janeiro ... 1 06:20 07:25 17:56 19:01 01:35 09:31 29 61
     » ... 11 06:20 07:25 18:05 19:10 01:35 09:41 30 62
     » ... 21 06:18 07:22 18:15 19:19 01:33 09:55 32 65
     » ... 31 06:12 07:15 18:26 19:29 01:32 10:14 35 68
Fevereiro ... 10 06:04 07:06 18:36 19:39 01:30 10:36 38 72
» ... 20 05:53 06:54 18:47 19:49 01:29 10:59 41 77
Março ... 2 05:39 06:41 18:57 19:59 01:28 11:24 45 82
    » ... 12 05:24 06:26 19:07 20:09 01:28 11:48 49 87
    » ... 22 05:08 06:11 19:17 20:20 01:29 12:14 53 92
Abril ... 1 05:51 06:55 20:27 21:31 01:31 12:39 57 97
    » ... 11 05:33 06:39 20:37 21:43 01:33 13:04 60 101
   » ... 21 05:15 06:24 20:47 21:56 01:37 13:27 64 106
Maio ... 1 04:59 06:11 20:58 22:10 01:41 13:50 67 110
    » ... 11 04:43 05:59 21:08 22:24 01:46 14:10 70 114
   » ... 21 04:30 05:50 21:18 22:37 01:50 14:27 72 117
   » ... 31 04:20 05:43 21:26 22:49 01:54 14:41 74 119
Junho ... 10 04:14 05:40 21:33 22:58 01:57 14:49 75 121
    » ... 20 04:14 05:40 21:37 23:03 01:58 14:53 75 121
    » ... 30 04:18 05:43 21:37 23:03 01:58 14:50 75 121
Julho ... 10 04:26 05:50 21:34 22:58 01:55 14:42 74 120
   » ... 20 04:37 05:57 21:28 22:48 01:50 14:30 73 118
   » ... 30 04:50 06:07 21:19 22:35 01:46 14:13 70 115
Agosto ... 9 05:04 06:16 21:07 22:20 01:41 13:54 68 111
    » ... 19 05:17 06:26 20:54 22:03 01:37 13:32 65 107
    » ... 29 05:29 06:36 20:39 21:45 01:34 13:08 61 103
Setembro ... 8 05:41 06:45 20:23 21:27 01:31 12:44 58 98
» ... 18 05:51 06:54 20:07 21:09 01:29 12:19 54 93
» ... 28 06:01 07:03 19:51 20:53 01:29 11:54 50 88
Outubro ... 8 06:11 07:13 19:35 20:37 01:28 11:30 46 83
» ... 18 06:20 07:22 19:21 20:23 01:29 11:05 42 78
» ... 28 05:30 06:32 18:08 19:11 01:30 10:42 39 74
Novembro ... 7 05:39 06:42 17:58 19:01 01:31 10:20 36 70
» ... 17 05:49 06:53 17:50 18:54 01:32 10:01 33 66
» ... 27 05:58 07:03 17:46 18:51 01:34 09:45 31 63
Dezembro ... 7 06:06 07:12 17:45 18:50 01:35 09:34 29 61
» ... 17 06:13 07:19 17:47 18:53 01:36 09:28 29 60
» ... 27 06:18 07:24 17:52 18:58 01:36 09:28 29 60
2014 Jan. ... 6 06:20 07:26 18:00 19:05 01:35 09:35 30 61
Nota: Duração do crepúsculo matutino (e vespertino) é o intervalo de tempo limitado pelos instantes em que termina (começa)
a noite fechada (o sol está a 18º abaixo do horizonte) e o nascer (ocaso) do Sol, respectivamente.
2013
DATAS                          
DE                                   
10 EM 10                     
DIAS
CREPÚSCULOS, COMPRIMENTOS DO DIA, ALTURAS 
E AZIMUTES DO SOL (LISBOA) 
(Hora Legal)
CREPÚSCULOS
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Positioning System (GPS) device, a Garmin GPSMap CS60x GPS unit 
(Figure 3.10) loaded with topographical maps, and a TomTom car GPS unit, 
both capable of giving accurate coordinates. 
   
Figure 3.10 The Garmin GPSMap 60CSx GPS unit used in the first campaigns, 
later replaced by an iPhone. 
 
Although on the initial stage of the study the car GPS was useful for road and 
region reconnaissance, the Garmin device replaced it as soon as the roads 
and the places for the measurements were identified. Afterwards they were 
both substituted by one smartphone, an Apple iPhone 4, and later by one 
iPhone 5s unit, running a dedicated GPS app, the Fullpower Technologies’ 
MotionX-GPS (Figure 3.11). The reason for these changes was of practical 
order: the results provided by the various GPS were close enough to each 
other for us to assume they were equally calibrated. Moreover, the sites are 
clearly identified by comparing the GPS topographical map, or the satellite 
images, with the terrain even under low light (night-time) conditions. The 
MotionX-GPS app has the possibility to take notes at every particular 
waypoint. Those notes are associated and can be emailed for log purposes, 
thus permiting the record of all the essential data. 
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Figure 3.11 Three screenshots from the FullPower MotionX-GPS app running 
on an iPhone. 
 
The measurements were made at stops along the roads: 174 points in 
Alqueva and 63 points in PNPG. Saving the waypoints (locations) on the GPS 
app proved to be a simple way to locate these spots on subsequent 
campaigns. Not only it facilitate the task of identifying spots previously visited, 
so a new measurement could be taken, but also provided a simple way to 
locate places not yet measured.  
To reduce the fluctuations of the measuring conditions between consecutive 
data taking, the spots were chosen according to the following reasoning: i) by 
visual inspection of the night sky and of the surroundings; ii) located 1.5 km to 
3 km apart, though the distance was dependent of having a safe roadside 
place to park; iii) having a clear sky dome near the zenith not covered by any 
sort of obstacles; and iv) without any disturbing streetlights in the area, to 
avoid stray light into the sensor. These requirements i) to iv) are better 
explained below: 
 
i) Visual inspection of the night sky and of the surroundings 
A trained, experimented observer is able to judge qualitatively and, to some 
extent, quantitatively (Globe At Night, 2006) the brightness of a night sky, by 
looking at the constellations or some features of the Milky Way. This 
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judgement is not fully reliable, nevertheless. Even admitting that the eyes of 
an observer are “calibrated” from night to night, it is well known that the 
exposure to street lamps or to any other headlights impacts on the sensitivity 
of the eyes after such an exposure. Hence, the presence of panel lights, 
illumination from car lights, etc…, implies an adaptation of the eyes. 
Nevertheless, the stops were chosen in places where there were apparent 
differences on the sky brightness compared to the previous stop, for example 
due to a light dome over a nearby village.  
 
ii) Distance between measurements 
Since there are few artificial light sources at both sites (PNPG and Alqueva), 
the sky brightness changes slowly along short distances, except in the 
proximity of illuminated places (villages, crossroads) where the brightness of 
the sky clearly increases. Therefore, the distances between measurements 
were chosen in a way such that the measurements could be representative of 
the local and its neighbourhood. The typical distance between measurement 
points was between 1.5 km and 3 km. However, a new measurement was 
taken whenever a seeming difference in the brightness of the night sky was 
suspected, regardless of the distance from the previous location, provided the 
other conditions here listed were met. 
Generally, it was possible to stop along the roads for the time needed to 
measure the brightness of the night sky. A notable exception was the road 
EM517 between Póvoa de S. Miguel and Mourão, a recently built road where 
there are almost no places to safely stop over distances 15 km long. Due to 
the longer duration of winter nights, the distances covered per night were 
generally larger in that season if allowed by the weather conditions. 
To optimize our work, it was decided to cover a distance per night as larger as 
possible, maintaining the previous rules regarding stops. This way, the same 
approximate conditions for all the measurements within the range were 
closely guaranteed. On longer nights, it has been possible to reach distances 
of more than 100 kilometres, thus covering relatively wide areas. 
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iii) Sky dome uncovered 
Points having treetops, power lines and, more generally, places where a 
completely clear zone around the zenith was not available were avoided, 
eventually choosing a location just a few dozen meters away. Treetops 
covering the roads are frequent in PNPG, but a rare condition in Alqueva. 
Great care has been taken in placing the SQM-L always above the observer’s 
head, to avoid covering the field of view of the device. 
 
iv) Absence of streetlights in sight 
The SQM-L has a FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum, i.e., the viewing angle 
at half of its maximum sensitivity) of circa 20° (manufacturer’s data). 
Nevertheless, to prevent glare and internal reflection, streetlights were 
avoided whenever possible, as mentioned above. Actually, (Cinzano, 2007, 
pp.3) refers that strong light sources within an angle of 60º-70º should not be 
included without applying a shade to the device. On a very few exceptions 
where streetlights were unavoidable, the SQM-L was covered laterally with a 
dark cloth blocking stray light that could go into the lens. Only data obtained 
under controlled conditions were considered in the analysis. Data from places 
where light from streetlights could not be fully avoided was rejected. The sky 
brightness over towns and villages was not measured due to the impossibility 
of avoiding streetlights. 
 
3.4 LIMITATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS PRECAUTIONS 
 
3.4.1 Atmospheric conditions 
Although several options could have been taken in what regards to 
measurements under overcast or partly cloudy skies, the option to measure 
under a free or near cloud free skies similar to what a night sky observer 
would favour, was privileged. In some occasions, a campaign that was 
planned months in advance had to be cancelled due to bad weather. In rainier 
years, the number of effective nights that could be devoted to measurements 
became dramatically small. Since in our work there were no permanent fixed 
stations to measure the sky brightness, the atmospheric conditions were a 
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especially important limitation. The nights for the measurements were chosen 
upon the reliable weather predictions of the Portuguese Institute for the Sea 
and the Atmosphere (IPMA) and satellite images which are available for 
Portugal1 with a delay of just 15 minutes from real time. 
Even under good weather prospects, local humidity and fogs cannot be 
accurately forecasted. That is particularly true for regions closer to the lake 
Alqueva, where occasionally fog appeared mainly after midnight. It also 
happened sometimes in the higher regions on the East of Peneda-Gerês 
National Park. The atmospheric conditions at the instant of measurement 
were annotated for each data point recorded. An outdoor thermometer gave 
the approximate temperatures in situ. 
 
3.4.2 Clouds and contrails 
While clouds over light-polluted places are easily seen from the ground, they 
can be virtually invisible on very dark skies. Sometimes, the sole way to 
detect the presence of clouds visually is by inspection of the sky, through the 
observation of a known star field or constellation to check how visible it is or 
not. Thicker and low altitude clouds are easier to spot and are detected as 
dark regions on an otherwise starry sky. Thin high altitude clouds are difficult 
to detect visually on moonless nights but a trained observer can spot them 
most of the times. Contrails (short from “condensation trails”), also known as 
vapour trails (Figure 3.12), are cirrus clouds formed of water droplets or ice 
crystals left by airplanes exhausts. Both Alqueva and Peneda-Gerês National 
Park lay under aircraft flight corridors2, as shown in Figure 3.13. 
 
                                            
1 From Sat24 website, URL: http://www.sat24.com/pt/ 
2Source: https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/content/documents/nm/ 
cartography/erc02h-18sep2014.pdf]. 
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Figure 3.12 Examples of contrails (i.e., vapour trails) left behind by airplanes 
just a couple of minutes before. Rather than fleetingly dissipate, some contrails 
tend to spread and slowly being dragged by high altitude winds thus covering 
an otherwise cloudless sky (right image). Photos by the author. 
 
Adding to the contrails left directly over the regions, winds may also carry the 
vapour trails to regions far away from the original pathway. Depending on 
weather conditions, the vapour trails behave differently. On a dry atmosphere 
contrails dissipate rapidly, thus interfering only for a short time. On a humid 
enough atmosphere they persist for a longer time and can spread, hence 
covering a larger area of the sky (Schumann, 2005). Easily seen on daylight, 
they can be difficult to detect visually on moonless nights, as referred to 
above for the high altitude clouds. The effects of contrails on weather are 
normally difficult to measure since air traffic is permanent and is rare having 
control conditions without airplanes flying overhead. One of those occasions 
happened on the day of the terrorist attack of September 11th, 2001 in New 
York and on the two days after. The airspace was closed in the United States 
of America, thus temporarily freeing the skies from commercial jet planes. The 
data retrieved from all but two States of the United States of America (Alaska 
and Hawai) on that period was compared to climatology data from the period 
1971-2000 (Travis, Carleton & Lauritsen, 2002). The results from that study 
“indicate that the diurnal temperature range averaged across the United 
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States was increased during the aircraft grounding period”. However, those 
are large-scale effects. On a more local basis, contrails and similar high-
altitude clouds may decrease daytime air temperature while partially blocking 
the sun disc. During night-time, the optical properties of the atmosphere may 
be modified by contrails thus affecting radiative transfer. 
 
      
Figure 3.13 Both Alqueva and Parque Nacional da Peneda-Gerês regions are 
crossed by several flight corridors as seen in these lower (left) and upper (right) 
Portuguese airspace representation for September 2013. (Source: 
EUROCONTROL.)  
 
3.4.3 Terrain constraints 
There were some restrictions concerning the access to some places in the 
territories of Alqueva and Peneda-Gerês National Park (PNPG). The territory 
of Alqueva is organized in large private properties which are not accessible 
especially at night. Apart from a few exceptions where permission was 
granted to measure inside the properties, our study was thus limited to points 
along the public roads that cross the territory. Those estates are mainly fields 
with no lights except for a few exterior lamps at sparse family houses. There 
is consequently insignificant contribution to skyglow even if glare could be 
relevant nearby a house. In Peneda-Gerês National Park, although 
permission has been granted to visit all spots across the Park with no 
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limitations, it was only possible to measure along the main roads given the 
extreme difficulty of walking during the dark through such harsh mountains. 
All identifiable sources of perturbation were avoided, such as close passing 
cars or the approaching beams of distant car headlights. In a more general 
way, all efforts were done to avoid stray light. 
 
3.4.4 Passing cars 
To minimize the impact caused by car lights, all measurements were 
interrupted whenever a vehicle was about to pass by, especially when coming 
in the observer’s direction. Many of the roads of both territories, remarkably in 
Alqueva, have long straight lines. Since the range of front lights is very wide, 
particularly from the high beam headlamps – which are commonly used since 
road traffic is sparse –, that could imply a long wait until finally a car passes 
by. 
 
3.4.5 Equipment check 
A check of the top of the SQM-L for dirt or dew on lens was regularly 
performed. Between every pair of measurements, the device was always kept 
inside a soft protecting case. Before every measurement the lens was 
checked to guarantee that nothing was covering it. Since the device was 
always protected and the fingers never touched the lens cover, during our 
campaigns there was no need to clean the lens except for a soft cloth to wipe 
a few particles of dust from time to time. 
 
3.4.6 Battery 
A spare 9V battery, sealed, and within the expiry date was always part of the 
equipment. Throughout our work it had to be replaced only once. 
 
3.4.7 The Milky Way near or at the zenith 
At mid-latitudes, sections of the Milky Way are overhead on a period of the 
night during some epochs of the year. It has been estimated by other authors 
that at the Northern Hemisphere the Milky Way contributes to the brightness 
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by as much 0.4 mag/arcsec2 (e.g. Hanel, A., 2013)1, although the contribution 
depends also on the background brightness. On some of the dates of our 
fieldwork, the Milky Way did cross the sky near or at the zenith during part of 
the night, as shown in Appendix 2. 
 
3.5 METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF THE FIELD RESULTS 
The GPS data for the spots, along with field notes, were all imported to the 
software Google Earth Pro v. 7.1.2.2041, running in an Apple Macintosh 
MacBook Pro computer. 
The results of the readings were treated statistically with Microsoft® Excel. 
The contour plots shown later in this section (Figures 3.18 and 3.19) were 
obtained with the Matlab built-in functions meshz.m, TriScatteredInterp.m and 
countour.m. 
The sky brightness is expressed in units of mag/arcsec2 (magnitudes per 
squared arcsecond, sometimes abbreviated to “mpsas”), as provided by the 
SQM-L and a commonly luminance unit used by many authors (e.g., Cinzano 
(2007), Kyba et al (2013), Luginbuhl, Boley & Davis (2014)). The conversion 
from luminance I’ (in mag/arcsec2) to naked eye limiting V magnitude (NELM), 
I,  is (Unihedron, 2006): 
 
 
I [NELM] = 7.93 − 5log
10
104.316−I '/5 +1( ) , with I’ in mag/arcsec2. 
 
Our results are also compared to the nine level Bortle scale, where class 1 is 
the best achievable on Earth’s surface and class 9 corresponds to a strongly 
light polluted site (Bortle, 2008). Class 3 is equivalent to a NELM of 6.6 to 7.0 
(rural sky); class 4 is equivalent to a NELM of 6.1 to 6.5 (rural/suburban 
transition); and class 5 is equivalent to a NELM of 5.6 to 6.0 (suburban sky). 
Class 9 is equivalent to a NELM of 4 (inner-city sky). Examples of the 
approximated naked eye visibility of the night sky for the referred classes are 
shown in Figure 3.14. 
                                            
1  URL: https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/LPResearch/conversations/ 
topics/137 
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Figure 3.14 From left to right and from top to bottom, the all-sky simulated 
aspect for the same night sky visible with the naked eye, as seen from locations 
with a night sky brightness on the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 9th levels of the Bortle 
Scale. Simulated using the Simulation Curriculum Corp.’s Starry Night Pro Plus 
software, for Apple Macintosh. 
 
The guidelines of the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) were used to 
compare the values obtained to the IDA Dark Sky Parks’ classification (IDA, 
2013) (Table 3.1). As will become clear from the results, both Alqueva and 
PNPG are within the interval of a Silver tier Dark Sky Park.  
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 Table 3.1 The International Dark-Sky Association Dark Sky Parks’ classification. All values 
are in mag/arcsec2 (source: IDA). 
Dark Sky Park tier designation Gold Silver Bronze 
Unihedron Sky Quality Meter 
(mag/arcsec2) 
≥ 21.75 ]21.75, 21.00] ]21.00, 20.00] 
 
 
3.6 RESULTS OF THE FIELDWORK 
All the results from the Alqueva and Peneda-Gerês National Park campaigns 
are presented in Appendix 8. The dates and times of the observation 
campaigns, as well as the maps of the regions are presented in Table D1 and 
Table D2, Appendix 1. In the following sections (Section 3.6.1 and Section 
3.6.2) a summary of the data statistics is presented. 
 
3.6.1 Synthesis of the results obtained in the Alqueva campaigns 
As referred to before (section 3.3.4), we measured the night sky over Alqueva 
at 174 locations: some of these locations were measured more than once, on 
different years and seasons. Some places had an excellent sky quality, 
reaching a maximum of 21.88 mag/arcsec2 on one of the places 
(Measurement 217, Latitude 38.285833 N, Longitude 7.332500° W, on 
February 09, 2013, at 4h05’ local time, local temperature 3 ºC), shown in 
Figure 3.15. 
Averaging the readings obtained on the different seasons and years, the 
territory of the Reserve Dark Sky® Alqueva had a mean value of 
21.43 mag/arcsec2 and a median also of 21.43 mag/arcsec2, with a standard 
deviation of 0.24 mag/arcsec2. 
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Figure 3.15 The spot in Alqueva where the best measurement 
(21.88 mag/arcsec2) at the zenith was obtained. Latitude 38.285833° N, 
Longitude 7.332500° W, on the 09/02/2013 at 4h05’ local time. The 
approximate outdoor temperature was 3 ºC. Adapted from GoogleEarth Pro v. 
7.1.2.2041. 
 
Only two areas were found to have values below 21.0 mag/arcsec2, 
equivalent to a sky with a naked eye limiting magnitude (NELM) of 6.1. One of 
those areas (see Figure 3.16) falls within the range of distances of 1.2 to 
4.0 km from the centre of Reguengos de Monsaraz. The other was at an open 
car park in Monsaraz, chosen for comparison with the values of surrounding 
places, where a value of 20.60 mag/arcsec2 was found (Figure 3.17) on 
August 26, 2011, at 10:58 pm local time. 
Actions to reduce the light pollution in Monsaraz had been taken following our 
campaigns, after contacts with local stakeholders and the Municipality. A 
measuring campaign in a near future to assess the improvements is being 
planned.  
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Figure 3.16 Some places (centre left and top right) around Reguengos de 
Monsaraz (centre right) were found to have the night sky brighter than 21.00 
mag/arcsec2. Adapted from GoogleEarth Pro v. 7.1.2.2041. 
 
 
Figure 3.17 One of the most light polluted places in the Alqueva campaigns 
(20.60 mag/arcsec2) was at an open car park in Monsaraz (38.442066º N, 
7.379130º W), chosen for comparison with the values from the surrounding 
area, on August 26, 2011, at 10:58 pm local time. Adapted from GoogleEarth 
Pro v. 7.1.2.2041. 
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On 21 (11.8%) out of the 174 points measured, the sky brightness was over 
21.75 mag/arcsec2 (classes 3 and 4 on the Bortle scale); and 150 of the 
points (84.3%) have a sky brightness in the interval 21.00 mag/arcsec2 and 
21.75 mag/arcsec2 (class 4 on the Bortle scale). Consequently, although only 
places far from streetlamps and without interfering glare were measured, only 
7 of the places measured (3.9%) within Alqueva had sky brightness between 
20.00 mag/arcsec2 and 20.99 mag/arcsec2 (classes 4 and 5 on the Bortle 
scale) (Table 3.2). These results are shown in Appendix 8. The statistics of 
the results for Alqueva are summarized in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2 Statistics of the Alqueva data sample of 174 data points. All values are in 
mag/arcsec2. 
Statistics 
Brightness  
(mag/arcsec2) 
Min 20.44 
Max 21.88 
Median 21.43 
Mean 21.43 
σ   0.24 
 
 
The contour map of Figure 3.18 shows the result from all the measurements 
in Alqueva in our campaigns (except for three points, WYPTS 238, 239 and 
240 – see Table L4, Appendix 8 –, outside the DSA region, that were 
rejected1). This representation should be taken with care since the sampling 
of the Alqueva is sparse on some regions, for reasons explained in Section 
3.4.3, while it is fine at other regions. For example, the interpolation between 
coordinates approx. (38.20º N, –7.05º) and approx. (38.61º, –7.45º) (see 
Figure 3.18) results in a large dark sky region, but there is not enough 
information from measurements in the terrain to sustain that result. 
                                            
1 Insufficient data on the vicinity of those points would distort the contour map. Those 
points were part of an attempt to expand the limits of the DSA reseve. 
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Nevertheless, that region probably has a dark sky, according to an inspection 
of the geographical map and to our knowledge of the terrain. 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Contour map (isolines) for the region of Alqueva, obtained with 
interpolation. The marks (asterisks) represent the measured spots. It is clear 
that at the top right of the map is a void area with no information (no 
measurements). 
 
3.6.2 Synthesis of the results obtained in the PNPG campaigns 
Of all the 63 data point measured in the Peneda-Gerês National Park 
(PNPG), 47 fall in the range 21.00 mag/arcec2 to 21.75 mag/arcsec2, with a 
mean of 21.24 mag/arcsec2 and a median of 21.19 mag/arcsec2, 
corresponding to a NELM of approximately 6.3 (see Table 3.3). Only 3 
measurements are in the range 20.00 mag/arcsec2 to 20.99 mag/arcsec2, but, 
according to our log, the sky had a few clouds at the time of those three 
measurements, and therefor an expected higher brightness. The standard 
deviation is 0.18 mag/arcsec2. The point with higher brightness has a 
magnitude of 20.95 mag/arcsec2 (NELM of 6.1) and the point with less light 
has a magnitude of 21.58 mag/arcsec2 (NELM of 6.4). The inner parts of the 
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Park (not measured) are expected to have a higher NELM since there are no 
local sources of light pollution. The statistics of the results for the Peneda-
Gerês National Park are summarized in Table 3.2. Figure 3.19 illustrates the 
Matlab representation of the contour lines obtained with the 63 measurements 
and the dots that represent the measuring spots. As said before for Alqueva 
(Section 3.6.1), this representation should be taken with care since one 
should notice that the data is not sufficient to cover the area, for reasons 
explained in Section 3.4.3. Therefore, the interpolation is inaccurate in some 
regions. One should notice, however, that the areas on the border of the 
PNPG facing approximately South and West have worse skies (red lines) than 
the rest of the Park. 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Matlab contour map (isolines) for the region of the Peneda-Gerês 
National Park, obtained with interpolation. The dots represent the 63 measured 
spots. The axis represent the geographical coordinates. See text for a more 
thorough explanation. 
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All the field measurements are presented in Appendix 8. 
 
Table 3.3 Summary of the results for the 63 data points of the PNPG. All values are in 
mag/arcsec2. 
Statistics Brightness 
(mag/arcsec2) 
Min 20.95 
Max 21.58 
Median 21.19 
Mean 21.24 
σ   0.18 
 
Globally, the best nights of the campaigns in the PNPG were the nights of 
April 9-10, 2010, April 9, 2011 (coincidentally, one year apart, albeit on 
different places within the PNPG), and July 19, 2010. Photographs taken at 
some of the places visited attest the quality of the sky, and supplementary 
field notes recall the steadiness of the night and the absence of any type of 
visible clouds. 
 
3.7 FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Each fieldwork campaign was carefully prepared in advance, taking into 
account namely the presence of the moon, weather predictions and logistics. 
As mentioned above, some campaigns were either cancelled or sometimes 
aborted upon arriving due to adverse meteorological conditions (mainly haze 
or high altitude clouds). Some campaigns, even if not aborted, produced too 
few results that in the end were actually discarded. Therefore, the data 
sample is smaller than initially aimed at. These difficulties reduced the number 
of field working nights, given the long distances to these places. Nevertheless, 
the final data samples are sufficient to compare the measurements in the 
terrain with the predictions of the model used for this work using the VIIRS 
DNB satellite data (discussed later in Chapter 5) as input radiance. 
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Both regions, albeit with different characteristics, have good dark skies. The 
PNPG is presently more affected by light pollution due to the presence of 
large urban areas at the south of the Park. The Alqueva region has the darker 
spots of our studies, as the naked-eye observations suggests straightway. 
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4. BENCH TESTS AT LABORATORY 
 
The Sky Quality Meter-Lens (SQM-L, “L” from “Lens version”) was introduced 
in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. In this chapter we present a more thorough 
analysis of the SQM-L and the studies of the SQM-L unit used in this work. 
The laboratory work was done at the Laboratorio de Contaminación Lumínica 
(Light Pollution Lab) of the Facultade de Óptica e Optometría of the University 
of Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain. 
 
4.1 THE SKY QUALITY METER-LENS (SQM-L) CONSTITUTION 
The SQM-L is a hand-held high sensitivity light-to-frequency converter 
manufactured in Grimsby, Ontario (Canada) by Unihedron® specifically to 
measure the brightness of the night sky. The sensor combines a silicon 
photodiode and a current-to-frequency converter on a single monolithic 
CMOS integrated circuit (Texas Advanced Optoelectronic Solutions Inc. 
[TAOS], 2006). The sensor is enclosed in a small box and is activated by a 
push-button (Figure 3.6). It has a lens over the sensor that limits the field of 
view to a FWHM of 20 degrees, and is equipped with an Hoya CM-500 
infrared filter, so that the spectral response curve of the device is very close to 
the scotopic sensitivity of the human eye, as shown in Figure 4.1. A thin 
transparent plastic sheet covers the lens and seals the unit at the top. 
After pressing once and releasing the start button of the SQM-L, two different 
results are provided on the LCD screen, within an interval of a few seconds. 
The first result is the brightness of the field of view (FOV), in units of 
mag/arcsec2. 
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Figure 4.1 Spectral response of the SQM-L. Adapted from Texas Advanced
Optoelectronic Solutions Inc. (TAOS), 20061. 
 
The second result presented is the internal temperature of the sensor, in ºC or 
ºF, depending on the chosen setting. The integration time for a reading can be 
as fast as a second or a fraction of a second, for very bright subjects (daylight, 
twilight, the moon, overcast skies over a city, for example), or it can take 
several seconds if the subject is very dark, such as a very dark but starry sky, 
a dark room, or an overcast sky on a very dark location. 
 
4.2 CALIBRATION THROUGH COMPARISON WITH OTHER SQM-L 
Each SQM-L device is guaranteed by the manufacturer (Unihedron) to be 
calibrated with a NIST (National Bureau of Standards)-traceable light meter, 
the EXTECH Instruments Model 401027. The precision of each SQM-L device 
is believed2 to be ±0.10 mag/arcsec2. The difference between each calibrated 
SQM-L is typically ±0.10 mag/arcsec2. Although an absolute calibration was 
not performed in this work, the SQM-L used in our measurements in Alqueva 
and PNPG was compared afterwards to other three SQM-L units at the 
Laboratory of Light Pollution. To this comparison, a calibrated Bentham 
                                            
1 URL: http://unihedron.com/projects/darksky/faqsqml.php; accessed April 20, 2015. 
2 URL: http://unihedron.com/projects/darksky/faqsqml.php 
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Instruments CL6 Enclosed Spectral Irradiance standard quartz halogen lamp 
was used, connected to a 250 W precision constant current DC power supply 
unit (p.s.u.) at 6.300 A, a Bentham 607. The CL6 is fitted with a 200 nm –
 3000 nm 150W quartz halogen lamp. The units were pointed vertically to the 
ceiling by two independent observers. Observer 1 placed the SQM-Ls in the 
same spot, one at a time, and performed a set of 10 measurements with each 
of the four SQM-Ls. The other observer, Observer 2, placed the SQM-Ls at 
two different spots, thus reading different zones of the ceiling, i.e., reading two 
zeniths (Bará, Lima, Arós & Giráldez, 2015). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize 
the measurements obtained by the two observers  
 
Table 4.1 Outcome for Observer 1 for the four SQM-Ls pointed at the same spot in the ceiling 
(one zenith) ((*) SQM-L device used for the field measurements.). All values in mag/arcsec2. 
Measurement 
SQM-L (Serial number) 
7909 8144 8483 3840(*) 
1 16.69 16.71 16.68 16.90 
2 16.71 16.70 16.66 16.91 
3 16.71 16.71 16.66 16.89 
4 16.71 16.73 16.66 16.87 
5 16.71 16.71 16.65 16.87 
6 16.71 16.71 16.65 16.90 
7 16.70 16.71 16.63 16.90 
8 16.71 16.71 16.64 16.86 
9 16.70 16.71 16.65 16.89 
10 16.70 16.71 16.66 16.90 
Average 16.705 16.711 16.654 16.889 
σ  0.00707 0.00738 0.01350 0.01663 
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Table 4.2 Outcome for Observer 2 for the four SQM-Ls pointed at two different spots in the 
ceiling (two zeniths) ((*) SQM-L device used for the field measurements.) All values in 
mag/arcsec2. 
Measurement 
SQM-L (Serial number) 
7909 8144 8483 3840(*) 
1 16.71 16.72 16.86 16.62 
2 16.75 16.73 16.88 16.66 
3 16.74 16.73 16.88 16.65 
4 16.77 16.70 16.88 16.63 
5 16.78 16.70 16.88 16.63 
6 16.78 16.74 16.91 16.67 
7 16.75 16.73 16.92 16.68 
8 16.78 16.71 16.89 16.67 
9 16.78 16.74 16.88 16.68 
10 16.78 16.72 16.89 16.64 
Average 16.762 16.722 16.887 16.653 
σ   0.02394 0.01476 0.01703 0.02214 
     
 
A deviation σ( )  of approximately 0.09 mag/arcsec2 was found between the 
four SQM-L units (Table 4.3), derived from Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
 
Table 4.3 The average and standard deviations σ( )  for Observer 1 and Observer 2 (see text 
and Tables 4.1 and 4.2). 
 Observer 1 (one zenith) Observer 2 (two zeniths) 
Average (mag/arcsec2) 16.740 16.756 
σ  (mag/arcsec2) 0.09082 0.08825 
 
4.3 ASSESSMENT OF POSSIBLE POLARIZATION EFFECTS ON THE SQM-L 
As described before in this work (Section 3.3.2), the rotation of the SQM-L 
around its axis (always pointing to the zenith, handheld) gave slightly different 
results. The observation of those fluctuations led us to suspect that it is 
sensitive to the polarization of the light. The major fluctuations in the field 
(±0.2 mag/arcsec2) were detected near major sources of light (villages), 
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suggesting that the cause could be either due to the polarization of the sky 
light as a result of the artificial lights from those villages, or due to a non-
uniform field of view (FOV) of the SQM-L (anisotropy). 
The SQM-L was therefore tested on an optical bench at the Facultade de 
Óptica e Optometría of the University of Santiago de Compostela. 
Any dependence on polarization would show a periodic pattern with peaks 
every 180º or 90º should the detector be placed in front of a linear polarizer. 
To check for this possible polarization-sensitive effect, two experimental tests 
have been done: i) in a first test we used a stabilized and calibrated quartz 
halogen lamp as the direct source coupled to an infrared (IR) filter to supress 
the wavelength region where the linear polarizers are highly transmissive of 
the orthogonal polarization state and hence lose efficacy as linear polarizers; 
ii) the second bench experiment was a variation of the previous one: using the 
same lamp, polarizer and IR filters of the first experiment, the lamp was this 
time used as indirect illumination, pointed to a room wall while the SQM-L was 
pointed vertically to the ceiling. This setup matches more closely the use of 
the SQM-L in the field since there is no strong light pointing to it and it is 
pointed vertically to a non-uniform field of view. Moreover, the rotation was 
performed on the SQM unit itself, not on the polarizing optics, which could 
lead to some errors if the light from the lamp was partially polarized. 
Two SQM-Ls were used in this experiment, the one used in all the readings in 
Alqueva and PNPG (Serial Number: 3840, Firmware version 2.17), and 
another one (Serial Number: 8144, Firmware version 2.18) to use as control. 
To compare the measured radiances and the SQM-L readings, a conversion 
from the latter to luminances, Lv, was necessary. The usual conversion 
formula was used: 
 
 
L
V
= 108000 ×10
−0.4×m  ,      (4.1) 
 
where m is the SQM-L reading in mag/arcsec2, and Lv is in cd/m
2. 
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4.3.1 Bench test 1: SQM-L window pointed directly towards a calibrated 
quartz halogen lamp operating with a stabilized AC source 
The calibrated light source was a Bentham Instruments CL6 Enclosed 
Spectral Irradiance standard quartz halogen lamp, connected to a 250 W 
Bentham 607 precision constant current DC power supply unit (p.s.u.) 
operating at 6.300 A. The CL6 is fitted with a 200 nm – 3000 nm, 150W quartz 
halogen lamp. The power meter used in this experiment was a Thorlabs 
PM300E Dual-Channel Benchtop Optical Power and Energy Meter, with a 
Thorlabs S121B 400 nm – 1100 nm silicon optical power meter head. A set of 
tests was made to find the ideal arrangement. Since too much light was 
arriving into the SQM-L, two circular diafragms were placed after the lamp, to 
reduce and control the amount of light reaching the detector, as shown in the 
diagram of the experiment (Figure 4.2). 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Diagram of the top view of Bench Test 1 to measure the polarization. 
Two circular pin holes (S1, S2) are placed after the stabilized and calibrated 
CS6 lamp to reduce the amount of light that reaches the detector D or the SQM-
L. An infrared filter (IR) suppresses the infrared wavelengths above 700 nm 
coming from the lamp. A linear polarizer mounted on a rotary stage allows the 
testing of polarization. The lamp is connected to a precision constant current 
power supply unit. The detector, connected to a power meter, is used in turns 
with the SQM-L. 
 
The linear polarizer filter for this experiment was mounted on a Thorlabs 
rotary stage (Figure 4.3) with the detector, and the SQM-L behind. 
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Figure 4.3 The linear polarizer filter mounted on a Thorlabs’ rotary stage and 
placed in front of the detector. The SQM-L is next to  the detector. 
 
The spectrum of the lamp is provided by the manufacturer (Bentham, n.d.), 
and shown in Figure 4.4. To check this spectrum in our work, a calibrated 
fibre optic STE-BW-VIS BLUE-Wave StellarNet Inc. Miniature spectrometer 
was used (see Figure 4.17a). This compact spectrometer is appropriate to 
wavelengths in the range of 350 nm to 1150 nm (StellarNet Inc., 2015). The 
measurements to check the actual spectrum were performed in the 
Laboratorio de Contaminación Lumínica and are presented in Figure 4.5.  
 
Figure 4.4 Spectrum of the Bentham CL6 halogen lamp, characteristic of a 
black body of T ~ 3620 K. It shows a strong peak on the infrared wavelength 
range (700 nm – 1000 nm). The SQM-L has an IR filter. To compare the 
measurements made with the SQM-L with the ones made with the Thorlabs 
S121B detector, an IR filter was inserted between the lamp and this detector. 
Graphs adapted from (Bentham, n.d.). 
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Figure 4.5 The actual spectra of the Bentham halogen lamp used in Bench 
Test 1, as measured by the calibrated STE-BW-VIS BLUE-Wave StellarNet 
spectrometer. 
 
The SQM-L filters the IR radiation above 700 nm (see Figure 4.1). To mimic 
the same behaviour of a SQM-L while using the Thorlabs detector, an 
Astronomik Profi IR-Blocking infrared filter was inserted in the setup, between 
the lamp and the Thorlabs detector, as shown in the diagram of Figure 4.9. 
Since the SQM-L supresses wavelengths above 700 nm and the lamp had a 
wider range, as mentioned above, the IR filter was always kept in place during 
all the experience, even when measuring with the SQM-L. Moreover, the 
polarizer filter has a non-ideal behaviour in the IR and it should be avoided. 
The transmission curve of the IR filter is shown in Figure 4.6. The spectrum of 
the halogen light that pass through the Astronomik IR filter and through the IR 
filter and the polarizer filter are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.  
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Figure 4.6 At the left, the Astronomik Profi IR-Blocking filter set in place in our 
experiment. At the right, the red line represents the transmission curve of the IR 
filter (in % vs. the wavelength in nm), as provided by the manufacturer (credit: © 
Astronomik). The grey line represents the sensitivity of CCD devices. The 
orange lines represent the spectral emission lines of common outdoor lighting. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 The spectrum of the Bentham CL6 lamp filtered by the Astronomik 
Profi IR-Blocking filter measured by the calibrated STE-BW-VIS BLUE-Wave 
StellarNet spectrometer. 
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Figure 4.8 The spectrum of the Bentham CL6 lamp filtered by both the 
Astronomik Profi IR-Blocking filter and the polarizer filter, measured by the 
calibrated STE-BW-VIS BLUE-Wave StellarNet spectrometer. 
 
The transmittance curve of the IR Hoya CM-500 filter of the SQM-L is shown 
in Figure 4.9a. The curve of transmittance of the Astronomik Profi IR-Blocking 
filter obtained in our measurements with the StellarNet spectrometer is shown 
in Figure 4.9b, obtained with the SpectraWiz software included in the 
spectrometer kit. 
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 (a)
(b) 
Figure 4.9 (a) The curve of transmittance of the SQM-L’s component Hoya CM-
500 IR filter, in the range 200 nm to 750 nm, as provided by the manufacturer. 
(Adapted from Hoya’s CM-500 IR spec sheet.) Also check figure 4.1. (b) The 
curve of transmittance of the Astronomik Profi IR-Blocking filter used in our 
tests, here in the range 300 nm to 800 nm, as measured by the StellarNet 
spectrometer. 
 
The arrangement used to measure the spectra of the lamp with the IR filter, 
using the StellarNet Miniature spectrometer, is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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a b 
Figure 4.10 (a) The BLUE-Wave StellarNet Inc. Miniature spectrometer used on 
Bench Test 1 to verify the spectrum of the CL6 halogen lamp. (b) The 
arrangement used to measure the spectra of the lamp with the IR filter (at the 
centre). At the right of the filter is visible the optical fibre that is connected, at 
the other end, to the StellarNet spectrometer (not shown in this photography). 
 
The setup showing the light beam traversing the pinholes before reaching the 
detector is shown in Figures 4.11.  
 
 
Figure 4.11 Two opaque screens with small, circular holes were placed after the 
lamp (at the right, on the image) to reduce the light entering the SQM-L. 
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About the bench tests 
To achieve stabilization, the lamp was switched on, in ramp mode (an option 
provided by the Bentham power supplier unit), about an hour before the first 
measurements were taken. The brightness coming from the displays of both 
the power meter and the computer used in the room were carefully avoided. 
Nevertheless, covering the first pinhole and measuring the stray light, the 
background overall flux of the lab (lamp covered), IB, was found to be of 
200 nW, measured with the Thorlabs detector, and the background 
brightness, mB, measured with the SQM-L, was found to be of 19.28 
mag/arcsec2, as measured with the SQM-L. Since the background was 
measured, it can be subtracted to both the SQM-L and radiance (with the 
Thorlabs detector) readings. For the radiance, it is trivial that the experimental 
reading, Iexp, is given by the sum 
 
I
exp
= I
NB
+ I
B
, where IB is the background 
radiance and INB (NB = No Background) is the value corrected for the 
background, i.e., the value one would obtain under perfect darkness 
conditions. For the SQM-L readings, there is the need to convert the readings 
in mag/arcsec2 to luminances, L, before adding, since, as seen before 
(Equation 4.1), 
 
L = 108000 ×10
−0.4×m , where m is the SQM-L reading in 
mag/arcsec2. Therefore, similarly to the radiances, 
 
L
NB
= L
exp
− L
B
. Hence, 
 
 
L
NB
= 108000 × 10
−0.4m
exp
−10
−0.4m
B( )  ,   (4.2) 
and 
 
 
L
NB
I
NB
=
108000
I
exp
− I
B
× 10
−0.4m
exp
−10
−0.4m
B( ) ,   (4.3) 
 
where mexp is the experimental reading given by the SQM-L.  
Two sets of three measurements each with the SQM-L were taken. Two 
measurements with the Thorlabs detector were also taken, one before the first 
SQM-L measurement and the other one after the first SQM-L measurement 
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(thus, before the second SQM-L measurement), to verify the steadiness of the 
lamp. 
The summary of the procedure is: 
 
1) One measurement with the Thorlabs detector for a full turn of 
the polarizer (0º to 360º), in steps of 10º; 
2) Three measurements (I, II, III) with the SQM-L for each 10º 
step of the polarizer, from 0º to 360º.  
3) Another measurement with the Thorlabs detector in random 
order angles of the polarizer (only 10º steps were considered) 
to elude possible fluctuations of the lamp or other undisclosed 
deviations. 
4) Other three measurements (IV, V, VI) with the SQM-L, taken 
in 10º steps of the polarizer, also on a random order between 
0º and 360º.  
 
Regarding step 2), the option to use only three measurements (rather than 
four used in the field work) resulted from the observation that, under this 
stabilized lamp, the variations found for the same polarizer position were zero 
or negligible (a maximum of ±0.01 mag/arcsec2). A more detailed explanation 
of the procedure follows: 
 
1) The polarizer was set to 0° on its graduated scale. A 
measurement (I1) was taken with the Thorlabs detector and 
registered on an Excel sheet. Afterwards, the polarizer was 
carefully rotated to the 10º position of the scale and a new 
measurement was taken and registered. The procedure was 
repeated until a full turn of the polarizer filter was achieved 
(Table 4.4).. 
2) After removing the Thorlabs detector, the same procedure 
with the polarizer was repeated (rotation from 0º to 360º in 10 
degrees steps), now using the SQM-L as the detector. As 
referred before, the technique was always “press once and 
release” the “Start” button of the SQM-L. Three 
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measurements (I, II, and III) were taken for each polarizer 
angle (Table 4.4). 
3) A random number generator was used to set the angles 
between 0º and 360º in steps of 10º. A measurement (I2) with 
the Thorlabs detector was taken for each polarizer angle 
(Table 4.5). 
4) The same random number generator was used again to set 
the angles of the polarizer between 0º and 360º in steps of 
10º, and a new set of three SQM-L measurements (IV, V, and 
VI) for each polarizer angle was taken (Table 4.5). 
 
From each set of three measurements of the SQM-L, we took the statistical 
mode as the final result since the variations between each measurement were 
negligible (see Tables 4.4 and 4.5). Therefore, the value for mexp in 
(Equation 4.2) and (Equation 4.3) is the mode of the set of three SQM-L 
readings. The raw data obtained for the same SQM-L unit used on the 
fieldwork (Serial n. 3840) are in Appendix 4. 
The SQM-L was kept firmly in place throughout the bench test. The Thorlabs 
detector was positioned in slightly different positions and some possible 
rotation may have been introduced each time it was placed in front of the light 
beam. However, that placement is not relevant to the experiment since the 
finality was to assess possible variations introduced by the rotation of the 
polarizer, which would be detected regardless of the position of the detector. 
There is no angular shift between the two curves for the radiances measured 
with the Thorlabs detector (Figure 4.12), showing the same behaviour for the 
same angles, and that it is independent of the light reaching the detector. 
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Table 4.4 Final data for Bench Test 1 with the SQM-L (#3840). 
Pol. Angle (º) 
I1 [Radiance 
before measur. 
with the SQM-L] 
(µW) 
Mode of the SQM-
L readings I, II, 
and III 
(mag/arcsec2) 
I2 [Radiance after 
measur. with the 
SQM-L] 
(µW) 
Mode of the SQM-
L readings IV, V 
and VI  
(mag/arcsec2) 
0 1,86 10,86 1,80 10,88 
10 1,86 10,86 1,82 10,88 
20 1,85 10,87 1,81 10,88 
30 1,84 10,89 1,82 10,9 
40 1,81 10,92 1,77 10,94 
50 1,80 10,96 1,76 10,97 
60 1,77 11,00 1,74 11,02 
70 1,75 11,05 1,70 11,06 
80 1,74 11,08 1,70 11,1 
90 1,73 11,10 1,70 11,12 
100 1,75 11,11 1,70 11,13 
110 1,75 11,10 1,72 11,12 
120 1,77 11,08 1,73 11,09 
130 1,81 11,05 1,76 11,06 
140 1,82 11,00 1,79 11,02 
150 1,85 10,96 1,80 10,96 
160 1,86 10,92 1,85 10,92 
170 1,87 10,88 1,84 10,90 
180 1,89 10,86 1,84 10,87 
190 1,89 10,86 1,84 10,87 
200 1,87 10,86 1,83 10,88 
210 1,84 10,88 1,81 10,90 
220 1,84 10,92 1,79 10,93 
230 1,80 10,96 1,76 10,97 
240 1,77 11,00 1,74 11,02 
250 1,76 11,05 1,72 11,06 
260 1,75 11,08 1,71 11,09 
270 1,74 11,10 1,70 11,11 
280 1,73 11,11 1,70 11,13 
290 1,76 11,11 1,71 11,12 
300 1,78 11,08 1,72 11,09 
310 1,78 11,05 1,74 11,06 
320 1,80 11,00 1,77 11,02 
330 1,82 10,96 1,79 10,97 
340 1,86 10,92 1,80 10,94 
350 1,87 10,89 1,82 10,9 
360 1,87 10,88 1,82 10,88 
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Figure 4.12 Plot of the radiances I1 (circles) and I2 (squares), measured with the 
Thorlabs detector under the stabilized light with the polarizer and the IR filter vs. 
the polarizer angle. 
 
From the plot of I2/I1 (Figure 4.13), it is also possible to verify that the 
behaviour of the light source was constant throughout the experiment, as 
expected.
 
Figure 4.13 Plot of the ratio of radiances, I2/I1 measured by the Thorlabs 
detector, vs. the polarizer angle. As can be seen, the ratio is almost constant.   
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Regarding the measurements with the SQM-L, Figure 4.14 shows the result of 
the luminances corrected for the background (see Equation 4.3) from the two 
sets of measurements with the SQM-L. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Luminances corrected for the background (obtained from 
Equation 4.3) for the mode of the two independent sets of measurements with 
the SQM-L vs. the polarizer angle. The circles represent the first set of 
measurements, the squares represent the second set. 
 
The results would be compatible with polarizing effects in the SQM-L if there 
was a clear shift of the luminance to the radiance ratio curve with respect to 
the radiance curve. As can be seen in Figure 4.15, there is no noticeable shift 
between the curves for the luminance, the radiance, and the quotient between 
those two quantities – all corrected for the background. Therefore, the test 
was not conclusive. 
Since the author, as well as other authors, experienced different readings 
when rotating the device, another final experiment was devised, that would 
more closely mimic in the lab the conditions of use of the SQM-L in the terrain
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and avoiding confounding factors. That is the subject of the next section, 
Bench Test 2. 
 
Figure 4.15 The curves of the deviation from the mean of the luminance 
corrected for the background (calculated from the SQM-L measurements), LNB –
 <LNB>; the deviation from the mean of the radiance corrected for the 
background (measured with the Thorlabs detector), RadNB – <RadNB>; and the 
deviation from the mean of the quotient between LNB –RadNB. (NB stands for 
“No Background”). There is a very slight shift between the curves, but not 
enough to conclude any effect of polarization yet, albeit it cannot be discarded 
also. The vertical scale is either dimensionless either variable related. 
 
4.3.3 Bench Test 2, with the SQM-L pointing to the ceiling under indirect 
light from a calibrated quartz halogen lamp operating with a stabilized 
AC source.  
The aim of the second bench test was to simulate the field measurements, 
under controlled conditions. The same Bentham halogen lamp was used, 
switched on more than an hour before the start of the experiment. The lamp 
was pointed to a wall, approximately 3 meters away from the SQM-L, and this 
was the only source of light in the laboratory. The SQM-L was mounted on a 
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rotating platform base consisting of a Newport PRC-3 Precision Rail Carrier 
under a Newport M-481-A-S Metric Precision Rotating Stage. Two Newport 
M-TSX-1D bases were used to align and centre with great precision the SQM-
L (Figure 4.16). 
 
Figure 4.16 One SQM-L solidly attached to a precision rotating stage, for Bench 
Test 2. 
 
This set was attached to a base fixed to a table, as seen in Figure 4.17. The 
other part of the experimental setup consisted on a linear polarizer filter 
positioned horizontally, as seen also in Figure 4.17, in order to precisely cover 
the SQM-L lens. An Astronomik Profi IR-Blocker filter, previously described, 
was carefully placed over the polarizer. 
A detail of the base can be seen in Figure 4.18. The graduated rotary base 
allowed the rotation of the SQM-L while maintaining the polarizer fixed.   
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Figure 4.17 The unaligned experimental setup. At the centre, the rotating stage 
mounted on a platform fixed to the table. At the left, the linear polarizer filter 
mounted horizontally with the IR filter sitting on the top of it. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Detail of the graduated rotary base that allowed the precise rotation 
of the SQM-L. 
 
About the bench tests 
We started by rotating the SQM-L on the experimental setup, pointed to the 
ceiling, with the light source switched on, without the polarizer and the IR 
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filters. The precise vertical alignment of the SQM-L was achieved through the 
the manipulation of the screwdrivers of the two precision rail carriers. 
 
   
Figure 4.19 The horizontally mounted linear polarizer helped on a precise 
vertical alignment of the SQM-L, thus guaranteeing that the same field of view 
on the ceiling was being measured in a full turn of the SQM-L. 
 
Having aligned the SQM-L vertically (Figure 4.19), all light sources were 
switched off but the Bentham halogen lamp, which remained on. The filters 
were removed and a set of measurements was taken with the SQM-L with no 
filters (Test 1). The polarizer and the IR filter were then placed over the SQM-
L (Test 2). A third set of measurements was taken with the IR filter only 
(Test 3). 
The procedure is detailed below. As usual, every first measurement of the 
SQM-L on each set of tests was discarded. 
 
1) One measurement, without the polarizer filter, rotating the 
base clockwise in steps of 10° until a full turn was achieved. 
2) After positioning the polarizer filter with the IR filter on the top 
over the SQM-L and registering the first angle, one 
measurement was taken for each step of 10º, until a full turn 
was achieved. 
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3) A third set of measurements was made with the polarizer filter 
removed and with the IR filter placed over the SQM-L pupil.  
 
The results 
The complete raw data are shown in Appendix 4. 
For this second bench test, three tests with the same SQM-L were done, as 
described in section 4.3.3. The tests are identified by the following names: 
Test 1: SQM-L with no filters 
Test 2: SQM-L with the linear polarizer filter and the IR filter 
Test 3: SQM-L with the IR filter 
The results for the three tests (Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3) are presented 
graphically in Figure 4.20. 
Figure 4.20 Graph of the SQM-L readings vs. the polarizer angle, for each of 
the three tests (Test1, 2, and 3) of Bench Test 2, where A is the result for the 
SQM-L without filters, B for the SQM-L with the polarizer and the IR filters, and 
C is for the SQM-L with the IR filter. 
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Although some kind of dependence on the angular position of the SQM-L is 
visible, the graph of Figure 4.20 is not clear unless a change of scale is done, 
since the variations are small and the SQM-L readings for each of the tests) 
are quite different in magnitude when compared to the amplitude of the 
variations. 
Subtracting the average of each series to the values of the respective series, 
one obtains the deviation from the mean, plotted in Figure 4.21 as a function 
of the polarization angles. This new graph shows more clearly that the 
behaviour of the three series is very similar: 
 
Figure 4.21 Plot of the deviation from the mean of each of the tests of 
Bench Test 2, where becomes clear the similar behaviour of the three 
situations. 
 
With the graph of Figure 4.21 it is possible to conclude that the effect of the 
rotation of the SQM-L, although present in the three series (the observations 
follow a similar near-oscillatory behaviour), has no noticeable difference 
between them, since the curves almost overlap. 
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Let  
 
TestA,B =
1
n +1
TestA(i)−TestB(i)
i=0
n
∑       (4.5)  
 
be the average of the modulus of the difference between each pair of 
measurement, for the same angular position, of Test A and Test B, and let 
 
n = 360 step , where the variable step is the chosen angle step (10º, in our 
experiment). Therefore, in our case, n = 36 for a full rotation (angles in the 
interval [0º, 360º]), totalling 37 measurements. 
To proceed to a more thorough analysis, lets consider Test 3 (SQM-L + IR 
filter) as the reference test, that is, the one to which the other two tests will be 
compared. It is possible to verify that the plots of 
 
(Test1(k)−Test3(k))− Test1,3 and Test2(k)−Test3(k)( )− Test2,3  against 
the angles nearly overlap (see Figure 4.22), where k goes from 0 to 36 in 
steps of one unit, and Testm(k) is the observation of order k of the series m 
(m = 1, 2, 3), for the 37 angles measurements. This indicates that the 
differences of the other two series to the reference (Test3), with the respective 
deviation from the mean, are small.  
 
Figure 4.22 Bench Test 2: differences between Test 1 and Test 2 and the 
reference test, Test 3. 
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Therefore, one can observe that, for each angle of rotation, the same 
behaviour is observed on Tests 1 and 2. A slight oscillation is visible, of 
approximately ±0.07 mag/arcsec2, inferior to the error of the instrument, which 
is of ±0.1 mag/arcsec2 as referred in Section 3.3.2. Since there is neither a 
period of pi/2 or pi, we can discard the presence of a polarization effect. 
On a further analysis, projecting the differences between the deviations from 
their means, i.e.,   
 
 
Test1−Test3( )− Test1,3 −
− Test2−Test3( )− Test2,3
 
 
onto the average of the same differences, i.e., onto 
 
 
1
2
Test1−Test3( )− Test1,3 + Test2−Test3( )− Test2,3( )  , 
 
which corresponds to an Altman-Bland analysis (Altman & Bland, 1983), the 
resulting plot (Figure 4.23) shows that the differences are uniformly distributed 
along the angles of rotation.  
 
Figure 4.23 The Altman-Bland plot (difference between tests vs. average of the 
tests) for Tests 1 and 2, compared to the reference, Test 3. 
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If a polarization effect was present, the Altman-Bland plot would exhibit some 
kind of trend, thus signalling that the calculated differences were not constant 
for different angles of rotation. The absence of a trend discards the existence 
of polarization. 
Plotting the deviation from the mean of the quotient of the luminances of Tests 
2 and 3 (see Appendix 4, Table A4.7), it is possible to observe a slight 
oscillation of the curve, although small (Figure 4.24). 
 
Figure 4.24 Plot of the deviation from the mean of the quotient between 
luminances measured on Test 2 and Test 3. See text for an explanation. 
 
The experiment was carefully assembled, and all misalignments minimized, 
as described above. Therefore, discarded the effect of polarization, as 
previously demonstrated, the observed oscillation is compatible with a slight 
non-symmetrical field of view (FOV) of the SQM-L, given that the lab ceiling 
was not uniform on the region where the SQM-L was pointed. It is trivial that 
on a uniformly lit target where the whole target had the same albedo, it would 
not be possible to detect non-symmetries on the SQM-L FOV.  
 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
The experiences devised for this work, namely the last experience, showed 
no signs of the SQM-L being affected by the effect of polarization. 
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Bench Test 2 indicates that there is possibly an asymmetric field of view, 
although very small and that can be neglected during fieldwork if the usual 
care on measuring several zenithal readings at different angles is taken. 
Since our measurements on the field were clearly affected by rotation of the 
device, as presented in Chapter 3, it is most probable that the main cause of 
that deviation is due to a more or less slight deviation from the zenith when 
pointing it handheld. While every care was taken in the data taking, in 
particular in what regards the direction of the axis of the device (vertical), it 
seems then probable that the observer’s errors are the main cause of those 
deviations. Albeit the SQM-L units have an error estimated in 
0.1 mag/arcsec2, as referred before, the devices studied in the lab under 
constant light (even with no stabilized light) gave consecutive results that 
never deviate more than a fraction of that error (Bará et al, 2015), as was 
described before (Section 4.2) and can be seen in Appendix 4. That result 
suggests that the devices are stable, at least under lab conditions. On the 
contrary, in the field the variations were some of the times of almost 
0.1 mag/arcsec2. Albeit in the field external factors such as humidity, 
temperature and even natural and artificial light on a given moment, suffer 
much larger variations than in a Lab, it is nevertheless more probable that the 
changes in consecutive readings are due to an incorrect pointing of the SQM-
L than to other intrinsic causes. Field notes from the campaigns (see Chapter 
3) refer larger changes between consecutive readings near more illuminated 
places. That observation is still compatible with the observed results. In fact, 
near a stronger emitter, the expected gradient of light is higher (distribution of 
light in the sky, from the light sources to the zenith), and any slight deviation 
from the zenith for each of the sides (for example, each of the four cardinal 
points) will measure a different brightness. 
Taking this information into account, the methodology adopted - pointing the 
SQM-L handheld to the zenith, register a set observations, rotating it 90º and 
repeating the procedure until a full turn is achieved, and considering the mode 
or the average of the readings – appears to the author as the best way to deal 
with an SQM-L handheld. It can happen, though, that proceeding this way the 
observer never actually points the SQM-L to the zenith. 
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As a final remark, the test in the Lab of pressing the SQM-L button and 
releasing it immediately, compared to the pressing and wait for the result (see 
Section 3.3.2), gave on occasions values that differed by no more than 
0.03 mag/arcsec2 (higher when the pressure was kept). It is inferior to the 
error of the device. Nevertheless, our measurements on the terrain, as 
previously referred, followed always the “press once and release” rule. 
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CHAPTER 5: MODELLING THE LIGHT DIFFUSION IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE 
 114 
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5. THE KOCIFAJ DIFFUSION MODEL 
 
To interpret the data on the skyglow both at Alqueva and at Peneda-Gerês 
National Park we adopted Miroslav Kocifaj’s “Light-Pollution Model for Cloudy 
and Cloudless Night Skies With Ground-Based Light Sources” (Kocifaj, 2007). 
As described before (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2), both regions of study have 
small hamlets, villages and cities scattered around the places. Although 
loosely populated, the regions of Alqueva and Peneda-Gerês are far from 
possibly being considered isolated regions. The referred Kocifaj’s model can 
deal with an unlimited number of light sources. Since there is available 
upwards visible and infrared radiance satellite data from the VIIRS DNB 
satellite1, all the resources needed to confront our SQM-L data with satellite 
data were available. Kocifaj’s model can also deal with overcast skies and 
with all zenithal angles. However, as described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, our 
measurements were made under cloudless skies, pointing the SQM-L to the 
zenith (null zenithal angle), thus simplifying calculations. 
Kocifaj’s model (Kocifaj, 2007) will be described in this section, while 
simplifying accordingly to our case of cloudless and moonless conditions. Our 
programming of the model was entirely done in MATLAB v. 7.11.0.584 
(R2010b) 64-bit, on an Apple Macintosh MacBook 2,5 GHz Intel Core i7. 
 
5.1 THE KOCIFAJ’S MODEL 
As referred to above, the model used in this work has been developed by 
Kocifaj and every step presents in this section is more thoroughly described or 
deduced in (Kocifaj, 2007). For the sake of convenience, only the main steps 
are described here. The main figure of the model presented here (Figure 5.1) 
is also taken from the same article. 
                                            
1  The calibrated radiance data from the VIIRS DNB (Visible Infrared Imaging 
Radiometer Suite Day and Night Band), a sensor on board of the Suomi National 
Polar-Orbiting Partnership (Suomi NPP) satellite was kindly provided by the team of 
Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias 
Físicas, Universidade Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 
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When a particle is in the path of electromagnetic (EMG) radiation, the 
interaction results in partial absorption and partial emission of the energy of 
the radiation. The particle can thus be considered as a diffuser of the 
scattered energy. In a cloud free atmosphere, the main particles responsible 
for the scattering of visible light are gas molecules, with a dimension 
∼10−4 µm, and aerosols (∼1 µm). When the particles are much smaller than 
the wavelength of the incident radiation, the scattering is called the Rayleigh 
scattering. For particles of size comparable or larger than the wavelength of 
the incident radiation, the scattering is called Mie scattering (Liou, 2002). This 
light pollution model considers both Rayleigh and Mie scattering, as will 
become clear throughout the text. 
  
 
Figure 5.1 The geometrical interpretation of the light pollution model used in this 
work (credit: (Kocifaj, 2007)). To help to interpret the figure,  A0, at the bottom 
left, is the location of the emitter, and ℘ is the location of the observer, both 
at ground level.
 
Let 
 
A
0
 be an infinitesimal ground area emitting radiation upwards. The 
elementary spectral radiant flux 
 
dφ
λ ,0
W nm
-1( )  of a surface can be expressed 
by means of the radiance I
λ
z
0
,ϕ
0( )  (power per unit solid angle per unit 
of projected source area, in 
 
W m
-2
sr
-1) as follows: 
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dΦ
λ ,0
= A
0
I
λ
z
0
,ϕ
0( )cosz0dω0   (5.1)  
 
where 
 
z
0
 is the zenithal angle, 
 
ϕ
0
 the azimuthal angle characterizing the 
direction of light propagation relative to A0, and 
 
dω
0
= sinz
0
dz
0
dω
0
 is the 
elementary solid angle around this direction (see Figure 5.1). The 
dependency of 
 
I
λ
z
0
,ϕ
0( )  on  ϕ0  is generally weak, while varying rapidly with 
 
z
0
. Generally, it depends also on the wavelength, λ . As a consequence, the 
radiative flux measured at a distance 
 
r
0
, at an altitude h above ground on an 
atmosphere whose transmission is 
 
t
λ
h,z
0( ) , is 
 
  
 
dφ
λ ,0
h( ) = dφλ ,0tλ h,z0( ) =A0I0 z0( )cosz0
dσ
0
r
o
2
t
λ
h,z
0( ).
 
(5.2) 
 
where 
 
dσ
0
is the elementary surface 
 
dσ
0
= r
0
2
dω
0
. The transmission 
 
t
λ
h,z
0( )  
depends on the optical properties of the atmosphere, which depend of altitude 
h and of the wavelength, and is a function of the distance, 
 
r
0
, between ground 
and the point, i.e., 
 
t = t
λ
h,z
0( ) .  
A photon originally emitted into the solid angle 
 
ω
0
 is scattered into a solid 
angle ′ω  according to the probability function: 
 
 
p
λ
ω
0
, ′ω( ) =
1
4pi
P
λ
ω
0
, ′ω( ) ′ω ,    (5.3) 
 
where 
 
P
λ
ω
0
, ′ω( )  is the scattering phase-function satisfying the normalization 
condition: 
 
 
1
4pi
P
λ
′ω ,ω
0( )d ′ω
4pi
∫ = 1.          (5.4) 
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The observer [! receives a radiant flux that is proportional to the elementary 
volume 
 
dv
0
= dσ
0
dr
0
. Let 
 
k
sca,0
h( )be the volume-scattering coefficient, which  
characterizes the optical properties of the atmosphere at an altitude h.  Thus, 
the observer receives the flux 
 
 
d
2φ
λ
* h, z,ϕ( ) = dφλ ,0 h( )pλ ω0, ′ω( )ksca,λ h( )dr0 ,    (5.5) 
 
where z is the zenithal angle, and ϕ  is the azimuth angle of the sky element 
as seen from the point [, in Figure 5.1. The solid angle ′ω  is given by 
 
′ω = A r
2 , where A is the area of a detector at [! and r is the distance 
between the elementary volume 
 
dv
0
 and the observer. 
Representing the projection area of 
 
dv
0
 towards the point [ as  dσ , then the 
element of volume 
 
dσ
0
dr
0
= dv
0
= dσdr . Consequently, substituting in the 
equation (Equation 5.5) above, yields 
 
 
d
2φ
λ
h,z,ϕ( ) = A
0
I
λ
z
0
( )cos z
0
t
λ
h,z
0
( ) t
λ
h,z( )
r
0
2
×dr k
sca,λ
h( )
A
4pi
P
λ
ω
0
, ′ω( )




dω ,      (5.6)  
 
where 
 
dω = dσ r
2  is the solid angle subtended by the elementary surface 
 dσ  at the point ℘, and 
 
t
λ
h,z( )  is a transmission coefficient. 
The sum of total light absorbed and scattered in all directions is called the 
extinction (Kokhanovsky, 2008). Naming 
 
k
ext ,λ
′h( )  as the volume extinction 
coefficient at the altitude  ′h , the optical thickness of an atmospheric layer 
comprised in the ranges of altitudes h1 and h2 (h1<h2) is given by 
 
 
τ
λ
h
1
,h
2( ) = kext ′h( )
h
1
h
2
∫ d ′h  .       (5.7) 
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Atmosphere has both aerosols (A) and molecules (M) that are responsible for 
the attenuation of radiation, namely in the visible wavelengths, due to both 
scattering and absorption (Kokhanovsky, 2008) . The volume extinction 
coefficient can thus be written approximately as:
 
 
 
k
ext
′h( ) = kext ,λ
M( )
′h( )+ kext ,λ
A( )
′h( )        (5.8) 
 
where 
 
k
ext ,λ
M( )  and 
 
k
ext ,λ
A( )  are the volume extinction coefficients for molecules and 
aerosols, respectively. The optical thickness equations for molecules and 
aerosols can then be written as: 
 
 
τ
λ
M( )
0,h( ) = kext ,λ
M( ) ′h( )d ′h
0
h
∫
      (5.9)
 
 
τ
λ
A( )
0,h( ) = kext ,λ
A( ) ′h( )d ′h
0
h
∫ .  
 
Let 
 
M
λ
M( )
z( )  and 
 
M
λ
A( )
z( )  be the relative molecular and aerosol optical air 
masses, respectively. According to these definitions, the transmission 
coefficients used in (Equation 5.6) can be written as: 
 
 
t
λ
h,z
0( ) = e
− M
λ
M( )
z
0( )τλ
M( )
0,h( )+Mλ
A( )
z
0( )τλ
A( )
0,h( ){ }
  (5.10)
 
 
t
λ
h,z( ) = e
− M
λ
M( )
z( )τλ
M( )
0,h( )+Mλ
A( )
z( )τλ
A( )
0,h( ){ }
 
 
Considering the geometry of the problem in Figure 5.1, the zenithal angle z0 
changes with both the direction 
 
z,ϕ( )  where one is observing ([), and the 
altitude h. Considering the (horizontal) distance, L, from the point [ to an 
elementary source area, A0 (where the emitter is located), and naming the 
azimuth of A0 measured from [ as 
 
ϕ
c
, the geometry leads to 
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cosz
0
= 1+ tan
2
z




+
L
h
L
h
− 2tanz cos ϕ −ϕ
C( )












,
− 1
2
    (5.11) 
 
where 
 
z
0
= z
0
h,z,ϕ( ) . 
For convenience, Kocifaj considers the following conventions: 
 
 
z
0,h
≡ z
0
h,z,ϕ( )   and
z
0,H
≡ z
0
H,z,ϕ( ),
 
 
where H is the height of the base of clouds1 (Figure 5.1), and introduces a 
global transmission function 
 
T
λ
h,z,ϕ( ) , defined as: 
 
 
T
λ
h,z,ϕ( ) = tλ h,z( )tλ h,z0,h( ).      (5.12)  
 
Given that 
 
r
0
=
h
cos z
0,h
 and 
 
dr =
dh
cos z
, the equation 5.6 can be written as: 
 
 
d
2φλ h,z0,ϕ( ) = A0Iλ z0,h( )cos
3
z
0,h
Tλ h,z0,ϕ( )
h
2
dh
cosz
A
4pi
k
sca,λ h( )Pλ ω0, ′ω( )





dω.   
             (5.13) 
 
The product of 
 
k
sca,λ
h( )  and 
 
P
λ
ω
0
, ′ω( )  is:
 
 
 
k
sca,λ
h( )Pλ ω0, ′ω( ) = ksca,λ
M( )
h( )Pλ
M( )
ω
0
, ′ω( )+ ksca,λ
A( )
h( )Pλ
A( )
ω
0
, ′ω( ) ,  (5.14) 
 
where 
 
P
λ
(M )  and 
 
P
λ
(A)  are scattering functions for molecules and aerosols. This 
translates the optical properties of an elementary volume of the atmosphere, 
due to the molecules and aerosols. 
                                            
1 For a cloudless atmosphere,  H → ∞  . 
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The phase function 
 
P
λ
M( )
ω
0
, ′ω( ) ≡ Pλ
M( )
ϑ( )  of Rayleigh molecular scattering for 
incident unpolarized light  (Liou, 2002) is given by  
 
 
P
λ
M( )
ϑ( ) =
3
4
1+ cos
2
ϑ( ),    (5.15) 
 
where ′ω  is the direction of the propagation of scattered light, and ϑ  is the 
scattering angle at the atmosphere. 
The phase function for aerosol scattering, 
 
P
λ
A( )
ω, ′ω( ) ≡ Pλ
A( )
ϑ( ) , is complex 
but can obtained numerically, according to (Kocifaj, 2007), using the Henyey-
Greenstein function: 
 
 
P
λ
A( )
ϑ( ) =
1− g
λ
2
1+ g
λ
2
− 2g
λ
cosϑ( )
3 2
 ,  (5.16) 
 
where 
 
g
λ
 is the cosine-weighted integral of the aerosol-scattering phase 
function, which describes the angular scattering of aerosols. Following 
(Kocifaj, 2007), we considered 
 
g
λ
= 0.90  in our simulations. However, Kocifaj 
remarks that the Henyey-Greenstein phase function may not be appropriate to 
simulate the phase function for dust grains with non-regular shapes. 
Once again, according to the geometry of the problem, Kocifaj deduces the 
scattering angle 
 
ϑ
h
 at an altitude h, obtaining the equation: 
 
 
cosϑ
h
=
1
2
L
2
h
2
cosz cosz
0
−
cosz
0,h
cosz
−
cosz
cosz
0,h





 .   (5.17) 
 
Finally, according to the definition of single scattering albedo as the ratio of 
the scattering function to the extinction coefficient (Liou, 2002), 
 
Ω
λ
X( ) , where 
X=M for molecules and X=A for aerosols, and considering a cloud-free 
environment, the radiation flux due to the scattering is presented as: 
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d
2
φ
λ
h,z,ϕ( ) = A
0
AI
λ
z
0,h
( )cos3 z
0,h
T
λ
h,z,ϕ( )
h
2
× Γ
λ
h,z,ϕ( )
h
cos z
dhdω ,     (5.18) 
 
where 
 
Γ
λ
h,z,ϕ( )  characterizes the angular distribution of light scattered at the 
altitude h, expressed by  
 
 
Γλ h,z,ϕ( ) =
1
4pi
k
sca,λ
M( )
h( )Pλ
M( ) ω
0
, ′ω( )+ ksca,λ
A( )
h( )Pλ
A( ) ω
0
, ′ω( )

 =
=
1
4pi
Ωλ
M( )
k
ext ,λ
M( )
Pλ
M( ) ω
0
, ′ω( )+Ωλ
A( )
k
ext ,λ
A( )
Pλ
A( ) ω
0
, ′ω( )

,
   (5.19)  
 
where 
 
k
ext ,λ
X( )  is the volume extinction coefficient (see Equation 5.8). The 
atmospheric molecular single-scattering albedo in the visible light, where N2 
and O2 gases predominate, is 
 
Ω
λ
M( )
= 1. The aerosol single scattering albedo, 
 
Ω
λ
A( )
= 0.8598 , used in our simulations was averaged from data for the 
Alqueva regions1 and is approximately equal to the value 
 
Ω
λ
A( )
= 0.85   used in 
(Kocifaj, 2007).  
The steps to reach a complete equation that considers both a cloudy 
environment and the presence of the moon in the sky are presented in 
(Kocifaj, 2007). However, for this work we choose moonless and cloudless 
nights and ignore those additional contributions to the physical model. 
Since the radiant flux received by the observer is given by 
 
 
d
2φ
λ
h,z,ϕ( ) = A Iλ z,ϕ( )dω,       (5.20)  
 
the radiance is thus given by: 
 
                                            
1 Data for the single scattering albedo kindly provided by the Centro de Geofísica da 
Universidade de Évora (CGE). 
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Iλ z,ϕ( ) =
1
A dω
d
2φλ h,z,ϕ( ).
0
H
∫     (5.21) 
 
Notice that, according to Figure 5.1, A points to the observing direction. 
Therefore, the cosine factor that should be present in (Equation 5.20) is 
always 1. 
On a cloud-free moon-free atmosphere, the radiance is hence given by 
 
 
Iλ z,ϕ( ) =
A
0
cosz
Iλ z0,h( )cos
3
z
0,h
Tλ h,z,ϕ( )
h
2
Γλ h,z,ϕ( )dh
0
H
∫ ,    (5.22)  
 
with  H →∞  . 
This is the main equation of Kocifaj’s model of the atmospheric glow. 
The radiance emitted by a city was formulated in terms of the approximate 
intensity expression (Garstang, 1986; Kocifaj, 2007) 
 
 
B Q,q,z
0( ) = 2Q(1− q)cosz0 + 0.554qz0
4,     (5.23) 
 
where Q is the fraction of the radiance isotropically reflected from the ground, 
and q is the fraction of the light that is directly radiated upwards. This formula 
attempts to describe the observed angular distribution of the light, emitted 
both directly (e.g., by streetlights) and upon reflection (off the ground and 
elsewhere), characteristic of a city. The choice of 
 
z
0
4  is “purely arbitrary”. This 
parameterization is chosen so that the intensity of the direct radiation toward 
the zenith (
 
z
0
= 0 ) is “zero, and that as 
 
z
0
 approaches 90º (horizontal), the 
intensity increases rapidly” (Garstang, 1986). In the previous expression it is 
assumed that a fraction q of the light produced by the city is radiated at angles 
above the horizontal and that “the remainder (1 – q) is directed toward the 
ground” (Garstang, 1986). The coefficients 2 and 0.554 are normalization 
coefficients introduced to give the correct integration of the function over the 
upward hemisphere (Garstang, 1986). 
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Defining 
 
I
λ
z
0,h( ) = Iλ ,0 B Q,q,z0,h( ) , the equation for the radiance that serves our 
purposes of analysing a cloud-free and moon-free night sky, is finally 
 
 
Iλ z,ϕ( ) =
A
0
Iλ ,0
cosz
B Q,q,z
0,h( )
0
H
∫ cos2 z0,h ×
Tλ h,z,ϕ( )
h2
Γλ h,z,ϕ( )dh.
 
       (5.24)  
 
Generally the sky is illuminated by many sources. Considering N sources of 
light, the total contribution, for a given wavelength, λ , is given by: 
 
 
J
λ
z,ϕ( ) = Iλ ,i z,ϕ( )
i=1
N
∑ ,       (5.25) 
 
where 
 
I
λ ,i
 is the radiance for the wavelength λ  produced by the source i. 
The equation was implemented in Matlab and its application is described next. 
 
5.2 MODELLING THE SKYGLOW PRODUCED BY DISTANT SOURCES (“CITIES”) 
We have developed a Matlab code to implement the model. This code was 
tested in various ways. In one of the tests, we set up four “cities” as 
elementary light sources with an area of 1.0 m2 each, radiating unequal 
radiances and at different distances (L) and azimuths (
 
ϕ
c
) from the observer, 
as specified in Table 5.1. Suppose those sources are the only light sources 
contributing to the sky brightness of the model. The four sources have the 
following characteristics and distribution (see Table 5.1). 
 
Table 5.1 Data for the four sources of one of our tests, all with an elementary area of 1 m2 at 
distances L from the observer, located at different azimuths 
 
ϕ
c
, and radiating with different 
values of radiance, 
 
I
λ ,0
. 
Source 
i 
Distance L 
(km) 
Area A0 
(m2) 
Source Azimuth 
φc(deg) 
I!!"  
(W m-2 nm-1 sr-1) 
1 10 1 0 4.0x104 
2 5 1 35 1.0x104 
3 100 1 85 1.0x107 
4 1 1 310 0.5x104 
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The resulting views from this example are shown in Figure 5.2, in horizontal 
coordinates (altitude coordinate in the vertical axis, from 0º at the bottom to 
90º at the top; azimuth coordinate in the horizontal axis, from 0º to 360º left to 
right). 
 
a      b 
 
c      d 
Figure 5.2 .From left to right and from top to the bottom (a to d), the images 
represent the contribution of each of the sources 1 to 4, given in Table 5.1, to 
the sky brightness taken per se. The horizontal scale represents the azimuth of 
the source relative to the observer, 
 
ϕ
c
. The azimuth spans from 0 to 360°, with 
the origin at the left of the graphs, increasing in steps of 10°, reason why the 
marks are from 0 to 37 in the graphs. The mirror effect results from the 
panoramic view and from the symmetry of the solutions. The vertical scale 
represents the altitude coordinate, (
 
pi 2 − z , where z is the zenithal angle) with 
origin at the bottom of each graph. Consequently, the bottom line of the graphs 
is the horizon (0º), and the top line is the zenith (90º) although the scale is not 
shown. The colors and the color bar are relative to the respective picture and 
represent the decimal logarithm of the radiance, in W m-2 nm-1 sr-1. 
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Figure 5.3 The sky radiance of the four sources combined (see Table 5.1). As in 
Figure 5.2, the horizontal axis is the azimuth of the city from the observer’s 
viewpoint (
 
ϕ
c
) in steps of 10°, and the vertical axis is the altitude coordinate 
from the horizon (0º) to the zenith (90º) (90º–z, where z is the zenithal angle). 
The co lours  and co lour  bar  represent  the  rad iance in  a  log 1 0  
sca le  ( in  W m - 2  nm - 1  s r - 1 ) .  Notice that the color codes are not the same 
as in Figure 5.2. Each of the cities is readily identified from its azimuthal 
coordinate.  
  
The horizontal coordinate system used in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 has the clear 
disadvantage of giving a distorted image of the sky. In a Mercator projection, 
for example, the Equator line of the Earth is represented by a central line 
extended from one side to the other of the map, but the poles are also 
represented by straight lines from side to side (e.g., see Snyder, 1987). If the 
horizon is well represented by the bottom line, a horizontal line is also used to 
represent the zenith, instead of a point. It is therefore convenient to change to 
a zenithal projection in a way such that the resultant sky brightness images 
resemble a sky dome over the observer. This and other enhancements are 
described in section 5.3. 
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5.3 ENHANCEMENTS 
To analyse the sky radiance, a convenient map projection is the Zenithal 
Equal Area (ZEA) projection, explained in section 5.3.1. Additionally, we 
incorporated a compensation to restrict the analysis of the radiance to the 
small Gaussian field of view (FOV) of the SQM-L (section 5.3.2), to compare 
to the field observations. Finally, in section 5.3.3 we give a description of the 
methodology followed, needed to deal with the large number of pixels present 
in the VIIRS Day and Night Bands (DNB) satellite imagery. 
 
5.3.1 Zenithal Equal Area (ZEA) 
There are several projection options (e.g., see Snyder, 1984) useful in 
astronomy (e.g., see Calabretta & Greisen, 2002). The so called Zenithal 
Equal Area projection (Calabretta & Greisen, 2002), also known as Lambert 
Azimuthal Equal-Area projection, is characterized by the fact that regions of 
the map of equal size correspond to equal solid angles in the sky. 
Consequently, it is possible to integrate over solid angles across the FOV by 
integrating over the corresponding regions of the flat map (Bará, Nievas, 
Sánchez de Miguel & Zamorano, 2014). The choice is sustained by the 
simplicity of analysing and comparing areas covered by the constant circular 
field of view (FOV) of the SQM-L. Figure 5.4 shows an example of Earth’s 
Northern Hemisphere projected into a Zenithal Equal Area projection. 
 
Figure 5.4 Earth’s Northern Hemisphere seen from a perspective above the 
North Pole in a Zenithal Equal Area (ZEA) projection. Adapted from (Snyder, 
1987). 
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There are Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) camera lenses that maps their 
own field of view in a Zenithal Equal Area projection, notably the Sigma® 
4.5 mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM fisheye lens1, and the Sigma® 8mm F3.5 EX DG 
Circular Fisheye2, both with a 180º angle of view. These lenses are used by 
some researchers in astronomy to map the entire sky in long exposures (see 
e.g. Nievas, 2013). The comparison between a night sky photo obtained with 
that lenses, and the image that results from the model after a ZEA projection 
of the sky brightness is hence straightforward. 
As any other projection (e.g., Snyder, 1987), the Zenithal Equal-Area 
projection shows a distorted view of the sky dome once projected onto a 
plane sheet. The polar view of a ZEA projection (Figure 5.5) gives equally 
spaced meridians starting at the celestial horizon that intersect at the zenith; 
the zenith is the point located at the centre of the projection. 
 
Figure 5.5 The polar view of the Zenithal Equal Area (ZEA) projection, 
described in the main text. The meridians are equally spaced lines crossing at 
the zenith. The concentric circles represent the altitude relative to the horizon. 
Note that this particular figure uses azimuthal angles, a, rather than the zenithal 
angles, z, used in our work. It also shows regions below the horizon (a<0º). 
Figure credit: (Calabretta & Greisen, 2002). 
                                            
1  URL: http://www.sigmaphoto.com/ product/45mm-f28-ex-dc-hsm-circular-fisheye, 
accessed April 10, 2015 
2  URL: http://www.sigmaphoto.com/product/8mm-f35-ex-dg-circular-fisheye, acces-
sed April 10, 2015 
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As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the altitude, a, is represented by the unevenly 
spaced concentric circles. The closer to the zenith (centre) they are, the wider 
the spacing between them is1. 
The equations that map an horizontal projection, 
 
a,ϕ( ) , onto a ZEA projection, 
 
r
a
,α( )  (after Calabretta & Greisen, 2002), are: 
 
 
r
a
=
180º
pi
2 1− sina( )
α =ϕ




,
   
(5.26) 
 
or 
 
 
r
a
=
360º
pi
sin
90º−a
2




α =ϕ





,     (5.27)  
 
with inverse equations given by 
 
 
a = 90º−2sin−1
pi r
a
360º




ϕ = α





.    (5.28) 
 
In the particular case of the Kocifaj’s model used for this work, zenithal 
angles, z, are used instead of altitudes, a. Therefore, the equations that map 
the zenithal projection, 
 
z,ϕ( )  onto a Zenithal Equal Area projection with 
zenithal angles,
 
r
z
,α( ) , are (from Equations 5.27 and 5.28), 
 
                                            
1 See also URL: https://www.mapthematics.com/ProjectionsList.php?Projection=167, 
accessed March 28, 2015). 
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r
z
= 2 sin
z
2




α =ϕ





,      (5.29)  
 
with inverse equations given by  
 
 
z = 2sin
−1 rz
2




ϕ = α





.      (5.30) 
 
Note that both 
 
r
a
,α( )  and 
 
r
z
,α( )  are polar coordinates. 
To implement these transformations onto a Matlab program code, a square 
grid of side Np pixels was used. The coordinates of any point in the horizontal 
coordinates can be obtained by simple trigonometry, as can be inferred from 
Figure 5.6 (a). The equations that allow obtaining the ZEA 
 
r
z
 and α  
coordinates are: 
 
 
r
z
= X
2
+Y
2
α = tan−1 Y,X( )






,     (5.31) 
 
where X and Y are the cartesian coordinates of the point with polar 
coordinates 
 
r
z
,α( ) . 
Hence, to map the ZEA coordinates obtained with these last equations onto 
the previous reference grid, with 
 
z,ϕ( )  coordinates, is now straightforward, 
applying the inverse equations shown above (Equation 5.30). 
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a       b 
Figure 5.6 (a) Example of a Np=15 pixels grid (15x15) used to map the 
 
z,ϕ( )
coordinates onto (b) a zenithal equal area (ZEA) with coordinates 
 
r
z
,α( ) . Note 
that in (b) the azimuths are in reverse order. (b): credit (Calabretta & Greisen, 
2002).  
 
 
To generate a  Np ×Np grid, the corresponding Matlab function is the 
meshgrid.m function, used as follows: 
 
 
generate a vector with N
p
 elements from -1 to 1
u←-1:2(N
p
-1):1 
generate a meshgrid from -1 to 1, i.e., both 
vertical and horizontal axis
X Y  ← meshgrid u,-u( )
 
 
 
The r
z
 and α  coordinates can then be obtained by :   
 
r ← X2 +Y2
alfa←atan2(Y,X); i.e. alfa =atan
Y
X




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To set value “zero” to the pixels outside the horizon (see Figure 5.7, left), the 
following sequence was used 
 
 
Find mapped pixels with radial distance greater than 1
indexes←find r >1( )
 
 
 
Attribute the value zero to the alfa coordinate of those pixels
alfa indexes( )←0 
These new alfa coordinates, renamed as aalfa, are the same as alfa
but with value “zero” for all the pixels where r >1
aalfa←alfa
Defining a new variable rr, equal to r, we set rr =0 where r >1
rr ←r 
rr indexes( )←0 
  
After this mapping, the inverse transformations (Equation 5.30) can be used 
to finally obtain the mapping in the 
 
z,ϕ( )  coordinates: 
 
 
Calculus of the ϕ coordinate
phi← aalfa
Calculus of the z coordinate
z ← 2 ⋅asin rr 2( )
  
 
These algorithms and programming were tested considering an hypothetical 
single source (“city”) with an area A0 = 1 m
2 located at a distance L = 10 km 
from the point of observation, with azimuth 
 
ϕ
c
= 0 , radiating with a radiance 
 
I
0
= 4 ×10
4
W m
-2
nm
-1
sr
−1 . The ZEA projected sky radiance pattern resulting 
from these settings is depicted in Figure 5.7. This figure is actually a ZEA 
representation of Figure 5.2 (a). 
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Figure 5.7 The sky radiance predicted by Kocifaj’s model for a light source 
(“city”) with an area of 1 m2 located 10 km away at an azimuth of 0° (at far 
right), radiating with a spectral radiance of 
 
I
λ
= 4 × 10
4
 W m
-2
 nm
-1
 sr
-1
. The 
zenith is at the centre of the circle and its border represents the horizon. The x 
and y scales are both in units of pixels. 
 
The result in ZEA coordinates of the example illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 
(four light sources radiating with unequal radiances, at different azimuths and 
distances from the observer, as described in Table 5.1) is shown in the 
example of Figure 5.8. For reference, the run for those four cities with a matrix 
of 121 121 pixels on an Apple Macintosh MacBook Pro 2,5 GHz Intel Core 
i7 took 706 seconds. 
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(a)     (b) 
 
 
(c)     (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 5.8 From (a) to (d), the sky radiance predicted by Kocifaj’s model for 
each of the four sources (“cities”) of the example given in Table 5.1 (sources 1 
to 4, in the same order). At the bottom (e), image showing the sky brightness 
that results from the four sources. The x and y scales are in pixels. The colors in 
the figures and in the color bars represent the decimal logarithm of the 
radiance. Each colour bar is relative to the respective picture. 
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The magnitudes m predicted by Kocifaj’s model at the zenithal pixel for the 
example above are shown in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2 The magnitude at the zenith for each of the four simulated sources of the example, 
distributed as in Table 5.1, and the combined magnitude at the zenith.  
Source 1 2 3 4 Final 
m 16.5098 16.3411 15.6760 14.1511 13.7163 
 
 
The final magnitude at the zenith (combined brightness of the four sources of 
the example) is mf = 13.7163. 
 
5.3.2 Compensating for the SQM-L field of view (FOV) 
The SQM-L has a Gaussian Point Spread Function (PSF) profile with a Full 
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 20º, according to the manufacturer and as 
verified by other authors (Cinzano, 2007) (see Figure 5.9). 
 
 
Figure 5.9 The angular response of the SQM-L in a linear scale normalized to 
its maximum, in two planes: horizontal (solid) and vertical (open). The response 
has FWHM ~ 20º. Data and graph: Cinzano (2007). 
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Kocifaj’s model predicts the brightness of the sky at any point of the celestial 
hemisphere. However, as referred previously, our tests were all done pointing 
the SQM-L to the zenith. Regarding the limited field of view of the SQM-L, 
only a small area of the sky was measured at each data taking, defined by a 
Gaussian FOV profile with 10° HWHM centred at the zenith (Figure 5.10).  
 
 
Figure 5.10 The field of view (FOV) of a SQM-L pointed to the zenith, projected 
onto a vertical plane. 
 
To account for the angular response of the SQM-L, a compensation has been 
added to the model (Tilve et al., 2014), in our work, to better simulate real 
conditions of measurement with this device. Since the model is projected onto 
a Zenithal Equal Area coordinate system, as previously referred (see Section 
5.3.1), there was the need to project the Gaussian FOV of the SQM-L. 
According to (Tilve et al, 2014; Bará, 2015), the Gaussian FOV of the SQM-L, 
 
ℑ
s
α( ) , where 
 
α = z,ϕ( )  are the zenithal coordinates, can be written as: 
 
 
ℑ
s
α( ) = K C
2δ
α;α
s
pi








e
—γ δα;α
s
2
  ,    (5.32) 
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where: 
 
 
δ
α;α
s
 is the angular distance between a point in the sky with zenithal 
coordinates 
 
α = z,ϕ( ) , and the point where the axis of the SQM-L is 
pointed to, 
 
α
s
= z
s
,ϕ
s
( )  (see Figure 5.11). The angular distance is 
given by:  
 
 
δ
α;α
s
= cos
−1
cosz cosz
s
+ sinzsinz
s
cos ϕ −ϕ
s
( )   , 
 
measured along the great circle joining the two spots in the sky, 
which is the shortest arc between the two spots (after Meeus, 
1998, pp. 109). 
γ  is the inverse squared Gaussian width of the SQM-L FOV, 
 
γ = 1 σ 2 , 
where  σ
2  is the variance. γ  is related to the HWHM, ∆ , as 
 
γ = ln2 ∆2 . The HWHM, ∆ , has to be expressed in the same units 
as 
 
δ
α;α
s
. 
C[x] is the circle function, defined the following way: 
 
C[x] =
1, x ≤1
0, otherwise



 , 
thus limiting the angle of light entrance on the SQM-L to 
 
pi 2  
relatively to the axis of the device; 
K is the normalization constant that, for small HWHM, which is the case 
of the SQM-L (∆=10º, as previously referred), can be proven to be
 
K !
γ
pi
=
1
piσ 2
.   
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Figure 5.11 The angle 
 
δ
α;α
s
is defined as the angle between the point where the 
axis of the SQM-L is pointed to, with coordinates 
 
α
s
= z
s
,ϕ
s
( ) , and a point in 
the sky with coordinates 
 
α = z,ϕ( ) . 
 
Finally, using these approximations, the field of view (FOV) of the SQM-L, 
 
ℑ
s
α( ) , can be written as: 
 
 
ℑ
s
α( ) =
γ
pi
C
2δ
α; α
s
pi








e
−γ δα ; α
s
2
 ,     (5.33) 
 
or, written in function of ∆ (in radians) (Tilve et al., 2014),
 
 
ℑ
s
α( ) =
ln2
pi ∆2
C
2δ
α; α
s
pi








e
−ln2δα ; α
s
2 ∆2
     (5.34) 
 
Again according to (Tilve et al, 2014; Bará, 2015), this equation can be written 
in ZEA coordinates, 
 
r r,α( )  as: 
 
 
ℑ
s
α r( )  = K C
2L
r; r
s
pi








e
−γ L
r ; r
s
2
  ,    (5.35) 
 
where 
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L
r; r
s
= cos
−1
1− r 2( ) 1− rs
2( )+ r 2− r
2( ) rs 2− rs2( )cos ϕ −ϕs( )


.
  
 (5.36)  
 
The representation of ℑ  with Matlab using matrixes of  41× 41  pixels and 
121 121 pixels is shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.  
 
 
Figure 5.12 Representation of the field of view ℑ  of the SQM-L,at left, in 
perspective, at right, a view from top. The matrix used to build the FOV has 
41x41 pixels. Applying the FOV over the outcome for the radiance of the sky 
predicted by Kocifaj’s model allows achieving the same result a real SQM-L 
would acquire in the terrain.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Representation of the field of view ℑ  with a  121× 121 pixels matrix. 
At left, the global view; at right, detail of the centre of the matrix showing the 
profile of the function. 
 
Finally, the simulation of the sky as measured by the field of view of the SQM-
L is obtained by centring the ℑ matrix with the sky radiance matrix generated 
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by the model and multiplying each pixel value of ℑ by the corresponding input 
pixel values of the sky radiance matrix. The resulting image of the distribution 
of the sky radiance as measured by the FOV of a SQM-L applied to the sky of 
the Figure 5.7 is depicted in Figure 5.14. This is therefore a representation of 
the sky that a SQM-L actually “sees”.  
 
Figure 5.14 Larger image: representation of the field of view (FOV), ℑ , at the 
zenith over the sky radiance obtained by Kocifaj’s model for a source of light at 
 
ϕ
c
= 0  (far right) with an area of A0 = 1 m
2, at a distance of L0 = 10 km and 
emitting with a radiance of I
λ
= 4 × 10
4
W m
-2
nm
-1
sr
-1
 (same source as in Figure 
5.7). The inset is a magnification of the centre. A careful examination shows 
that the radiance sensed by the SQM-L is  asymmetrical, as expected. The 
radiance is slightly higher on the side pointing towards the source position. 
 
 
5.3.3 Satellite data: VIIRS DNB Cloud Free Composites 
To model the sky radiance of both Alqueva and PNPG, we used as input for 
the upward radiances the so-called VIIRS DNB Cloud Free Composites1. 
The, VIIRS DNB Cloud Free Composites are a set of images and metadata 
from the Earth Observations Group (EOG) of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, NOAA, USA (formerly National Geophysical Data 
                                            
1 Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Day/Night Band. 
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Center, NOAA/NGDC). The data used for this work is calibrated1 and covers 
the west regions of the Iberian Peninsula for the year 2012 (Figures 5.15 and 
5.16).  
 
 
 
Figure 5.15 Top,: Radiance map of the Northwest of the Iberian Peninsula 
resulting from the original VIIRS DNB radiance data for the year 2012. Bottom: 
the same region visualized after applying a log10 transformation to the pixels 
data, to enhance the sources of light (Credit: NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano, J. et al.) 
 
 
                                            
1 Team of Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de 
Ciencias Físicas, Universidade Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 
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Figure 5.16. Top: Radiance map of the Southwest of the Iberian Peninsula 
resulting from the original VIIRS DNB radiance data for the year 2012. Bottom: 
the same region visualized after applying a log10 transformation to the pixels 
data, to enhance the sources of light (Credit: NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano, J. et al.) 
 
A small shift of one VIIRS-pixel in latitude has been detected, by analysis of 
the images resulting from VIIRS data superimposed on Google Earth (see 
Figure 5.17). 
To compensate that misalignment, a shift of one pixel in latitude has been 
added to all pixels in the matrix, to match the images that result from the 
visualization of the radiance data to the Google Earth Pro maps.  
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Figure 5.17 A selection of the VIIRS DNB image where a slight misalignment 
can be observed. The lower central pixel (covering the village of Redondo) has 
a radiance of 14.01 µW/m2/sr, while the upper central pixel, over an unoccupied 
area, has a radiance of 74.67 µW/m2/sr. This shift was observed for the entire 
VIIRS matrix, thus leading us to correct it by displacing the matrix one pixel to 
the South (not shown). 
5.4 APPLYING THE LIGHT POLLUTION MODEL OF KOCIFAJ TO ALQUEVA AND 
PNPG USING THE VIIRS DNB DATA 
One of the purposes of our work was to compare the results from the model 
with the data taken in the terrain. The spots in the terrain were shown in 
Figure 3.18 Therefore, all the coordinates of the measuring spots in the terrain 
had to be taken in account (see Figure 5.18 for the example of Alqueva). 
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Figure 5.18 The localization of the 173 observation spots for Alqueva (dark “*” 
marks at the centre) over the VIIRS data (see also Figure 3.18). The image was 
enhanced with log10 applied to all the pixel values of the original VIIRS matrix, in 
order to allow a better view of the radiance data (see Figure 5.16 [top] to 
compare to the original image). The colors and the color bar represent 
consequently the decimal logarithm of the radiance. Image credit: 
NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et al.) 
 
However, if using the radiance data of all the pixels around each pixel of the 
measurement spots took place seemed the simplest procedure, was unviable, 
for extremely time consuming. Actually, as seen on previous sections, using 
the model with a small amount of data (one source [“city”] or four sources, i.e., 
one emitting pixel or four emitting pixels, respectively) took a non-negligible 
amount of time to process. Therefore, a more efficient way to sample data 
from the VIIRS maps had to be devised. Since all measurements in the terrain 
were taken at the zenith, as previously referred, all emitting pixels at the same 
radial distance from the observing point ℘ contribute equally to the sky 
radiance at the zenith, according to the geometry of the model (see 
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Figure 5.1) and to Equation 5.25 (contribution is additive). The approach 
developed for implementing the VIIRS DNB data in the model consists, thus, 
on adding the contributions of all the VIIRS pixels in each of a set of 
circumferences of increasing diameters around the coordinates of each spot. 
This method does not allow computing an all-sky map of the brightness of the 
sky over the points of interest. Actually, to have such a map, the distribution of 
the places around each of the points and their radiance contribution has to be 
known, as was the case presented in Figure 5.8. 
After finding the maximum and the minimum geographical coordinates present 
on the VIIRS metadata, it was possible to find the corresponding surface 
distances in longitude and latitude of the sections of the VIIRS maps that were 
provided to our work. Using a simple routine, we tested the differences in 
coordinates (latitude and longitude, in turns) of contiguous pixels, δ . The 
routine consists on the comparison of two pairs of contiguous pixels along the 
x- and the y-axis, in turns (Equation 5.37). Let  be the latitude of the pixel of 
index i in each column of the VIIRS image, for 
 
i = 1...n − 2 , where n is the 
number of pixels in latitude. Then,  
 
 
δ = ζ
n+2
−ζ
n+1( )− ζ n+1 −ζ n( ) .       (5.37) 
 
Since δ  was found to be constant for all pixels, there is no distortion across 
the images in latitude. Proceeding similarly with the longitude, we also found 
that δ =constant. Therefore, apart from the aforementioned shift in latitude, 
there was no additional distortion to be taken into account across the images 
both in latitude and longitude. 
However, an additional care had to be taken. Since the projection of the VIIRS 
DNB gives rectangular pixels, the dimension of the pixels in longitude and 
latitude is unequal. Thus, a circumference defined around one pixel would not 
represent the same geographical distance in all directions.  
Our solution consisted on considering ellipses around each point, given that 
the VIIRS pixels have unequal dimension in length and height. The 
measurements of the VIIRS pixels derived from the geographical coordinates 
of the data, gave the following dimensions:  
 
 
ζ
i
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454.9941 m for the VIIRS pixel in latitude, and 
365.8420 m for the VIIRS pixel in longitude. 
 
The values were obtained with the dedicated Matlab function distance.m, 
used as 
 
(arclength,azimuth) = distance(Lat1,Lon1,Lat2,Lon2,Re), 
 
where Re is the reference ellipsoid of radius 6378137 m and eccentricity 
0.0818191910428158, that computes the geodesic distance (arclength) and 
the azimuth (azimuth) between two points of geographical coordinates (Lat1, 
Lon1) and (Lat2, Lon2), assuming that the points lie on the reference ellipsoid 
(Geodetic Reference System 1980 for the Earth1) defined by Re. 
The following lines describe the way the distances (pixel size) were 
computed: 
 
Re=[6378137,0.0818191910428158] 
[arclenlat,az] = distance(36.8125,-9.8,36.8166,-9.8,Re) 
[arclenlon,az] =distance(36.8125,-9.8,36.8125,-9.7959,Re) 
 
A representation of 90 ellipses around a data point in Alqueva is shown in 
Figure 5.19. 
 
                                            
1  URL: http://www.mathworks.com/help/map/ref/referenceellipsoid-class.html; 
accessed January 28, 2015 
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Figure 5.19 Representation of 90 ellipses around a data point in Alqueva. The 
outer ellipse is at a geographical distance of 140 km of the point. The ellipses 
take into account the size of the VIIRS pixels, regarding different dimensions in 
latitude and longitude. Each represent points at the same geographical 
distance. (Plotted over image from NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et al.) 
 
A detail of the first ellipses around the same data point of Figure 5.19 is 
shown in Figure 5.20. 
 
 
Figure 5.20 – Magnification of Figure 5.19 showing in more detail the first seven 
of the ninety ellipses around one of the data points of Alqueva. 
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Another example for the same number of ellipses around one spot in the 
Peneda-Gerês National Park is shown in Figure 5.21. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 Detail of the central region of 90 ellipses around one of the spots in 
the Peneda-Gerês National Park. The ellipses are used in our tests to sample 
the VIIRS DNB radiance data.. The outer ellipse is at a geographical distance of 
140 km from the spot. A similar set of ellipses was used to each of the spots. 
(Plotted over image from NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et al.) 
 
On a discrete space it is trivial that, for two ellipses, A and B, with the same 
eccentricity, the major axis of B, aB, being at least one pixel larger than the 
major axis of A, aA, (i.e., aB ≥ aA+1), the arc of ellipse B intersects more pixels 
than the arc of ellipse A (Figure 5.22).  
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Figure 5.22 (Left) Two adjacent pixels along the arc of an ellipse are defined by 
different angles ∆φ  depending on the radius of the ellipses. This example, 
where each pixel has a dimension  b × a , illustrates the angles 
 
∆φ i( ), ∆φ j( ), and ∆φ k( )  defined by the centre of adjacent pixels over the arcs 
of three ellipses  Ε = i, j, and k, in relation to the centre of the ellipse. The angle 
diminishes with the increase of the radius. The geographical distance from the 
central spot to an ellipse i is 
 
! i( ) . (Right) On a digital image, the Euclidian 
distance between two adjacent pixels of dimension  b × a  is either a, b, or 
 
d = a
2
+ b
2 . 
 
A method of sampling had to be devised to guarantee that all the VIIRS pixels 
in each ellipse were read. Considering a number 
 
Ε
M
 of ellipses around a spot 
in the VIIRS DNB map, let Ε  be the Ε -th order ellipse, where  Ε = 1 is the 
ellipse closest to the spot, and 
 
Ε
M
 is the ellipse that is farthest from the same 
spot. As shown in Figure 5.22, to sample every pixel of dimension  b × a  on a 
given ellipse, a unique angle step, ∆φ Ε( ) , has to be defined for each ellipse, 
given by Equation (5.38): 
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∆φ Ε( ) = tan−1
a
2
+ b
2
! Ε( )






    
 (5.38)  
 
where 
 
! Ε( )  is the geographical distance from the spot to the ellipse Ε , and a 
and b are the y-axis and x-axis lengths of the VIIRS pixels, respectively, 
considering the x-axis the vertical axis and the y-axis the horizontal axis (see 
Figure 5.22). All distances were in metres, in our calculations. After a set of 
experiments, the best results were reached setting the last angle to stop at 
 2pi − ∆φ(Ε) 2 . Actually, setting  2pi  as the last read pixel, means it coincides 
with the first (angle 0), so the pixel would be counted twice; setting  2pi − ∆φ(Ε)  
as the last read pixel, originated in our experiments several ellipses with gaps 
of one pixel between the first and the last pixel, due to discretization.  
Thus, the x and y coordinates of an ellipse Ε  are given by the parametric 
equations: 
 
 
y Ε( ) =
!(Ε)
a
cos∆φ Ε( )
x Ε( ) =
!(Ε)
b
sin∆φ Ε( )
    (5.39)  
 
The result of the sampling method can be seen in the following example 
(Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.23 The sampling ellipses centred around one of the measured spots in 
Alqueva (small black asterisk visible in the centre of the last images). From left 
to right and from top to bottom, increasing magnification around the spot. Image 
credit: NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et al.) 
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Looking to the outer ellipses in more detail (see Figure 5.24), it is possible to 
verify that, for every size of the ellipses, contiguous pixels intersected by the 
arcs are sampled most of the times.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.24 Detail of the outer ellipses. From left to right and from top to bottom, 
increasing magnification of the region around a pixel of one of the outer ellipses, 
i.e., far from the origin of the ellipses. Image credit: NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et 
al. 
 
Nothing was said before regarding the spacing between the ellipses. From the 
previous figures, it seems unmistakable that the ellipses become more apart 
the bigger they are. It is convenient to remember here that, although by 
definition the ellipses have different axis (exception for the particular case of 
the circumference), in our case the ellipses were defined in order to represent 
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a set of points that are at the same geographical distance, 
 
! Ε( ) , from an 
origin. The origin of the ellipses is thus each one of the measuring spots. 
Since light decays with distance, our assumption was to consider that, the 
further the sources of light are from a certain spot, the less they contribute to 
the night sky radiance above that spot. Hence, an approximate logarithmic 
approach to the radii of the ellipses was followed, with an improvement that 
will be explained next. 
Our first approach to set the distances of the ellipses consisted in generating 
ellipses simply with the Matlab function logspace.m, used as 
 
! Ε( ) = logspace min,!max,!n( ) . This function generates an array of n 
logarithmically spaced points between decades 10min and 10max. An example 
for a set of 100 ellipses that start at 1 km (103 m) from the origin and end with 
an ellipse at a distance of 140 km (140 000 m) from the origin, is obtained 
with the instruction: 
 
 
! Ε( ) =logspace 3,!log
10
140000( ),!100( )   (5.40) 
 
However, on the regions closest to the chosen origin (the measuring spots), 
that solution gives several 
 
! Ε( )  distances that are close enough to cause the 
overlap of ellipses over the same pixels, thus counting it more than once. To 
overcome that problem, the chosen solution consisted on multiplying the 
values generated by the function logspace.m by an arithmetic sequence 
spanning from 
 
m
1
= 1  to the maximum number of considered ellipses, 
 
Ε
M
, 
with common difference 
 
c
d
= 1 , i.e., the arithmetic sequence defined by 
 
m
n
= m
1
+ n −1( )cd  (programed simply as  mn = 1...ΕM , in our code). As an 
example for 100 ellipses starting at a distance of b metres from the centre, 
and spanning to 200 km from the centre, the geographical distance for the 
ellipses is given by: 
 
 
′! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
,          (5.41) 
where 
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!
min
=logspace log
10
b( ),log10 2000( ),100( )  ,      (5.42) 
 
and b is the length of the vertical side of the pixel (latitude), set instead of the 
smaller a (size in longitude), to avoid overlap. That is, for the first ellipse, 
 Ε = 1, the corresponding distance in kilometres from the spot is given by 
 
′! 1( ) = 1× b , and for the last ellipse ( Ε = 100 ), 
 
′! 100( ) = 100 × log10 2000( ) , i.e., 
 
! 100( ) = 200 km . The graphs of 
 
! Ε( )  and 
 
′! Ε( )  obtained by Equation 5.40 
and Equation 5.41, respectively, are shown in Figures 5.25. In Figure 5.26 is 
shown a magnification of Figure 5.25 for the first 15 ellipses. The data for the 
plots is in Table 7.1, Appendix 6. 
 
Figure 5.25 Plot of the two methods used to generate 100 ellipses at rising 
geographical distances, from a distance b = 454.9941 m to a distance of 
200 km from a central spot. The plot of the function 
 
! Ε( ) = logspace log
10
(b),!log
10
200000( ),!100( )  is represented by the black 
crosses (‘+’). The blue asterisks (‘*’) represent the plot of the function 
 
′! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
, where   
!
min
= logspace log
10
b( ),log
10
2000( ),100( )
and 
 
m
n
= m
1
+ n − 1( )c
d . The red asterisks are the result of 
 
!
min
= logspace log
10
b( ),log
10
2000( ),100( ).  
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Figure 5.26 Detail of Figure 5.25 for the first 15 ellipses. 
 
Our experiments for the Alqueva region with two large scale distances 
(140 km and 200 km), set to cover the major light pollution sources (Greater 
Lisbon, Seville, and other smaller cities), shown an average difference of 
~0.43 % on the values of radiance by the light pollution model of Kocifaj. 
Hence, we opted for a maximum geographical distance of 140 km for the 
majority of our tests, for the sake of speed of calculus. The same maximum 
distance was used to the PNPG modelling. For both regions, the distance of 
140 km covers totally, or at least a large part of strong emission centres (large 
part of Greater Lisbon, and Seville, in the case of Alqueva, and all the Greater 
Porto, in the case of the PNPG). 
 
5.5 RESULTS  
Some results of the Kocifaj method applied to the PNPG and Alqueva regions, 
along with a discussion on the results of the numerical runs, are presented 
next, starting with the smaller PNPG. A more complete set of tables and 
graphs is presented in Appendix 7. 
Some of the parameters used in the tests of the model were the same as the 
ones used by Kocifaj in his paper (Kocifaj, 2007). Other parameters were 
chosen according to some preliminary tests or supported by available 
atmospheric data, as will be discussed below. Table 5.3 lists the parameters 
that were common to all the numerical runs of the model (see also Section 5.1 
for an explanation of the variables and parameters). In the Matlab code, a 
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numerical increment of 1 m from the height of 1 m to a height H = 100 000 m 
was chosen to compute the integral of (Equation 5.24). 
 
Table 5.3 – The values and units of all the common parameters used in the numerical tests. 
Parameter Value (and unit, when applicable) 
 
λ
ref
 589 nm 
γ  0.650 x 10-3 m-1 
 H  100 000 m 
 
h
0
 8 000 m 
 
g
λ
 0.90 
Q (Garstang’s) 0.15 
 
 
Regarding the grid for the simulated FOV of the SQM (see Section 5.3.2), the 
dimensions Np = 11, 15, 21, 41 and 121 were tested (odd dimensions to get a 
central point at the zenith, although strictly not necessary). All subsequent 
tests were then performed with a meshgrid of 15x15 pixels, since the 
processing time grows substantially with the dimension of the FOV and there 
were no noteworthy differences found on using a dimension larger than 
Np=15 pixels, at least for our study that only contemplates the zenith (other 
areas at different zenithal distances were not tested, since all available data is 
for the zenith). 
On the possible range of wavelengths of the spectral band, only one 
wavelength was tested, 
 
λ
ref
= 589 nm , characteristic of the predominant 
outdoor sodium (Na) vapour lighting in both regions. 
(Kocifaj, 2007) demonstrates that, given the exponential decrease of the 
volume extinction for molecular atmosphere, 
 
τ
λ
M( )
0,h( )  can be simplified to 
 
τ
λ
M( )
0,h( ) = τ λ ,0
M( )
1− e
−h h
0( ) , where  h0  is a scale height, that is, the altitude limit 
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of a hypothetically homogeneous molecular atmosphere, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
M( )  is the total 
molecular optical thickness of the atmosphere. A set of approximations to a 
simplified model of the atmosphere has been used. As in (Kocifaj, 2007), the 
Rayleigh optical thickness for a molecular atmosphere (see Equation 5.9), 
which is dependent of both temperature and altitude, h, is parameterized as: 
 
  
τ λ ,0
M( )
= 0.14
λ
ref
0.500 ×10−6




−4.09
.        (5.43) 
 
For 
 
λ
ref
= 589 nm , 
 
τ
λ ,0
M( )
! 0,0716381. 
Accordingly, the aerosol optical thickness between altitudes 0 and h, 
 
τ
λ
A( )
0,h( ),has the form: 
 
 
τ
λ
A( )
0,h( ) = τ λ ,0
A( )
1− e−γ h( )      (5.44)  
 
where γ  is the vertical gradient of concentration of aerosol particles (see 
Table 5.3), and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )  is the total atmospheric aerosol optical thickness. In the 
present work, 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )  was set equal to: 
 
 
τ λ ,0
A( )
= 0.3
λ
ref
0.500 ×10−6




−1.3
 .    (5.45) 
 
(see Table 5.3 for the corresponding value), derived from the commonly used 
Angstrom’s extinction law (e.g., Kokhanovsky, 2008), which gives the value 
 
τ
λ ,0
M( )
= 0.242455688  for 
 
λ
ref
= 589 nm , although the most used value on the 
runs for this work is the average value computed from a set of validated data 
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measured on the dates of the campaign1, 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069  (used both for 
Alqueva and for the PNPG). 
Since  z ! 0 , the molecular and aerosol relative optical masses (see 
Equation 5.10) equal to the inverse cosine of the zenithal angle, i.e., 
 
M
λ
M( )
z( ) ≅
1
cos z
 and 
 
M
λ
A( )
z( ) ≅
1
cos z
 (Kocifaj, 2007; Kokhanovsky, 2008). Those 
simplifications yield, for (Equation 5.12), 
 
 
Tλ h,z,ϕ( ) = e
1
cosz0,h
+
1
cosz






τλ ,0
M( )
e
−h h0−1( )+τλ ,0
A( )
e
−γ h−1( )












  ,    (5.46) 
 
and 
 
 
Γλ h,z,ϕ( ) =
1
4pi
Ωλ
M( )
Pλ
M( ) ϑ( )
τ λ ,0
M( )
h
0
e
−h h
0 +Ωλ
A( )
Pλ
A( ) ϑ( )γ τ λ ,0
A( )
e
−γ h








.  (5.47) 
 
The values for the molecular and aerosol single scattering albedo are, 
respectively, 
 
Ω
λ
M( )
= 1.0 and Ω
λ
A( )
= 0.8598 , where the latter is the average of 
the values measured and provided by the University of Évora for all the dates 
of the campaign2. 
The asymmetry parameter for aerosols, from the Henyey-Greenstein function, 
was set as 
 
g
λ
= 0.90 . We tested for the following Garstang’s Q and q 
parameters: Q = 0.15 on all tests, and q = 0.15 on some tests and q = 1.0 on 
other tests (see (Garstang, 1986), (Kocifaj, 2007)). When q = 1.0, meaning all 
radiation is directed upwards, Garstang’s formula (See Equation 5.23) 
reduces to 
                                            
1, 2
 The total atmospheric optical thickness and the single scattering albedo data for the 
Alqueva campaigns dates were compiled and kindly provided by the Center of Geofísica of 
Évora, University of Évora. Raw data also available from AERONET/Goddard Space Flight 
Center. http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/type_one_station_opera_v2_new?site=Evora& 
nachal=2&level=3&place_code=10 
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B Q, q = 1.0, z
0( ) = 0.554z0
4 .      (5.48) 
 
On our first experiments the correlation (through the respective plot) of the 
model to the SQM-L readings in Alqueva and PNPG revealed a better fit when 
using q = 1.0 rather than the value q = 0.15. The value q = 1.0, which 
translates into all radiation being emitted upwards (i.e., above the horizontal) 
with no reflection from the ground or buildings, was set as an upper limit for 
the tests, although not expected to represent the actual light emission in 
Alqueva and in the PNPG. However, it is relevant to note that, on the one 
hand, if the differences in the correlation look very similar, on the other hand, 
the outcomes obtained are significantly different. More on this subject later in 
sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. 
A remark has to be made regarding the computed and the measured values 
(SQM-L readings). The model has not been calibrated yet. Shifting 
horizontally the graphs to compare the values of the model to the measured 
values, by the addition of a constant, might help to visualize the results but is 
not strictly necessary. For example, adding the constant 17 to all model 
results of the example of Figure 5.27 yields values for the model between1 
20.24 mpsas (17 mpsas + 3.24 mpsas) and 21.44 mpsas (17 mpsas + 
4.41 mpsas).  
 
5.4.1 Results for the PNPG 
The first performed attempt to find the adjustment of the model to the SQM-L 
data consisted in taking all the data (readings for every individual 
geographical spot) for PNPG, and comparing them to the results from the 
model for the same spots, by plotting the results on a graph (Figure 5.26). The 
distance and parameters used were: 
 
Ε
M
= 90  ellipses, 
 
! Ε
M
( ) = 140km  
(maximum distance from each spot in the terrain), Garstang’s q = 0.15, VIIRS 
DNB radiance data, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688 (see Table 5.3). 
 
                                            
1 For convenience, the unit mag/arcsec2 may be presented in the graphs as mpsas 
(a commonly used abbreviation in the literature, as previously referred).  
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Figure 5.26 Plot of the results obtained from Kocifaj’s model for every measured 
spot in the PNPG, with 
 
Ε
M
= 90  ellipses spanning to a range 
 
! Ε
M
( ) = 140 km , 
Garstang’s q = 0.15, with VIIRS DNB radiance data and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688 . 
Units on both axes are mag/arcsec2 (abbreviated to mpsas). 
 
From the graph it is possible to see that no correlation seems to exist. 
However, as said, all SQM-L data was used without any prior selection. It 
represents data from 63 different spots taken on a broad area of the Park 
during a time span of 4 years (see Appendix 1). Terrain characteristics 
change on some areas of the park, and so change altitude. Likewise, even 
guaranteeing that the sky over a certain spot is clear on two different 
occasions, distant light emitting regions may cloud covered on one of those 
occasions and clear on the other, thus contributing differently to the sky glow.     
Also, atmospheric parameters are always fluctuating, such as aerosol and 
molecular concentrations, and thus scattering and optical thickness changes 
too. Additionally, some external features have probably changed during that 
period, e.g., change in number and type of outdoors lighting, or new 
edifications might have been built, not only in the Park or the Park’s vicinity, 
but also at larger distances. Moreover, humidity, temperature, solar peak, also 
influences the natural brightness of the night sky. It is therefore unlikely that 
the same exact parameters occurred on each of those nights. 
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Plotting a new graph, maintaining all the parameters unchanged except for 
the optical thickness, where the reference value for Alqueva is used this time, 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 , causes a shift to the left of approximately 0.3 mpsas of 
the previous graph (exception taken for a few points). The result can be seen 
in Figure 5.27. A light beam is more attenuated as the optical thickness of the 
atmosphere increases, (Kokhanovsky, 2008). Therefore, the shift to the left of 
the set of points with the decrease of the optical thickness – meaning a 
brighter sky – was expectable.  
 
Figure 5.27 Plot of the results obtained from Kocifaj’s model for every measured 
spot in the PNPG. The parameters are the same as for Figure 5.26, except for 
the aerosol optical thickness, τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . A shift of approximately 
0.3 mpsas from the previous plot can be observed for most of the points.  
 
Our SQM-L data per se is not sufficient to sustain the hypothesis of change of 
external light during the period of the field campaigns, since there was no 
continuous monitoring of the same area1. Nor it is possible to extract such 
information from the VIIRS DNB radiance since, as previously referred 
(Section 5.3.3), only calibrated data for 2012 was available for our work. 
Nevertheless, as will be referred in Chapter 6, Portugal was the second 
country amidst 41 European countries where night brightness increased more 
                                            
1 Albeit attempted, second or more visits to PNPG had to be aborted in situ due to adverse 
weather conditions. 
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in two recent periods: 1995-2000 and 2005-2010 (Bennie, Davies, Duffy, 
Inger & Gaston, 2014).  
The results and analysis of the possible causes for such disagreement 
between the values from the model and the SQM-L readings, led us to 
analyse the behaviour of the model by sorting it by day of campaign. The 
subjacent idea was that both atmospheric parameters and artificial brightness 
are likely to change less in the course of one night than in the course of a 
larger interval of time. The results of dividing the analysis per night of 
campaign are shown in Figure 5.28. The parameters and distances are the 
same as Figure 5.26.  
 
Figure 5.28 The same data from Figure 5.26 organized by date of data taking 
(campaign). See text for explanation. 
 
With some divergences, notably on the night of December 29-30, 2011, but 
also on the night of December 18-19, 2014, it is possible to verify that by 
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isolating the nights from the whole set, the fit of Kocifaj’s model to the SQM-L 
readings improved substantially.  
Analysing the field notes in more detail, some dates or points can be 
subtracted to the set. In fact, field notes from the author for the night of 
December 29-30, 2011 (where no correlation is discernible in the plot), report 
haze in the first measurements of the night, and high-altitude clouds in the last 
measurements of that night. The data was nevertheless taken, at the time, for 
later analysis. However, since in this work the Kocifaj’s model is simplified to 
the situations of an atmosphere with no clouds (and no moon), it is not 
adequate to compare the results from cloudy nights with the results of model. 
Therefore, the campaign can safely be discarded. 
Concerning the night of December 18-19, 2014, the last from our campaigns, 
the data was taken most of the times when fog partly cleared. Therefore, 
there were no stable conditions although the author drove to find sites with 
there were fewer clouds. Another remarkable change of conditions happened 
at midnight, when part of the streetlights of a hamlet nearby the spot that was 
about to be measured were switched off. Being common practice in some less 
populated settlements in the North of the Portugal, it is possible that the same 
cut of surplus light happened at the same time on other settlements (however, 
the author could not confirm this assumption). Since the region where the 
campaign took place is more populated than the other regions of the Park 
visited, the impact of that change can be relevant. Therefore, the results from 
the beginning of the night and the results after midnight might not be able to 
be compared, unless more external data was retrieved and inserted into the 
analysis. 
As said previously (section 3.6.2), the best nights in Peneda-Gerês (no visible 
clouds, darker sky, more favourable conditions registered) were the nights of 
April 09-10, 2010, April 09, 2011, and July 19, 2010. The good correlation of 
Kocifaj’s model with the data for the first of those nights can be seen in 
Figure 5.28. The plot of the change of the total atmospheric aerosol optical 
thickness for that night, maintaining the remaining parameters equal, can be 
seen in Figure 5.29 (error bars are the manufacturer’s quoted uncertainty; see 
Section 4.2). 
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Figure 5.29 Plots of the values obtained with Kocifaj’s with VIIRS DNB data for 
radiance source versus the measurements obtained with the SQM-L on the 
night of April 09-10, 2010, using 90 ellipses spanning to a range of 140 km from 
each measured spot, with Garstang’s coefficient q = 0.15, for two total aerosol 
optical depths: 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688  (top), and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069  (bottom). See 
text for more details. The error bars are the manufacturer’s quoted uncertainty 
(see Section 4.2). 
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The parameters and distances used in this example were the following: 90 
ellipses spanning to 140 km from each spot, Garstang’s parameter q set to 
0.15, VIIRS DNB radiance data. In one of the runs of the model, the value for 
the total atmospheric aerosol optical thickness is 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688 (from 
Equation 5.45), and on the other run the value is 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . The 
latter value for the total atmospheric aerosol optical thickness was computed 
from the average of the days provided by the University of Évora, as 
previously referred (although data for Alqueva was also used in the tests for 
the PNPG for the sake of comparison given that no other values were 
available). A slightly better correlation seems to exist using 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069.However, as in Figures 5.26 and 5.27, there is a shift of 
the set of points to the left of the graph when 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )  diminishes, indicating a 
brightening of the sky, an expected effect of that change of value of the 
parameter. 
The second referred night, April 09, 2011, has a worse correlation (see 
Figure 5.28). However, the data was collected under less favourable 
conditions. In fact, some of the measurements were taken not far from 
isolated street lamps that can have influenced the readings, albeit care was 
taken to avoid stray light. Moreover, the Milky Way was present at, or very 
near, the zenith during the first part of the night, and absent for the next part. 
The possible non-verticality when trying to point the SQM-L to the zenith, 
discussed in Section 4.4, is another cause of possible error. Despite those 
issues, looking at the data, and at the regression trend line (R2) on the graph 
of Figure 5.30, it is possible to guess a trend similar to other nights, although 
with major deviations due to uncontrolled errors. 
Field notes from the author for that night revealed that there were 4 high 
pressure vapour sodium lamps in sight, at an altitude lower that the spot of 
the first data taking of the night (April 09, 2011). That situation contrasts with 
the subsequent reading of that night. 
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Figure 5.30 The graph of the model vs. all the 17 readings from the night of 
April 09, 2011. Same parameters for the model as in Figure 5.28. 
 
The same place is also densely forested, contrarily to the other chosen 
spots1. The result of subtracting that reading from the graph produces a better 
fit of the model to the remaining points, as Figure 5.31 attests. 
 
Figure 5.31 Same as Figure 5.30 with the first reading of the night subtracted, 
due to a lower confidence on the measurement (see text for an explanation). 
                                            
1 Treetops can cover streetlights, making them invisible to a satellite thus measuring a lower 
radiance. However, depending on the shielding of the fixtures, light can nevertheless affect 
any observation from the ground. 
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A larger sample and better knowledge of the atmospheric parameters would 
perhaps allow a better verification of the degree of fitness. A more thorough 
analysis of the field notes suggested at least two segments in the same night. 
The first segment can be set from 0h30 to 4h00 (local time), near the north 
western border of the PNPG. The second segment, from 04h12 to 05h05, 
starts at the settlement of Portelinha, near the Planalto (plateau) of Castro 
Laboreiro, follows the valley of the river Castro Laboreiro and ends at the 
south-facing valley of that river (see Figure 5.31). 
 
Figure 5.32 Division of the night of April 09, 2011, in two segments, the first 
from 0h30 to 4h00, represented by the white line, where almost all spots are 
more exposed to the west; and the second segment, from 4h12 to 5h05, 
represented by the black line, where a ridge of mountains screens the west and 
the path enters in a valley facing south. The settlement Portelinha is located 
approximately where the two lines join each other. North is at the top. See also 
Figure G5, Appendix 1. 
 
This division is suggested due mainly to terrain characteristics (although 
climatology of both regions could also have influence). The first segment has 
almost all spots more exposed to lights coming from the west of the Park, 
while the second segment is more exposed to light coming from the south of 
the Park whilst the mountains that form the valley block light from other 
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directions. The result of both subtracting the first reading of the night (as in 
Figure 5.31) and dividing the night into two segments is shown in Figure 5.33. 
 
 
Figure 5.33 Result of both subtracting the first reading of the night of April 09, 
2011 (see Figure 5.31) and dividing the night in two segments, the first between 
00h30-04h00 (rotated blue squares) and the second between 04h12-05h05 (red 
squares). Same parameters for the model as in Figure 5.29. 
 
More SQM-L data would be necessary to opt for one of these analyses. The 
trends are nevertheless visible on each of the graphs. 
The third referred night, July 19, 2010, has better correlation than the previous 
discussed date. The graph of the results of the model for that night vs. the 
SQM-L readings is shown in Figure 5.34. 
The correlation between the model with VIIRS radiance data and the SQM-L 
readings is good on the more stable nights (regarding weather), and probably 
in the nights/periods with less change of terrain characteristics, although for 
this latter hypothesis more SQM-L readings would be necessary. 
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Figure 5.34 The graph of the model vs. all the readings from the night of 
July 19, 2010, in the PNPG. Same parameters for the model as in Figure 5.28. 
 
More data would be necessary to adjust the model and to recognise the best 
data taking conditions and the best way to analyse data. The grouping of the 
SQM-L data per date, per hour of data taking on each night, and per 
geographical characteristics seems to generally correlate better with the 
values from Kocifaj’s model than the non-organized data. 
 
5.4.2 Results for Alqueva 
As in the case for the PNPG, the first attempt to check the adjustment of the 
model to the SQM-L data from Alqueva consisted on picking all the 
geographic spots with SQM-L data and applying the model to those spots. 
The result, using parameters of optical thickness and single scattering albedo
from local measurements for that period1 is shown in Figure 5.35, where the 
graph for all the points of Alqueva for a distance of 140 km, 90 ellipses, 
Garstang’s q = 0.15, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069
 
is plotted. All the other 
parameters were used in accordance to values found in the literature, 
including the original paper (Kocifaj, 2007) (see Table 5.3). 
 
                                            
1 Provided by the Centro de Geofísica de Évora (CGE), University of Évora. 
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Figure 5.35 Outcome of the model with all the points of Alqueva for a maximum 
distance of 140 km, 90 ellipses, Garstang’s q = 0.15, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . 
 
Figure 5.36 illustrates the behaviour for only one of the nights. The 
measurements where hazy or cloudy conditions were registered were 
removed, since we used the cloudless version of the model.
 
 
Figure 5.36 Outcome for the spots of one of the nights (2011/08/26-27), 
obtained on a run with 140 km, 90 ellipses, q = 1.0 and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . A 
few spots from that night were not considered since field notes from the author 
for that night indicate hazy conditions. The error bars are the manufacturer’s 
quoted uncertainty (see Section 4.2). 
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As can be seen in Figure 5.37, there is a clear correlation even without 
considering intervals of uncertainties for the measurements. 
The outcomes of the runs are presented in Appendix 7. As happens with the 
PNPG, the results are generally better when the model is compared to a 
specific night, although the result with all the spots simultaneously is better 
than the results obtained for the PNPG also with all spots considered. 
As referred in Section 5.4, one should note that the results of using 
Garstang’s q = 1.0 or q = 0.15 may differ considerably, as can be seen in the 
graphs and tables of Appendix 7. However, the global appearance of the 
graphs remains very similar, meaning the influence of that change is superior 
on the global brightness rather than on other particular changes that would 
eventually alter the form of the graph. As can be calculated from the Tables of 
Appendix 7, simulating for Alqueva for a distance of 140 km, with 90 ellipses, 
using the VIIRS DNB data, the average difference between the results on the 
runs with q = 0.15 and q = 1.0 is as large as 1.497 mag/arcsec2. 
Figure 5.37 illustrates the result for all spots of Alqueva considering the 
average value for multiple visits to the same spot during the years 2009-2014. 
The parameters are the same as for Figure 5.36, except for Garstang’s q 
coefficient, which is 1 in this example. 
 
Figure 5.37 Results for Alqueva, considering the average of the SQM-L 
measurements on the same spots. Parameters equal to Figure 5.36, except 
Garstang’s q = 1. 
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5.5 FURTHER DISCUSSION 
In PNPG, due mainly to weather conditions on our visits there, the attempts to 
visit again a set of spots were not successful. Therefore, a comparison of 
readings at the same spot at different dates is not possible. 
In Alqueva there are 13 spots visited 3 times in three different dates. For 
those spots, the following statistics can be calculated (see Table 5.4): 
 
Table 5.4 The SQM-L readings for the 13 spots (places) measured in 3 different epochs 
(dates) and the respective standard deviation, σ , average, 
 
m , and coefficients of variation, 
 
σ m . All values are in mag/arcsec2, except for the last column. Dates for the different 
places are not comparable since Date 1 for Place 1 may be different from Date 1 for place 2 
and so on. The coefficients of deviation range from 0,24% to 1,24%. Of the 13 spots, 9 
present standard deviations above the SQM-L announced error of 0.1 mag/arcsec2. The 
selection on the first two lines detaches the larger variations. From personal knowledge of 
those spots, the author can confirm that the variations in the sky quality were obvious to the 
naked eye on those dates. 
Place Date 1 Date 2 Date 3 σ  
 
m  
 
σ m  
1 21,28 21,78 21,37 0,27 21,48 1,24% 
2 21,37 21,77 21,41 0,22 21,52 1,02% 
3 21,19 21,19 21,08 0,06 21,15 0,30% 
4 21,30 21,33 21,23 0,05 21,29 0,24% 
5 21,38 21,46 21,30 0,08 21,38 0,37% 
6 21,43 21,52 21,37 0,08 21,44 0,35% 
7 21,50 21,62 21,39 0,12 21,50 0,53% 
8 21,44 21,68 21,32 0,18 21,48 0,85% 
9 21,48 21,65 21,32 0,17 21,48 0,77% 
10 21,45 21,66 21,30 0,18 21,47 0,84% 
11 21,36 21,58 21,37 0,12 21,44 0,58% 
12 21,30 21,66 21,37 0,19 21,44 0,89% 
13 21,39 21,66 21,42 0,15 21,49 0,69% 
 
The low coefficient of variation computed from some of those observations 
shows that there were no major variations between observations, albeit some 
variations can be important. The graph of Figure 5.38 shows the mean value 
for each spot plotted over the interval of oscillation of the readings (i.e., 
between the minimum and maximum values obtained for each spot on 
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different dates). Although about half of the points present large oscillations, 
there are unknown parameters for that night such as atmospheric parameters, 
atmospheric conditions in other places that can affect the light that reaches 
each spot, natural skyglow, different lighting due to festivities, partial switch off 
of lights after midnight or 02h00 on some settlements, and other undisclosed 
factors that can contribute to the oscillations. The observer was always the 
same (author), and the same cautions were taken when pointing the SQM-L 
to the zenith. Therefore, it is reasonable to impute the larger fluctuations to 
natural or artificial fluctuations rather than to errors from the observer. Taking 
the first two lines selected in the table (see Table 5.4), the author can confirm 
that, at those spots, the variations in apparent sky quality were obvious to the 
naked eye, as the personal knowledge of those places and personal notes 
from those observations can attest. 
There are 37 places visited twice in Alqueva. The statistics were not 
computed since there is no representative data.  
 
 
Figure 5.38 The deviations from the mean value of the SQM-L readings for the 
thirteen spots of Table 5.4, obtained in three dates. The mean value for each 
place is plotted over the bars that represent the range of variation (minimum to 
maximum values). 
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Considering that there are relatively few observations for a long interval of 
time, the results obtained with Kocifaj’s model using the VIIRS DNB radiance 
data as input, compare favourably to the author’s SQM-L measurements in 
the terrain, as can be inferred by the graphs presented before (Sections 5.4.1 
and 5.4.2) and in Appendix 7. 
Despite some disparities, the correlation between the model and the data 
collected on both territories is generally good, and very good on some of the 
cases. The number of unknown parameters and variables is considerable, 
and even known parameters may change during the course of a night. There 
were major differences in the global brightness when using Garstang’s q 
parameter set to 1 or to 0.15, as previously discussed. A graph that illustrates 
this may be seen in Figure 5.39, where the same day for the PNPG is 
compared for q = 1 and q = 0.15.  
 
 
Figure 5.39 Comparison for the same night in PNPG (April 09-10, 2010) using 
Garstang’s q = 1 (triangles) and q = 0.15 (rotated squares), with 90 ellipses 
spanning to a geographical distance of 140 km, and 
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As a final remark, it should be stressed that illumination by LED sources is 
rising, although so far being residual in both regions. LED light has a spectral 
range with negative effects on astronomy (Patat, n.d.) and on human health, 
as referred in section 2.3.3. The VIIRS DNB radiance sensors do not cover 
the whole spectral range of white/blue LED light (see Figure 5.40), thus future 
measurements of radiance by the VIIRS sensor may underestimate the effect 
of light pollution due to white/blue LED sources (Cao & Bai, 2014). 
 
Figure 5.40 Plot of the VIIRS DNB spectral response function (red line) and of 
the LED (blue line) and HPS (yellow line) spectrums. An important blue region 
of the LED spectrum is not achieved by the VIIRS sensor. Image source: (Cao 
& Bai, 2014). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We measured the zenithal night sky brightness on two dark sky regions in 
Portugal - the Peneda-Gerês National Park and the Alqueva region - that had 
not been previously measured, to the author best knowledge. The 
measurements were taken handheld with a portable device, a Unihedron 
SQM-L. The time span of the measurements ranged the years 2010 to 2015, 
and the campaigns took place planned on moonless and cloudless 
astronomical nights. The assessment of those places was instrumental to the 
inclusion of new light pollution regulation on the regions, which was one of the 
motivations of this thesis. The work was complemented with bench tests of 
the SQM-L in the laboratory. Those tests revealed no effects of polarization 
affecting the device. A light pollution model (Kocifaj, 2007) was tested and 
implemented with calibrated satellite data (VIIRS DNB) as the radiance 
source for the model. The model was tested against the field measurements. 
We found generally a good fit between the model and the field 
measurements. 
 
Achievements from the fieldwork 
Concerning the brightness of the night sky, our results show that both regions 
of Alqueva and Peneda-Gerês (PNPG) can be considered at least on a par to 
other dark skies protected regions worldwide. Examples of International Dark 
Sky Reserves with similar values for the night sky brightness are the Brecon 
Beacons National Park (Wales, UK), Rhön International Dark Sky 
Reserve/Sternenpark Rhön Hesse (Bavaria and Thuringia, Germany), and the 
Exmoor National Park (UK), to name just three in Europe and considering the 
International Dark-Sky Association tier designation for the comparison (IDA, 
2014 (see Table 3.1). Both Alqueva and PNPG still offer the bright-dark 
middle latitudes natural cycle that is gradually disappearing from more 
populated regions in Portugal and worldwide.  
The Dark Sky® Alqueva Reserve has a large area of almost continuous good 
quality night sky darkness, with the exception only of a few places close to its 
main populated areas, including Reguengos de Monsaraz (pop. 7261 
inhabitants; INE, 2012). There is an increase on the skyglow in the vicinity of 
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small towns within the Reserve. Our SQM-L measurements show that a few 
hundred meters away from those towns, the sky quality improves swiftly. The 
main contribution to the non-natural skyglow, although generally weak, comes 
from urbanized places near the border of the Reserve (namely Reguengos de 
Monsaraz) and also from more densely populated regions at distances of tens 
of kilometres from the limits of the Reserve, as Greater Lisbon and Seville 
(Spain). 
Our results for the smaller and loosely populated Peneda-Gerês’ National 
Park (PNPG) show that it is mostly affected by light pollution from outside the 
Park, mainly at its south and southwesternmost borders, which is confirmed 
by inspection of satellite imagery (see Figure 3.5). Amongst them are many 
highly concentrated populated areas known as Comunidades Intermunicipais 
of Alto Minho, Cávado, Alto Tâmega, Ave and Grande Porto. Therefore, the 
light pollution contributing to the skyglow here is originated mainly from those 
sources, at distances ranging from the vicinity of the Park to many tens of 
kilometres, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
On both regions, public lighting comes mostly from low-pressure sodium 
vapour (LPS), high-pressure sodium vapour (HPS), mercury, metal halide 
lamps and LED. Although the percentage of streetlights by kind is currently an 
unknown (planned future work), a primer inspection in the terrain reveals 
predominance on both LPS and HPS lamps. The orange halo from those 
higher wavelengths lights above the populated places is therefore prevalent. 
We plan to measure the spectrum of this light in a future field campaign. 
On both Alqueva and PNPG the contribution from small towns to the skyglow 
is almost negligible except from within those towns and its close vicinity. In 
those areas, glare from bad lighting prevents the viewing of all but the 
brightest stars. Though, a few hundred meters away from those places the 
sky darkness is again of very good quality as the sky brightness drops 
sharply. 
Parts of the results of this thesis were instrumental for the classification of 
Alqueva as a “Starlight Tourism Destination” by the Starlight Foundation1. The 
                                            
1 UNESCO/United Nations World Tourism Organization/Instituto de Astrofisica de 
Canarias. 
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Dark Sky® Alqueva Reserve was the first site in the world to achieve such a 
certification (December 2011). 
The first results obtained in the Peneda-Gerês National Park, described in this 
work, were also instrumental to the implementation of regulation concerning 
light pollution within the Park, which became effective as part of the last 
Park’s Management Plan [DR 2011, 682-(16)]. 
The light pollution regulation of the PNPG management plan is important but 
the Park would much benefit from a major plan of light pollution control in its 
surrounding urban areas. 
The light pollution regulations presently included in the management plan of 
the Alqueva Dark Sky® Reserve seems sufficient if respected but the region 
could benefit if better lighting is used. A reduction of light pollution from distant 
regions would represent a global improvement on the skyglow in all the 
affected regions. 
The increase of world population and wealth is spreading the usage of 
outdoor lighting and consequently causing more light pollution. The 
improvement on the luminaries does not mitigate the light pollution issue per 
se. In fact, since light that is reflected off the ground and on buildings spreads 
upwards, the increase of illumination causes an increase of the skyglow even 
with full cutoff luminaries.  
In some sense, light pollution can be thought as a reversible problem that a 
“temporary blackout or a permanent switch to a cleaner technology is 
sufficient to restore the night to most of its aboriginal glory” (Gallaway, Olsen, 
and Mitchell, 2010). Nevertheless, even if thought as physically reversible, the 
effects of long-term light pollution on a particular site may have unanticipated 
permanent consequences on a region. Long-term solutions to reduce lighting 
are probably the only appropriate way to deal with excessive light pollution. 
 
Achievements from the implementation of the model 
Concerning the implementation of Kocifaj’s model of light pollution using the 
VIIRS data, the results confront favourably with the readings of Alqueva and 
Peneda-Gerês. Albeit many parameters of the model are poorly constrained, 
the fitting of the model to the SQM-L readings is found to be better when data 
is organized by night of campaign (date) rather than using the global set of 
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SQM-L measurements. This is particularly true in the case of PNPG, where 
not only less field data is available, but also where the geographical and 
climatological characteristics change more, including forested areas. This 
physical characteristics of the PNPG also translates in the presence of 
regions where light propagates freely reaching great distances (as happens in 
Alqueva), but also other zones where the foliage and the hills rapidly block 
direct light. An improvement of the model that can incorporate such 
characteristics is planned in future work. 
In the Alqueva, the mean values from a larger spatial and temporal 
distribution of the data than in the PNPG, may have diluted the fluctuations of 
the measurements (changes of the sky brightness due to natural and artificial 
causes) and the results are less sensitive to a daily analysis than in the 
PNPG. Nevertheless, the analysis by day gives generally better results. As 
with PNPG, the worse fitting of the model to the readings in the terrain 
coincides with the nights with worse weather conditions. 
It should be emphasized that the fit of the model to the field data is good 
considering that the data was taken in dates that were very apart (2010 to 
2015), and that the VIIRS DNB data for 2012 may not reveal the exact values 
for the radiance on the dates of the campaigns.  
To the amount of local atmospheric parameters that can affect the model, it 
should also be referred that, since the model deals with light pollution that is 
produced at large distances (100 km or more), different atmospheric 
conditions over those places can contribute positively or negatively to the 
skyglow. A distant city contributes differently to a certain spot if the sky over 
the city is clear or cloud covered. In this latter situation, a darker sky can be 
expected at the observation site if only this variable is to be taken into 
account. If the clouds dissipate over the city, the upward emission will gain 
again more relevance (see cover page of this Thesis). Moreover, the VIIRS 
DNB data is cloud free data. 
To our previous remark (see Chapter 5) that there was no major influence on 
using in the model maximum distances to the spots of 140 km or 200 km on 
the VIIRS DNB data, it should be noted that the model was not calibrated on 
this work. It is not possible, then, to compare exactly the values for the sky 
radiance one would obtain until the model is calibrated. The general 
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appearance of the plot of the results is similar using both distances, however, 
after calibration, it is expected that larger distances give a result that is closer 
to the measured radiance. 
 
Achievements from the SQM-L use and from the bench tests 
Regarding our experience and all the results for the SQM-L, our tests in the 
laboratory showed no effects of polarization on the device. The bench tests in 
the laboratory also showed only slight oscillations of the SQM-L around a 
fixed value due possibly to an asymmetrical field of view. From our 
experience, is expectable that an observer handling a SQM-L and pointing it 
to the zenith may commit errors, even when taking the precautions referred in 
section 3.3.2. In future fieldwork campaigns we plan to secure the SQM-L on 
a tripod instead of hand held it vertically. 
 
Caveats, final remarks and future work 
We only had access to VIIRS DNB data for the year 2012. Though, no field 
data were measured on that year. Although no major changes on the total 
artificial light are suspected on the years right before or after 2012, the same 
supposition cannot be securely made for the time span 2010-2015. In fact, 
some studies indicate that among 41 European countries, Portugal was 
second in the increase in the surface brightness. Comparing the periods 
1995-2000 and 2005-2010, the surface brightness increased 35 % (Bennie et 
al, 2014). Without surprise, the changes of night brightness occurred mostly in 
the west-coastal areas, including the Greater Porto region, at the north, and 
the Greater Lisbon region, as this coastal strip is highly populated. That fact is 
specially relevant to the PNPG, due to its greater proximity to the Northern 
coastal regions. 
There was no time to study the changes in all the parameters of the model. 
Even with data from the IPMA or from the University of Évora, the changes of 
aerosols during one night may be large enough to lead to different results. A 
set of fixed SQM monitoring while atmospheric data is being retrieved for the 
same sky would be a desirable step in both Alqueva and PNPG. We hope that 
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this study helps finding the resources and to urge the necessity of install a 
matrix of SQM devices to long term monitoring of the sky quality in those 
preserves. 
Light sources in both regions give a mixture of different wavelengths. As a first 
approximation we considered only one specific wavelength of the lamps of 
sodium vapour, which, as said before, is believed to be the most prevalent. A 
more thorough study with different wavelengths, reflecting more closely the 
proportion of wavelengths that contribute to the skyglow, may yield better 
results. 
The use of a phase function possibly more complex than the Henyey-
Greenstein’s used is this work may improve the results, and the study of such 
modification in the model is planned in future work. 
In Chapter 5 we described one solution to scan the VIIRS DNB radiance data. 
Due to processing time limitations, the radiance data had to be only partially 
sampled, in concentric ellipses unevenly spaced, around each spot. The 
author believes that the sampling method that was used is sufficient to collect 
representative data from the VIIRS DNB radiance map to feed the model. 
However, in future work, we plan to devise other efficient solutions that 
include all VIIRS DNB data within a chosen range. An other solution to solve 
the previously referred issue of the unequal vertical and horizontal 
geographical distances of the VIIRS DNB data would be the mapping of the 
VIIRS data onto a new matrix so that the pixels of the new matrix represented 
equal distances both in latitude and longitude. A circumference around one 
pixel would then represent the same geographical distance. That solution can 
possibly be more efficient than our solution explained before and is planned to 
be tested in future work. 
The Milky Way contribution to the sky brightness was not taken into account 
for this work. Given that its contribution to the sky brightness (when at or near 
the zenith) is not negligible (see Section 3.4.7), it should be subtracted from 
our observations whenever applicable. Since the dates and hour of the 
observations are known and thus the position of the Milky Way is known (see 
Appendix 2), its contribution can be at least approximately subtracted from the 
observations. 
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We emphasize that probably only with readings of the night sky brightness on 
a permanent basis, with fixed SQM devices, may bring enough data to 
achieve a better fit of the model. Such measurements are being made in 
various places in various countries, e.g., in Galicia, Spain1. The effects of 
cutting surplus streetlights at some settlements after midnight (see section 
5.4.1) or later, depending on the regions, could possibly be measured with a 
permanent monitoring of the night sky brightness. That information is relevant 
to better achieve both the influence of those lights that are shut off, as may be 
useful to a better calibration of the model since the radiance emitted by those 
fixtures may be known in good approximation. For that analysis, a map of the 
settlements where the switch off after midnight is a common practice is 
essential.  
All efforts to control light pollution only within the regions will be compromised 
unless a larger-scale control of the light is achieved. Both regions that we 
studied have low upward radiance, but suffer from regions many kilometres 
away. Therefore, a global effort to control the spread of light pollution is of the 
utmost importance for reducing the skyglow. 
Light pollution effects on the skyglow may be considered, to some extent, 
instantaneous and reversible, since the effects end the moment the lights are 
shut off. Humans “conquered” the night by illuminating it and our societies are 
each time more dependent on electrical energy. Unfortunately from the 
viewpoint of this author, this came at a price. A return to a pristine sky is not 
expected to happen in many light polluted regions. However, there are 
solutions to diminish the quantity of light pollution on the environment, such as 
full shielding the luminaries, limiting the lighting area, eliminate superfluous 
lighting, switch off lights when not in use, and limit growth of already installed 
lighting (Falchi et al, 2011). This implies also a significant reduction of the 
consumption of electricity (8% of energy is used in outdoor lighting, as 
referred in section 2.3.2), which is also a fundamental environmental issue. 
The major challenge to limiting the impacts of artificial light at night (ALAN) 
might in fact be the “trade-off between the economic costs and the perceived 
                                            
1 Galician Night Sky Brightness Monitoring Network.  
   URL: http://webspersoais.usc.es/persoais/salva.bara/GalicianNSBnetwork.html 
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social costs associated with implementing these different strategies to 
managing ALAN” (Gaston et al, 2014). The social concern on the light 
pollution impacts is increasing, albeit until now insufficient as LP clearly 
increases worldwide. Blue/white LED lighting, advertised as eco-friendly by its 
promoters and industry, might bring additional issues to the brightness of the 
sky – advertised as efficient, it can give more lighting for the same cost of 
other technologies, thus increasing LP -, and might bring undisclosed health 
issues. All dark skies awareness that can counterbalance the increase of 
ALAN is necessary to control and diminish light pollution. Dark sky preserves 
are certainly one of the most crucial ways to raise the awareness. 
Researchers, amateur astronomers, stakeholders, environmentalists, 
physicians, tourism promoters, are amongst the actors that can reverse the 
situation. 
Finally, regarding future work, we also plan testing the variability of the model 
with the parameters, analyze the correlation of the parameters, and the 
uncertainty of the predicted values. A permanent network of fixed SQMs, 
combined with local meteorological data, is essential to monitor the quality of 
both sites and we plan to find collaboration on that area. The model could be 
used to find the best places to monitor and to predict changes on the night sky 
quality for every projected infrastructure near or within the regions, thus 
allowing to establish limits to the emitting light. 
Present and future generations deserve the view of a dark, starry sky without 
the need to travel to remote places. The dark skies of Peneda-Gerês deeply 
inspired the author and influenced his attachment to both Nature and 
Astronomy since his youth. He hopes that this thesis and the planned future 
work might bring a contribution to the light pollution issues, and also might 
help to bring the Milky Way to places from where it is no longer visible, 
becoming again an inspiration to the younger generations. 
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In this Appendix, the dates and the maps of the campaigns in Alqueva and 
Peneda-Gerês National Park are presented.  
 
 
Dates and times of the observations in Alqueva 
Campaign date Time span (local time) Figure 
13/06/2010 00:46-04:05 A1 
25-27/08/2011 (25) 00:21-03:00 (25-26) 23:34-04:12 (26-27) 22:58-04:41 A2 
14-15/01/2013 22:31-05:33 A3 
08-09/02/2013 22:19-05:38 A4 
23/11/2013 20:09-22:24 A5 
20-21/12/2013 (20) 19:54-20:15 (21) 20:00-21:05 A6 
24-26/07/2014 (24-25) 22:39-02:07 (25-26) 23:42-03:17 A7 
Table D1 - Dates and times of the 174 points of the Alqueva. The total number of different 
measurements taken is of 242, since some of the places have been visited again on other 
occasions. 
 
Dates and times of the observations in the PNPG 
Campaign date Time span (local time) Figure 
9-10/4/2010 22:00-00:48 G1 
2/5/2010 22:14-22:15 G2 
20/6/2010 02:05-03:30 G3 
19/7/2010 02:32-04:03 G4 
9/4/2011 00:30-05:05 G5 
29-30/12/2011 22:44-00:57 G6 
18-19/12/2014 23:26-01:27 G7 
Table D2 - Dates and times of the 63 points of the Parque Nacional da Peneda-Gerês 
(PNPG). The total number of different measurements taken is of 65, since two of the places 
have been visited again on one occasion. 
 
 
The Google Earth maps of the region of Alqueva and of the campaigns in 
Alqueva are presented in Figures A0 to A8. 
The Google Earth maps of the region of the PNPG and of the campaigns in 
the PNPG are presented in Figures G0 to G8. 
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Figure A0 Map of the western side of the Iberian Peninsula. The yellow 
rectangle at the bottom left encloses the Alqueva Dark Sky Park (border not 
shown) and matches the area of the Figures A1 to A7. Image credit: Google 
Earth Pro. 
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Figure A1 The places and measurements of the 1.st campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
Figure A2 The places and measurements of the 2.nd campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure A3 The places and measurements of the 3.rd campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
Figure A4 The places and measurements of the 4.th campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure A5 The places and measurements of the 5.th campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
Figure A6 The places and measurements of the 6.th campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure A7 The places and measurements of the 7.th campaign in Alqueva (see 
Table D1). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
Figure A8 Perspective view of all the places measured in Alqueva, in a view 
approximately from south to north. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure G0 Map of the western side of the Iberian Peninsula. The yellow 
rectangle at the upper left encloses the Peneda-Gerês National Park (the 
horseshoe-shaped green border) and matches the area of the Figures G1 to 
G7. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure G1 The places and measurements of the 1.st campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure G2 The places and measurements of the 2.nd campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure G3 The places and measurements of the 3.rd campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure G4 The places and measurements of the 4.th campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure G5 The places and measurements of the 5.th campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
 
 
Figure G6 The places and measurements of the 6.th campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Figure G7 The places and measurements of the 7.th campaign in the PNPG 
(see Table D2). Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure G8 Perspective view of all the places measured in the PNPG, in a view 
approximately from south to north. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. 
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Position of the Milky Way on the nights and hours of the observations 
 
Alandroal, June 13, 2010 
 
 
 
Reguengos de Monsaraz, August 26, 2011 00h00’ 
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Reguengos de Monsaraz, August 26, 2011 4h30’ 
 
 
 
Reguengos de Monsaraz, August 26, 2011 22h58’ 
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Reguengos de Monsaraz, January 14, 2013 
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Reguengos de Monsaraz, January 15, 2013 - 4h22 
 
 
Moura, February 08, 2013 22h20 
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Moura, February 09, 2013 0h33 
 
 
Moura, February 09, 2013 5h21 
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Portel, November 21, 2013 20:09 
 
 
Portel, November 23, 2013 21h58 
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Table A4.3 Results of Bench Test 1 (Chapter 4) for the SQM-L used in the fieldwork. 
 
SQM-L Serial n. #3840 Firmware v. 2.17 
 
Pol. 
Angl
e (º) 
Radiance 
before 
measur. 
with the 
SQM-L 
(µW) 
SQM-L readings 
(mag/arcsec
2
) 
three measurements 
Radianc
e after 
measur. 
with the 
SQM-L 
(µW) 
SQM-L readings 
(mag/arcsec
2
) 
three measurements 
I II III I II III 
0 1,86 10,86 10,86 10,86 1,80 10,88 10,88 10,88 
10 1,86 10,86 10,86 10,86 1,82 10,88 10,88 10,88 
20 1,85 10,87 10,87 10,87 1,81 10,88 10,88 10,88 
30 1,84 10,89 10,89 10,89 1,82 10,90 10,90 10,90 
40 1,81 10,92 10,92 10,92 1,77 10,94 10,94 10,94 
50 1,80 10,96 10,96 10,96 1,76 10,97 10,97 10,97 
60 1,77 11,00 11,00 11,00 1,74 11,02 11,02 11,02 
70 1,75 11,05 11,05 11,05 1,70 11,06 11,06 11,06 
80 1,74 11,08 11,08 11,08 1,70 11,10 11,10 11,10 
90 1,73 11,10 11,10 11,10 1,70 11,12 11,12 11,12 
100 1,75 11,11 11,11 11,11 1,70 11,13 11,13 11,13 
110 1,75 11,10 11,10 11,10 1,72 11,12 11,12 11,12 
120 1,77 11,08 11,08 11,08 1,73 11,09 11,09 11,09 
130 1,81 11,05 11,05 11,05 1,76 11,06 11,06 11,06 
140 1,82 11,00 11,00 11,00 1,79 11,02 11,02 11,02 
150 1,85 10,96 10,96 10,96 1,80 10,96 10,96 10,96 
160 1,86 10,90 10,92 10,92 1,85 10,92 10,92 10,92 
170 1,87 10,88 10,88 10,88 1,84 10,90 10,90 10,90 
180 1,89 10,86 10,86 10,86 1,84 10,87 10,87 10,87 
190 1,89 10,86 10,85 10,86 1,84 10,87 10,87 10,87 
200 1,87 10,86 10,86 10,86 1,83 10,88 10,88 10,87 
210 1,84 10,88 10,88 10,88 1,81 10,90 10,90 10,90 
220 1,84 10,92 10,92 10,92 1,79 10,93 10,93 10,93 
230 1,80 10,96 10,96 10,96 1,76 10,97 10,96 10,97 
240 1,77 11,00 11,00 11,00 1,74 11,02 11,02 11,02 
250 1,76 11,05 11,05 11,05 1,72 11,06 11,06 11,06 
260 1,75 11,08 11,08 11,08 1,71 11,09 11,09 11,09 
270 1,74 11,10 11,10 11,10 1,70 11,11 11,11 11,11 
280 1,73 11,11 11,11 11,11 1,70 11,13 11,13 11,13 
290 1,76 11,11 11,11 11,11 1,71 11,12 11,12 11,12 
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300 1,78 11,09 11,08 11,08 1,72 11,09 11,09 11,09 
310 1,78 11,05 11,05 11,05 1,74 11,06 11,06 11,06 
320 1,80 11,00 11,00 11,00 1,77 11,02 11,02 11,02 
330 1,82 10,96 10,96 10,96 1,79 10,97 10,97 10,97 
340 1,86 10,92 10,92 10,92 1,80 10,94 10,93 10,94 
350 1,87 10,89 10,89 10,89 1,82 10,90 10,90 10,90 
360 1,87 10,88 10,88 10,87 1,82 10,88 10,89 10,88 
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Bench test 1 (cont.’d) 
SQM Serial n. #3840 Firmware v. 2.17 
Table A4.4 Results of Bench test 1 (Chapter 4) for one of the SQM-Ls (#3840). 
Pol. Angle 
(º) 
Radiance before measur. 
with the SQM-L (µW) 
SQM-L readings (mag/arcsec
2
) 
three measurements 
IV V VI 
0 1,80 10,88 10,88 10,88 
10 1,82 10,88 10,88 10,88 
20 1,81 10,88 10,88 10,88 
30 1,82 10,90 10,90 10,90 
40 1,77 10,94 10,94 10,94 
50 1,76 10,97 10,97 10,97 
60 1,74 11,02 11,02 11,02 
70 1,70 11,06 11,06 11,06 
80 1,70 11,10 11,10 11,10 
90 1,70 11,12 11,12 11,12 
100 1,70 11,13 11,13 11,13 
110 1,72 11,12 11,12 11,12 
120 1,73 11,09 11,09 11,09 
130 1,76 11,06 11,06 11,06 
140 1,79 11,02 11,02 11,02 
150 1,80 10,96 10,96 10,96 
160 1,85 10,92 10,92 10,92 
170 1,84 10,90 10,90 10,90 
180 1,84 10,87 10,87 10,87 
190 1,84 10,87 10,87 10,87 
200 1,83 10,88 10,88 10,87 
210 1,81 10,90 10,90 10,90 
220 1,79 10,93 10,93 10,93 
230 1,76 10,97 10,96 10,97 
240 1,74 11,02 11,02 11,02 
250 1,72 11,06 11,06 11,06 
260 1,71 11,09 11,09 11,09 
270 1,70 11,11 11,11 11,11 
280 1,70 11,13 11,13 11,13 
290 1,71 11,12 11,12 11,12 
300 1,72 11,09 11,09 11,09 
310 1,74 11,06 11,06 11,06 
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320 1,77 11,02 11,02 11,02 
330 19 10,97 10,97 10,97 
340 1,80 10,94 10,93 10,94 
350 1,82 10,90 10,90 10,90 
360 1,82 10,88 10,89 10,88 
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Bench test 2 (Cont.’d) 
 
  SQM Serial n. #3840 Firmware v. 2.17 
 
Table A4.5 Results of Bench test 2 (Chapter 4) for the SQM-Ls (#3840). (*) LNB/INB is the 
quotient between the luminance (from the SQM-L readings) with the lab background 
luminance subtracted, and the radiance with the lab background radiance subtracted. See 
Section 4.3.2 for details.  
Pol. 
Angle (º) 
Rad (µW) 
SQM-L reading 
(mag/arcsec
2
) 
Lexp – <Lexp> 
(cd/m
2
) 
LNB/INB 
(*)
 
(cd
.
m
-2 
µW
-1
) 
0 1,80 10,88 0,461526907 2,999950957 
10 1,82 10,88 0,461526907 2,962914526 
20 1,81 10,88 0,461526907 2,981317722 
30 1,82 10,90 0,373880206 2,908811624 
40 1,77 10,94 0,203356805 2,892835306 
50 1,76 10,97 0,079524343 2,831999339 
60 1,74 11,02 -0,119409107 2,739600986 
70 1,70 11,06 -0,272089753 2,710869915 
80 1,70 11,10 -0,419247790 2,612764557 
90 1,70 11,12 -0,490818541 2,565050723 
100 1,70 11,13 -0,526112548 2,541521385 
110 1,72 11,12 -0,490818541 2,531300055 
120 1,73 11,09 -0,382964976 2,585248137 
130 1,76 11,06 -0,272089753 2,606605687 
140 1,79 11,02 -0,119409107 2,653450011 
150 1,80 10,96 0,120422239 2,786760540 
160 1,85 10,92 0,287833238 2,803774463 
170 1,84 10,90 0,373880206 2,873338312 
180 1,84 10,87 0,505959429 2,953874423 
190 1,84 10,87 0,505959429 2,953874423 
200 1,83 10,88 0,461526907 2,944737136 
210 1,81 10,90 0,373880206 2,926878777 
220 1,79 10,93 0,245400509 2,882890021 
230 1,76 10,97 0,079524343 2,831999339 
240 1,74 11,02 -0,119409107 2,739600986 
250 1,72 11,06 -0,272089753 2,675200574 
260 1,71 11,09 -0,382964976 2,619489834 
270 1,70 11,11 -0,455197962 2,588797775 
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280 1,70 11,13 -0,526112548 2,541521385 
290 1,71 11,12 -0,490818541 2,548063632 
300 1,72 11,09 -0,382964976 2,602256348 
310 1,74 11,06 -0,272089753 2,640457709 
320 1,77 11,02 -0,119409107 2,687251922 
330 1,79 10,97 0,079524343 2,778565389 
340 1,80 10,94 0,203356805 2,838594644 
350 1,82 10,90 0,373880206 2,908811624 
360 1,82 10,88 0,461526907 2,962914526 
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Bench Test 2 
 
  SQM Serial n. #3840 Firmware v. 2.17 
 
Table A4.6 Results of Bench Test 2 (Chapter 4) for one of the SQM-Ls (#3840). Test 1 refers 
to the SQM-L test with no filters. Test 2 refers to the SQM-L with polarizer and IR filters. 
Test 3 refers to the SQM-L with IR filter. The SQM-L was placed on a rotary stage and in 
vertical position, pointing to the ceiling, 
 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
  
  
Angle (degrees) 
  
  
SQML only 
1
st
 series 
mag/arcsec
2
 
SQM-L + 
LinearPol+IR 
2
nd
 series 
mag/arcsec
2
 
SQM-L + 
IR 
3
rd
 series 
mag/arcsec
2
 
0 16,99 18,83 17,59 
10 17,00 18,83 17,57 
20 17,02 18,81 17,55 
30 17,01 18,81 17,56 
40 17,01 18,82 17,56 
50 16,99 18,81 17,54 
60 16,99 18,80 17,54 
70 16,98 18,78 17,51 
80 16,97 18,76 17,51 
90 16,97 18,76 17,51 
100 16,96 18,78 17,51 
110 16,96 18,76 17,46 
120 16,94 18,75 17,45 
130 16,95 18,78 17,45 
140 16,94 18,75 17,44 
150 16,94 18,76 17,45 
160 16,94 18,78 17,44 
170 16,94 18,77 17,47 
180 16,94 18,77 17,48 
190 16,93 18,78 17,48 
200 16,95 18,78 17,49 
210 16,96 18,81 17,47 
220 16,99 18,80 17,47 
230 16,98 18,79 17,53 
240 17,00 18,80 17,53 
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250 16,98 18,84 17,55 
260 16,98 18,81 17,56 
270 16,99 18,81 17,57 
280 17,00 18,81 17,58 
290 17,01 18,81 17,60 
300 17,00 18,83 17,60 
310 17,00 18,82 17,60 
320 17,00 18,83 17,60 
330 17,00 18,82 17,57 
340 17,00 18,83 17,56 
350 16,99 18,85 17,56 
360 16,99 18,83 17,55 
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Bench test 2 (cont.’d) 
 
  SQM Serial n. #3840 Firmware v. 2.17 
 
Table A4.7 Results of Bench test 2 (Chapter 4) for one of the SQM-Ls (#3840). Luminances 
for tests 1, 2 and 3 and the ratio of radiances I2/I3 (see section 4.3.3). 
 
! "#$%!&! "#$%!'! "#$%!(! ! !
Angle (°) 
SQML only 
1st series 
I1=108000*10^-
(0.4xm1) 
(cd/m
2
) 
SQML + 
LinearPol + IR 
I2=108000*10^ 
-(0.4xm2) 
(cd/m
2
) 
SQML + IR 
 
I3=108000*10^
-(0.4xm3) 
(cd/m
2
) 
 
I2/I3 
 
I2/I3 - <I2/I3> 
0 0,017275227 0,003172662 0,009940855 0,319153786 0,009403868 
10 0,017116846 0,003172662 0,01012567 0,313328572 0,003578655 
20 0,016804429 0,003231646 0,01031392 0,313328572 0,003578655 
30 0,016959918 0,003231646 0,010219361 0,316227766 0,006477849 
40 0,016959918 0,003202018 0,010219361 0,313328572 0,003578655 
50 0,017275227 0,003231646 0,010409353 0,310455959 0,000706042 
60 0,017275227 0,003261548 0,010409353 0,313328572 0,003578655 
70 0,017435072 0,003322185 0,010700985 0,310455959 0,000706042 
80 0,017596397 0,003383949 0,010700985 0,316227766 0,006477849 
90 0,017596397 0,003383949 0,010700985 0,316227766 0,006477849 
100 0,017759215 0,003322185 0,010700985 0,310455959 0,000706042 
110 0,017759215 0,003383949 0,011205307 0,301995172 -0,007754745 
120 0,018089383 0,00341526 0,011308988 0,301995172 -0,007754745 
130 0,017923539 0,003322185 0,011308988 0,293764965 -0,015984952 
140 0,018089383 0,00341526 0,011413629 0,299226464 -0,010523453 
150 0,018089383 0,003383949 0,011308988 0,299226464 -0,010523453 
160 0,018089383 0,003322185 0,011413629 0,291071712 -0,018678205 
170 0,018089383 0,003352924 0,011102576 0,301995172 -0,007754745 
180 0,018089383 0,003352924 0,011000787 0,304789499 -0,004960418 
190 0,018256762 0,003322185 0,011000787 0,301995172 -0,007754745 
200 0,017923539 0,003322185 0,010899931 0,304789499 -0,004960418 
210 0,017759215 0,003231646 0,011102576 0,291071712 -0,018678205 
220 0,017275227 0,003261548 0,011102576 0,293764965 -0,015984952 
230 0,017435072 0,003291727 0,01050567 0,313328572 0,003578655 
240 0,017116846 0,003261548 0,01050567 0,310455959 0,000706042 
250 0,017435072 0,003143574 0,01031392 0,304789499 -0,004960418 
260 0,017435072 0,003231646 0,010219361 0,316227766 0,006477849 
270 0,017275227 0,003231646 0,01012567 0,319153786 0,009403868 
280 0,017116846 0,003231646 0,010032837 0,322106879 0,012356962 
290 0,016959918 0,003231646 0,009849717 0,328095293 0,018345376 
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300 0,017116846 0,003172662 0,009849717 0,322106879 0,012356962 
310 0,017116846 0,003202018 0,009849717 0,325087297 0,015337380 
320 0,017116846 0,003172662 0,009849717 0,322106879 0,012356962 
330 0,017116846 0,003202018 0,01012567 0,316227766 0,006477849 
340 0,017116846 0,003172662 0,010219361 0,310455959 0,000706042 
350 0,017275227 0,003114754 0,010219361 0,304789499 -0,004960418 
360 0,017275227 0,003172662 0,01031392 0,307609681 -0,002140236 
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The VIIRSB DNB radiance map 
 
Figure V1 The VIIRS cells over the Google Earth Pro map of the south west of 
the Iberian Peninsula. The colours represent the radiance. Dark blue cells 
represent the darkest areas, white cells the brightest areas (worst dark sky). 
Light blue, green, yellow and orange areas represent, in crescent order, 
intermediate brightness of the sky.  Credit: NOAO/NGDC; data kindly provided 
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by the team of Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, 
Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 
 
 
 
Figure V2 VIIRS pixels. Detail of the map of Figure V1, for the region of the 
Peneda-Gerês National Park (green border). Credit: NOAO/NGDC; data kindly 
provided by the team of Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la 
Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 
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Figure V3 VIIRS pixels. Detail of the map of Figure V1, for the region of the 
Alqueva. Credit: NOAO/NGDC; data kindly provided by the team of Jaime 
Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, 
Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain. 
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Table E1 Comparison between the two tested spacing between the ellipses in the model, 
 
! Ε( )  and 
 
′! Ε( ) . See (Equation 5.41) and (Equation 5.42) and section 5.4 for a detailed 
explanation. In our work, we used the distance given by 
 
′! Ε( )  . 
  
 
! Ε( )  (m) 
 
!
min
 mE 
 
′! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
(m) 
454,9941 454,9941 1 454,9941 
483,8413 461,8500 2 923,7000 
514,5176 468,8092 3 1406,4277 
547,1387 475,8733 4 1903,4932 
581,8280 483,0438 5 2415,2192 
618,7167 490,3224 6 2941,9344 
657,9442 497,7106 7 3483,9745 
699,6587 505,2102 8 4041,6817 
744,0181 512,8228 9 4615,4051 
791,1898 520,5501 10 5205,5007 
841,3523 528,3938 11 5812,3317 
894,6952 536,3557 12 6436,2684 
951,4201 544,4376 13 7077,6886 
1011,7415 552,6412 14 7736,9774 
1075,8873 560,9685 15 8414,5277 
1144,1000 569,4213 16 9110,7402 
1216,6375 578,0014 17 9826,0234 
1293,7740 586,7108 18 10560,7940 
1375,8010 595,5514 19 11315,4769 
1463,0287 604,5253 20 12090,5053 
1555,7867 613,6343 21 12886,3210 
1654,4257 622,8807 22 13703,3744 
1759,3186 632,2663 23 14542,1250 
1870,8618 641,7934 24 15403,0411 
1989,4770 651,4640 25 16286,6002 
2115,6125 661,2804 26 17193,2892 
2249,7452 671,2446 27 18123,6046 
2392,3822 681,3590 28 19078,0526 
2544,0625 691,6258 29 20057,1491 
2705,3595 702,0473 30 21061,4202 
2876,8830 712,6259 31 22091,4024 
3059,2813 723,3638 32 23147,6424 
3253,2439 734,2636 33 24230,6978 
3459,5040 745,3276 34 25341,1367 
3678,8413 756,5582 35 26479,5386 
3912,0849 767,9582 36 27646,4940 
4160,1164 779,5299 37 28842,6050 
4423,8735 791,2759 38 30068,4852 
 
! Ε( )  (m) 
 
!
min
 mE 
 
! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
 (m) 
4704,3531 803,1990 39 31324,7601 
5002,6155 815,3017 40 32612,0675 
5319,7882 827,5868 41 33931,0572 
5657,0701 840,0570 42 35282,3919 
6015,7360 852,7150 43 36666,7468 
6397,1419 865,5639 44 38084,8101 
6802,7295 878,6063 45 39537,2834 
7234,0318 891,8453 46 41024,8818 
7692,6793 905,2837 47 42548,3339 
8180,4057 918,9246 48 44108,3825 
8699,0546 932,7711 49 45705,7846 
9250,5866 946,8262 50 47341,3118 
9837,0864 961,0931 51 49015,7502 
10460,7712 975,5750 52 50729,9011 
11123,9984 990,2751 53 52484,5811 
11829,2751 1005,1967 54 54280,6226 
12579,2673 1020,3432 55 56118,8734 
13376,8100 1035,7178 56 58000,1979 
14224,9181 1051,3242 57 59925,4769 
15126,7973 1067,1656 58 61895,6076 
16085,8570 1083,2458 59 63911,5048 
17105,7223 1099,5683 60 65974,1003 
18190,2485 1116,1368 61 68084,3436 
19343,5351 1132,9549 62 70243,2025 
20569,9417 1150,0264 63 72451,6629 
21874,1041 1167,3551 64 74710,7294 
23260,9523 1184,9450 65 77021,4258 
24735,7284 1202,7999 66 79384,7948 
26304,0074 1220,9239 67 81801,8995 
27971,7175 1239,3209 68 84273,8224 
29745,1626 1257,9952 69 86801,6668 
31631,0466 1276,9508 70 89386,5568 
33636,4982 1296,1921 71 92029,6375 
35769,0982 1315,7233 72 94732,0757 
38036,9079 1335,5488 73 97495,0600 
40448,4999 1355,6730 74 100319,8017 
43012,9901 1376,1005 75 103207,5344 
45740,0725 1396,8357 76 106159,5151 
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! Ε( )  (m) 
 
!
min
 mE 
 
! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
 (m) 
48640,0557 1417,8834 77 109177,0243 
51723,9017 1439,2483 78 112261,3666 
55003,2678 1460,9351 79 115413,8710 
58490,5502 1482,9486 80 118635,8914 
62198,9311 1505,2939 81 121928,8068 
66142,4284 1527,9759 82 125294,0223 
70335,9488 1550,9996 83 128732,9691 
74795,3441 1574,3703 84 132247,1050 
79537,4712 1598,0931 85 135837,9152 
84580,2556 1622,1734 86 139506,9126 
89942,7595 1646,6165 87 143255,6380 
95645,2534 1671,4280 88 147085,6611 
 
! Ε( )  (m) 
 
!
min
 mE 
 
! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
 (m) 
101709,2933 1696,6133 89 150998,5808 
108157,8016 1722,1781 90 154996,0258 
115015,1541 1748,1281 91 159079,6547 
122307,2721 1774,4691 92 163251,1574 
130061,7204 1801,2070 93 167512,2548 
138307,8114 1828,3479 94 171864,6998 
147076,7157 1855,8977 95 176310,2778 
156401,5806 1883,8626 96 180850,8073 
166317,6547 1912,2489 97 185488,1404 
176862,4215 1941,0629 98 190224,1634 
188075,7408 1970,3111 99 195060,7977 
200000,0000 2000,0000 100 200000,0000 
 
 
 
Where: 
 
 b = 462.28 m 
 
 
 
 
! Ε( ) = logspace min,!max,!n( )
 
 
′! Ε( ) = m
E
× !
min
, where 
 
m
n
= m
1
+ n − 1( )c
d
and 
 
!
min
= logspace log
10
b( ),log
10
2000( ),100( ).
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In this Appendix are presented the results (graphs) for the runs of Kocifaj’s
model applied to the spots measured with the SQM-L in Alqueva (Appendix 
7.1) and PNPG (Appendix 7.2), with different parameters on the runs of the 
Matlab code. The common parameters were presented in Table 5.3. The 
parameters used in the runs are presented in each of the graphs. The results 
were separated by date of observation, as explained in Section 5.4. The result 
with all the data points is also presented. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A8.1 The graphs for the runs are separated by days of campaign, on the 
next pages. For the PNPG four tests were done, for the Alqueva five tests. Each 
day is displayed in the graphs as in this figure (facing pages), 4 graphs for 
PNPG (left), 5 graphs for Alqueva (right). The parameters for each run are 
indicated in the graphs. 
Day DD Day DD 
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PNPG  
 
Table K1 Results of Kocifaj’ model for tested parameters in the PNPG. Column 1: Date of 
field measurement; Column 2: Hour; Column 3: measurement index; Column 4: SQM-L 
reading in mag/arcsec
2
; Columns 5 to 8: results from the runs of the model for different 
parameter values, where 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
 is the total aerosol optical depth, q is one of Garstang’s 
parameters,  !  is the maximum distance from the spot where radiance data from the VIIRS is 
collected, and 
 
Ε
M
 is the number of ellipses used to scan the VIIRS data.  
! ! ! !
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 !
 
τ
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= 0.242455688 !
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PNPG 2010/04/09 
 
 
PNPG 2010/04/09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2010/04/09 ! =140 km EM =90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
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PNPG 2010/04/09 ! =60 km EM=40 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2010/04/09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=.242455688 
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PNPG 2010/07/19 
 
 
 
PNPG 2010/07/19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2010/07/19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
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PNPG 2010/07/19 ! =60 km EM=40 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2010/07/19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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PNPG 2011/04/09 
 
 
 
PNPG 2011/04/9 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2011/04/09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
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PNPG 2011/04/09 ! =60 km EM=40 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2011/04/09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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PNPG 2014/12/18-19 
 
 
 
PNPG 2014/12/18-19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
PNPG 2014/12/18-19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
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PNPG 2014/12/18-19 ! =60 km EM=40 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
PNPG 2014/12/18-19 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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GRAPHS FROM THE RESULTS OF THE RUNS FOR ALQUEVA 
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ALQUEVA 2011/08/25 
 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25 !=200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2011/08/25  ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069  
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25  ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069  
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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ALQUEVA 2011/08/25-26 
 
 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25-26 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
R² = 0.15239 
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Alqueva 2011/08/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25-26 ! =60 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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ALQUEVA 2011/08/26-27 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/26-27 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/26-27 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2011/08/26-27 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2011/08/26-27 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069
 
Alqueva 2011/08/26-27 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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ALQUEVA 2013/01/15 
 
Alqueva 2013/01/15 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/01/15 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2013/01/15 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
 
Alqueva 2013/01/15 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/01/15 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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 ALQUEVA 2013/02/08-09 
 
Alqueva 2013/02/08-09 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/02/08-09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2013/02/08-09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/02/08-09 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/02/08-09 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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 ALQUEVA 2013/11/23 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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 ALQUEVA 2013/1/23 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/11/23 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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ALQUEVA 2014/07/24-25 
 
Alqueva 2014/07/24-25 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2014/07/24-25 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2014/07/24-25 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2014/07/24-25 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
 
Alqueva 2014/07/24-25 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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ALQUEVA 2014/07/25-26 
 
 
 
Alqueva 2013/07/25-26 ! =200 km EM=100 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/07/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
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Alqueva 2013/07/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=1 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/07/25-26 ! =60 km EM=60 q=0.15 TauA0=0.094901069 
 
Alqueva 2013/07/25-26 ! =140 km EM=90 q=0.15 TauA0=0.242455688 
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Table L.1 SQM-L readings in the campaigns at PNPG. Legend: MUN – Municipality (*); LAT – 
Latitude. LON – Longitude; ALT – Altitude (in m; n.r.=not registered); DATE1 – Date of the 
measurement (DD/MM/YY); HOUR1 – Time of the measurement (Local Time); SQMLZR1 
(mpsas) – Zenithal SQM-L reading (mpsas. or mag/arcsec2); SQMLOR1 – Other SQM-L 
reading (reading in a region near the zenith. with less apparent brightness (less stars) than 
the zenith; WYPT1# - Waypoint label. 
(*) The municipalities are: TDB: Terras de Bouro; MTL: Montalegre; ADV: Arcos de Valdevez; 
MON: Monção; MEL: Melgaço. 
MUN LAT LON ALT (m) DATE1 HOUR1 
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas) 
WYPT1# 
TDB 41.698400 8.085000 n.r.  09/04/10 01h02 21.22 TDB15 
TDB 41.806500 8.133583  n.r.  09/04/10 22h00 21.34 TDB12 
TDB 41.808267 8.131717 n.r.   09/04/10 22h50 21.40 TDB13 
TDB 41.767217 8.146983 n.r.   09/04/10 23h10 21.31 TDB11 
TDB 41.755133 8.148917 n.r.   09/04/10 23h20 21.33 TDB14 
TDB 41.742583 8.155150  n.r.  09/04/10 23h28 21.23 TDB07 
TDB 41.702233 8.163317  n.r.  09/04/10 23h46 21.02 TDB10 
TDB 41.691200 8.157717  n.r.  09/04/10 23h55 21.06 TDB08 
TDB 41.705600 8.132200 n.r.   10/04/10 00h07 21.17 TDB06 
TDB 41.715950 8.132483  n.r.  10/04/10 00h17 21.16 TDB09 
TDB 41.699467 8.120883  n.r.  10/04/10 0h27 21.12 TDB05 
TDB 41.703667 8.110400  n.r.  10/04/10 0h39 21.18 TDB04 
TDB 41.709450 8.093933  n.r.  10/04/10 0h48 21.27 TDB03 
TDB 41.775750 8.171750  n.r.  02/05/10 22h14 21.32 TDB02 
TDB 41.778883 8.170833  n.r.  02/05/10 22h45 21.45 TDB01 
MTL 41.790550 7.928600  n.r.  20/06/10 03h15 21.12 MTL02 
MTL 41.819717 7.908883  n.r.  20/06/10 2h05 21.25 MTL13 
MTL 41.791383 7.939583  n.r.  20/06/10 3h30 21.12 MTL03 
MTL 41.779083 7.938517  n.r.  19/07/10 2h32 21.09 MTL01 
MTL 41.814533 7.902133  n.r.  19/07/10 2h50 21.12 MTL04 
MTL 41.900400 7.889017  n.r.  19/07/10 3h13 21.13 MTL05 
MTL 41.888550 7.889000  n.r.  19/07/10 3h18 21.17 MTL06 
MTL 41.879617 7.898950  n.r.  19/07/10 3h24 21.17 MTL07 
MTL 41.872067 7.906067  n.r.  19/07/10 3h30 21.19 MTL08 
MTL 41.862983 7.913633 n.r.   19/07/10 3h38 21.19 MTL09 
MTL 41.848600 7.920267 n.r.   19/07/10 3h42 21.19 MTL10 
MTL 41.840183 7.933133 n.r.   19/07/10 3h50 21.19 MTL11 
MTL 41.820817 7.914233 n.r.   19/07/10 4h03 21.24 MTL12 
ADV 41.887550 8.270883 n.r.   09/04/11 00h30 21.33 ADV01 
ADV 41.871667 8.205000 n.r.  09/04/11 00h45 21.37 ADV02 
ADV 41.917917 8.246017 n.r.   09/04/11 1h10 21.47 ADV03 
ADV 41.926433 8.237400 n.r.   09/04/11 1h20 21.45 ADV04 
ADV 41.962167 8.254083 n.r.  09/04/11 1h44 21.54 ADV05 
ADV 41.973500 8.254850  n.r.  09/04/11 1h54 21.55 ADV06 
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MUN LAT LON ALT DATE1 HOUR1 
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas) 
WYPT1# 
ADV 41.992617 8.263433 n.r.   09/04/11 2h05 21.54 ADV07 
MON 42.001250 8.292017 n.r.   09/04/11 2h24 21.47 MON01 
ADV 41.995667 8.252067 n.r.  09/04/11 2h40 21.55 ADV08 
ADV 42.004500 8.237200 n.r.   09/04/11 3h20 21.55 ADV09 
MEL 42.027500 8.214817 n.r.   09/04/11 3h40 21.50 MEL01 
MEL 42.042567 8.203017 n.r.   09/04/11 4h00 21.49 MEL02 
MEL 42.052750 8.175500 n.r.   09/04/11 4h12 21.50 MEL03 
MEL 42.057733 8.144917 n.r.  09/04/11 4h25 21.44 MEL04 
MEL 42.012967 8.165350 n.r.  09/04/11 4h40 21.52 MEL05 
MEL 41.995467 8.166400 n.r.   09/04/11 4h56 21.58 MEL06 
MEL 41.984467 8.171833 n.r.  09/04/11 5h05 21.58 MEL07 
ADV 41.954355 8.326094 n.r.   29/12/11 22:44 20.98 ADV10 
ADV 41.952540 8.331280 n.r.   29/12/11 23:02 20.95 ADV11 
ADV 41.948413 8.335784 n.r.   29/12/11 23:25 20.95 ADV12 
ADV 41.951245 8.344738 n.r.   30/12/11 00:13 21.22 ADV13 
ADV 41.950554 8.364292 n.r.   30/12/11 00:57 21.00 ADV14 
ADV 41.876944 8.305000 557 18/12/14 23:26 21.00 ADV15 
ADV 41.879722 8.298889 483 18/12/14 23:34 21.08 ADV16 
ADV 41.880556 8.288889 415 18/12/14 23:39 21.11 ADV17 
ADV 41.877500 8.259444 254 18/12/14 23:48 21.08 ADV18 
ADV 41.880556 8.253611 241 18/12/14 23:53 21.05 ADV19 
ADV 41.875278 8.230000 373 19/12/14 00:04 21.16 ADV20 
ADV 41.877222 8.219722 472 19/12/14 00:17 21.16 ADV21 
ADV 41.884233 8.213317 551 19/12/14 00:25 21.20 ADV22 
ADV 41.888867 8.211567 573 19/12/14 00:29 21.11 ADV23 
ADV 41.880556 8.253611  n.r.  19/12/14 00:52 21.17 ADV24 
ADV 41.877500 8.259444  n.r.  19/12/14 00:58 21.06 ADV25 
ADV 41.868117 8.276467 175 19/12/14 01:08 21.09 ADV26 
ADV 41.857283 8.278950 124 19/12/14 01:16 21.02 ADV27 
ADV 41.845350 8.286583 104 19/12/14 01:22 21.06 ADV28 
ADV 41.830050 8.305267 59 19/12/14 01:27 21.06 ADV29 
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Table L.2 SQM-L readings in the campaigns at ALQUEVA. Legend: MUN – Municipality (*); 
LAT – Latitude. LON – Longitude; ALT – Altitude (in m; n.r.=not registered); DATE1 – Date of 
the measurement (DD/MM/YY); HOUR1 – Time of the measurement (Local Time); SQMLZR1 
(mpsas) – Zenithal SQM-L reading (mpsas. or mag/arcsec2); SQMLOR1 – Other SQM-L 
reading (reading in a region near the zenith. with less apparent brightness (less stars) than 
the zenith; WYPT1# - Waypoint label. 
(*) The municipalities are: ALA: Alandroal; BAR – Barrancos; MAO – Mourão; MRA – Moura; 
POR – Portel; RGM – Reguengos de Monsaraz. 
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!"#$ %&'' %(#' &%'' )&'*+' ,("-+'
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)'
./0'+1'
0(-$ !"#*$(&$+' (#&)&"%&' $,,' *%-+"-$$' +*.&&' *$#$,' )&'
0(-$ !"#*)!,,"' (#&"+!((' *%(' *%-+"-$$' +!.+)' *$#)(' )%'
0(-$ !"#*&!%!+' (#&"$$&$' *)!' *%-+"-$$' +!.+"' *$#))' )('
0(-$ !"#*%%"%&' (#&%+*)%' *!*' *%-+"-$$' +!.$!' *$#)$' )"'
0(-$ !"#*,!"%(' (#&&,+,&' $()' *%-+"-$$' +!.*+' *$#!(' ),'
0(-$ !"#*,"(!*' (#&"!+&,' $%"' *%-+"-$$' +!.*&' *$#)&' &+'
0(-$ !"#!+)(*&' (#%),"+,' *)*' *%-+"-$$' +!.)+' *$#!"' &!'
0(-$ !"#!+($%(' (#%(&+**' *)$' *%-+"-$$' +!.)"' *$#!(' &)'
0(-$ !"#*,)((%' (#%"$%*$' *("' *%-+"-$$' +!.&%' *$#!&' &&'
0(-$ !"#*","!&' (#%&,)&+' *(+' *%-+"-$$' +).++' *$#)!' &%'
0(-$ !"#*()&!,' (#%*()+!' $,,' *%-+"-$$' +).+%' *$#)"' &('
0(-$ !"#*&$**)' (#&""%)$' **!' *%-+"-$$' +).$*' *$#),' &"'
-3!$ !"#))*+%%' (#!(,$!+' *"%' *%-+"-$$' **.&"' *+#))' &,'
-3!$ !"#)!+,*!' (#!")&""' $,&' *%-+"-$$' *!.+%' *$#+$' %+'
-3!$ !"#)*%,"*' (#!"!%*)' $%)' *%-+"-$$' *!.$+' *$#+(' %$'
-3!$ !"#)!+)(,' (#!,((&+' $"$' *%-+"-$$' *!.$,' *$#$,' %*'
-3!$ !"#)$(+&&' (#)$,!)&' $%,' *%-+"-$$' *!.!+' *$#$)' %!'
-3!$ !"#)$&%&$' (#))($*,' $("' *%-+"-$$' *!.!,' *$#$&' %)'
-3!$ !"#)*+)*"' (#)(%$((' $(+' *%-+"-$$' *!.)"' *$#+"' %&'
-3!$ !"#)*!,+"' (#)""%!%' $(*' *%-+"-$$' *!.&*' *+#,!' %%'
-3!$ !"#!,"(!%' (#&)&,&!' *!)' *(-+"-$$' ++.$"' *+#,,' %,'
-3!$ !"#)+)"((' (#&*,%$(' *$%' *(-+"-$$' ++.*"' *+#,&' (+'
-3!$ !"#!""%%)' (#&*$&()' *$$' *(-+"-$$' ++.!!' *$#+!' ($'
-3!$ !"#!%%!$&' (#&+(*"+' *$"' *(-+"-$$' ++.)*' *$#$$' (*'
-3!$ !"#!%&,+%' (#),(!+%' *)$' *(-+"-$$' ++.)%' *$#*!' (!'
-3!$ !"#!%,)$"' (#)"$(+$' **%' *(-+"-$$' ++.&$' *$#$,' ()'
-3!$ !"#!&,(*"' (#)(&)"$' $,(' *(-+"-$$' +$.+$' *$#!)' (&'
-3!$ !"#!&&!,)' (#)"+)),' $,)' *(-+"-$$' +$.+)' *$#!(' (%'
-3!$ !"#!))%("' (#),&$$(' *+)' *(-+"-$$' +$.$*' *$#!!' (('
-3!$ !"#)$,"%,' (#&&+*!%' **!' *(-+"-$$' +$.!+' *+#%+' ("'
-3!$ !"#)$&%$"' (#&%$,%+' *$$' *(-+"-$$' +$.!&' *+#,"' (,'
-3!$ !"#)+,%)*' (#&("&!,' *$)' *(-+"-$$' +$.)!' *$#$(' "+'
-3!$ !"#)+*+!!' (#&"(%!,' *+"' *(-+"-$$' +$.&"' *$#!+' "$'
-3!$ !"#)++()%' (#&,!",+' *!$' *(-+"-$$' +*.+(' *$#!&' "*'
-3!$ !"#!,*,("' (#%+$!+*' **$' *(-+"-$$' +*.$!' *$#)+' "!'
-3!$ !"#)!%)&"' (#&$$"),' *+*' *(-+"-$$' +*.)$' *+#,(' ")'
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!"#$ %&'' %(#' &%'' )&'*+' ,("-+'
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)'
./0'+1'
-3!$ !"#))%)!%' (#)%,*&,' *+!' *(-+"-$$' +*.&*' *$#**' "&'
-3!$ !"#)&+&$"' (#)!(&+$' **+' *(-+"-$$' +!.+&' *$#)+' "%'
-3!$ !"#))%&!*' (#)*+!+(' *+,' *(-+"-$$' +!.$*' *$#)+' "('
-3!$ !"#)&),,*' (#)*+)$"' $,"' *(-+"-$$' +!.**' *$#!%' ",'
-3!$ !"#)&,,(+' (#)$"$*+' *$$' *(-+"-$$' +!.*%' *$#!+' ,+'
-3!$ !"#)%,"+(' (#)$*("%' **!' *(-+"-$$' +!.!!' *$#!"' ,$'
-3!$ !"#)"%!))' (#)$$&(!' *)&' *(-+"-$$' +!.)&' *$#)!' ,)'
-3!$ !"#&+(,"$' (#)$)%,,' *$&' *(-+"-$$' +!.&+' *$#&+' ,&'
-3!$ !"#)%!%&!' (#)*&((,' **$' *(-+"-$$' +).+"' *$#))' ,('
-3!$ !"#)%%$)&' (#)!,(!,' **%' *(-+"-$$' +).$*' *$#)"' ,"'
-3!$ !"#)(**)!' (#)&%+,"' *)*' *(-+"-$$' +).$%' *$#)&' ,,'
-3!$ !"#)%*,*+' (#)+%(+&' *$!' *(-+"-$$' +).*&' *$#)!' $++'
-3!$ !"#)%!,*(' (#!"$,*"' *$(' *(-+"-$$' +).!%' *$#!!' $+$'
-3!$ !"#)%*),!' (#!"$)&%' $,&' *(-+"-$$' +).)$' *$#!(' $+*'
&%&$ !"#&*!&!!' (#)+(&&+' '/01' $!-+%-$+' ++.)%' *$#!"' 232+'
&%&$ !"#%$&"&+' (#)**,"!' *$+' $!-+%-$+' +$.))' *$#!%' 232$'
&%&$ !"#%$)%++' (#))&$!!' '/01' $!-+%-$+' +$.&*' *$#!%' 232*'
&%&$ !"#%+(&++' (#)%&*("' *&%' $!-+%-$+' +$.)%' *$#!+' 232!'
&%&$ !"#&()$%(' (#)"!!!!' !$$' $!-+%-$+' +*.$,' *$#!,' 232)'
&%&$ !"#%$$!!!' (#)$)*!!' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +$.!$' *$#!"' 232&'
&%&$ !"#%+,,!!' (#)$,%$(' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +$.*!' *$#!,' 232%'
&%&$ !"#%+(%%(' (#)$")$(' '/010' $!-+%-$+' ++.)%' *$#),' 232('
&%&$ !"#&)!%++' (#)&(*!!' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +*.)&' *$#)+' 232"'
&%&$ !"#&,)+$(' (#!,(+&+' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +!.&)' *$#!"' 232,'
&%&$ !"#&",%++' (#)+*$$(' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +!.)"' *$#!(' 232$+'
&%&$ !"#%+%*%(' (#)+(*"!' '/010' $!-+%-$+' +).+&' *$#*(' 232$$'
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Table L.3 SQM-L readings in the campaigns at ALQUEVA. Legend: MUN – Municipality (*); 
LAT – Latitude. LON – Longitude; ALT – Altitude (in m); DATE1 – Date of the measurement 
(DD/MM/YY); HOUR1 – Time of the measurement (Local Time); SQMLZR1 (mpsas) – 
Zenithal SQM-L reading (mpsas. or mag/arcsec2); SQMLOR1 – Other SQM-L reading 
(reading in a region near the zenith. with less apparent brightness (less stars) than the zenith; 
WYPT1# - Waypoint label. 
(*) The municipalities are: ALA: Alandroal; BAR – Barrancos; MAO – Mourão; MRA – Moura; 
POR – Portel; RGM – Reguengos de Monsaraz. 
!"#$ %&'$ %(#$ &%'$ )&'*4$ ,("-4$
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)$
./0'41$
!-&$ !"#$,+,%%' (#)+%!,,' $(*' +,-+*-$!' +).!,' *$#("' **$'
!-&$ !"#*+&+++' (#!),(**' *+"' +,-+*-$!' +).*&' *$#((' *$,'
!&($ !"#*"$%)!' (#*&!))$' *+*' +,-+*-$!' +!.+%' *$#"$' *$*'
!&($ !"#*++)%!' (#$()&"!' **$' +,-+*-$!' +*.+(' *$#"!' *+"'
2&-$ !"#$),!**' (#+,)!)*' *,+' +,-+*-$!' +$.)!' *$#"*' *+&'
0(-$ !"#*$(&$+' (#&)&"%&' $,,' *!-$$-$!' *+.+,' *$#$,' **%'
0(-$ !"#*&!%!+' (#&"$$&$' *)!' *!-$$-$!' *+.)%' *$#&+' **('
0(-$ !"#*%%"%&' (#&%+*)%' *!*' *!-$$-$!' *$.$+' *$#)!' **"'
-3!$ !"#)!+,*!' (#!")&""' $,&' $)-+$-$!' **.!,' *$#+"' $*!'
-3!$ !"#)*%,"*' (#!"!%*)' $%)' $)-+$-$!' **.)"' *$#$(' $*)'
-3!$ !"#)!$$$$' (#)+)(**' $""' $)-+$-$!' *!.$(' *$#*+' $*&'
-3!$ !"#)$(+&&' (#)$,!)&' $%,' $)-+$-$!' *!.*%' *$#*,' $*%'
-3!$ !"#)$&%&$' (#))($*,' $("' $)-+$-$!' *!.))' *$#!!' $*('
-3!$ !"#)*+)*"' (#)(%$((' $(+' $)-+$-$!' *!.&!' *$#!$' $*"'
-3!$ !"#!&&!,)' (#)"+)),' $,)' *!-$$-$!' *$.&"' *$#))' *!*'
-3!$ !"#)!%)&"' (#&$$"),' *+*' $&-+$-$!' ++.$*' *$#+,' $!+'
-3!$ !"#))%)!%' (#)%,*&,' *+!' $&-+$-$!' ++.*+' *$#$+' $!*'
-3!$ !"#)&+&$"' (#)!(&+$' **+' $&-+$-$!' ++.*"' *$#)+' $!!'
-3!$ !"#)&),,*' (#)*+)$"' $,"' $&-+$-$!' ++.&&' *$#!(' $!&'
-3!$ !"#)&,,(+' (#)$"$*+' *$$' $&-+$-$!' +$.+$' *$#!!' $!%'
-3!$ !"#)%,"+(' (#)$*("%' **!' $&-+$-$!' +$.*&' *$#)%' $!('
-3!$ !"#)("+&%' (#)$))))' *)!' $&-+$-$!' +$.!)' *$#)%' $!"'
-3!$ !"#)"%!))' (#)$$&(!' *)&' $&-+$-$!' +$.!,' *$#&*' $!,'
-3!$ !"#&+(,"$' (#)$)%,,' *$&' $&-+$-$!' +$.&!' *$#%*' $)$'
&%&$ !"#&$(&++' (#)+""",' *$&' $&-+$-$!' +$.&"' *$#%$' $)*'
&%&$ !"#&!++++' (#)+!%$$' *$&' $&-+$-$!' +*.+)' *$#%$' $)!'
&%&$ !"#&)****' (#!,)$%(' *)(' $&-+$-$!' +*.$!' *$#&(' $))'
&%&$ !"#&%*(("' (#)+$!",' *))' $&-+$-$!' +*.*$' *$#%)' $)&'
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!"#$ %&'' %(#' &%'' )&'*4' ,("-4'
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)'
./0'41'
&%&$ !"#&(""",' (#)+)$%(' *$)' $&-+$-$!' +*.*%' *$#&"' $)%'
&%&$ !"#%++&&%' (#)+*(("' $%,' $&-+$-$!' +*.!(' *$#&"' $)('
&%&$ !"#%$+&&%' (#)+"%$$' $,$' $&-+$-$!' +*.&&' *$#&"' $)"'
-3!$ !"#)")$%(' (#)$!%$$' *)+' $&-+$-$!' +).)&' *$#(!' $%&'
-3!$ !"#)%!%&!' (#)*&((,' **$' $&-+$-$!' +).&%' *$#%"' $%%'
-3!$ !"#)%%$)&' (#)!,(!,' **%' $&-+$-$!' +&.++' *$#%&' $%('
-3!$ !"#)(**)!' (#)&%+,"' *)*' $&-+$-$!' +&.+)' *$#%%' $%"'
-3!$ !"#)%!,*(' (#!"$,*"' *$(' $&-+$-$!' +&.!"' *$#&*' $(*'
-3!$ !"#)*!"",' (#&$+*("' $,%' $&-+$-$!' ++.+$' *$#+&' $*,'
-3!$ !"#)(((("' (#)$))))' *)(' $&-+$-$!' +$.!)' *$#)%' $!"'
-3!$ !"#),&"!!' (#)+"%$$' *+!' $&-+$-$!' +$.)"' *$#&*' $)+'
&%&$ !"#%$&"&+' (#)**,"!' *$+' $&-+$-$!' +!.+%' *$#&"' $),'
&%&$ !"#%$$!",' (#)!((("' *)*' $&-+$-$!' +!.$$' *$#%&' $&+'
&%&$ !"#%+(&++' (#)%&*("' *&%' $&-+$-$!' +!.$,' *$#%%' $&$'
&%&$ !"#&,+&&%' (#)($,))' !*+' $&-+$-$!' +!.*&' *$#%&' $&*'
&%&$ !"#&()$%(' (#)"!!!!' !$$' $&-+$-$!' +!.!$' *$#%%' $&!'
&%&$ !"#&%*(("' (#)"*(("' !+!' $&-+$-$!' +!.!%' *$#%)' $&)'
&%&$ !"#&),)))' (#)((&++' !!!' $&-+$-$!' +!.)!' *$#)"' $&&'
&%&$ !"#&!%!",' (#)"&"!!' *"(' $&-+$-$!' +!.&%' *$#&+' $&%'
&%&$ !"#&)$$$$' (#)&!"",' *)&' $&-+$-$!' +).+%' *$#%%' $&"'
&%&$ !"#&!$%%(' (#)!)$%(' *)+' $&-+$-$!' +).$+' *$#(!' $&,'
&%&$ !"#&**(("' (#)$(***' *!)' $&-+$-$!' +).**' *$#("' $%$'
&%&$ !"#&$,)))' (#)+"%$$' **)' $&-+$-$!' +).*(' *$#()' $%*'
-3!$ !"#)"$!",' (#)(&*("' *%*' $&-+$-$!' +&.$*' *$#%$' $%,'
-3!$ !"#)%****' (#)"$%%(' *((' $&-+$-$!' +&.$(' *$#&(' $(+'
-3!$ !"#)%&+++' (#!,%!",' ***' $&-+$-$!' +&.!!' *$#%!' $($'
!-&$ !"#$!%$$$' (#)$$$$$' $,(' +"-+*-$!' **.$,' *$#*(' $")'
!-&$ !"#$!,(**' (#!"$$$$' $&%' +"-+*-$!' **.*,' *$#&$' $"%'
!-&$ !"#$!(***' (#!(+"!!' $!&' +"-+*-$!' **.!%' *$#&!' $"('
!-&$ !"#$!$!",' (#!!$!",' $,,' +"-+*-$!' **.)&' *$#&%' $""'
!-&$ !"#$*$!",' (#*"$%%(' $,%' +"-+*-$!' **.&&' *$#%+' $",'
!-&$ !"#$$%!",' (#*&%%%(' *+,' +"-+*-$!' *!.+$' *$#%)' $,+'
!-&$ !"#$$++++' (#**(&++' $"(' +"-+*-$!' *!.+(' *$#)!' $,$'
!-&$ !"#+,""",' (#*$+*("' *+!' +"-+*-$!' *!.$)' *$#&(' $,*'
!-&$ !"#+,$$$$' (#$,&&&%' *$(' +"-+*-$!' *!.!$' *$#%&' $,!'
!-&$ !"#+"!%$$' (#$((&++' *)$' +"-+*-$!' *!.)*' *$#(+' $,)'
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!"#$ %&'' %(#' &%'' )&'*4' ,("-4'
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)'
./0'41'
!-&$ !"#+(%!",' (#$%!%$$' *&%' +"-+*-$!' *!.&,' *$#%%' $,&'
!-&$ !"#+"****' (#$)&"!!' *&,' +,-+*-$!' ++.+,' *$#(+' $,%'
!-&$ !"#+"&+++' (#$*&*("' !$)' +,-+*-$!' ++.!!' *$#(&' $,('
2&-$ !"#+,+&&%' (#+,"!!!' **,' +,-+*-$!' ++.)$' *$#(,' $,"'
2&-$ !"#$++*("' (#+(&*("' *)(' +,-+*-$!' ++.)"' *$#("' $,,'
2&-$ !"#$+%,))' (#+%))))' *(+' +,-+*-$!' ++.&)' *$#("' *++'
2&-$ !"#$$!"",' (#+))(**' !+%' +,-+*-$!' +$.+%' *$#"$' *+$'
2&-$ !"#$*!%$$' (#+$,$%(' !*"' +,-+*-$!' +$.$"' *$#((' *+*'
2&-$ !"#$!&+++' (#+!$%%(' !*+' +,-+*-$!' +$.*&' *$#(%' *+!'
2&-$ !"#$)$$$$' (#+&)(**' !$+' +,-+*-$!' +$.!*' *$#"*' *+)'
2&-$ !"#$),$%(' (#+,))))' *"$' +,-+*-$!' +$.)!' *$#"*' *+&'
2&-$ !"#$&(***' (#$$+"!!' *%+' +,-+*-$!' +$.),' *$#"%' *+%'
!&($ !"#$())))' (#$!$$$$' $&(' +,-+*-$!' +$.&%' *$#"(' *+('
!&($ !"#$,,)))' (#$%,)))' **)' +,-+*-$!' +*.+(' *$#"!' *+"'
!-&$ !"#*+!+&%' (#*+%%%(' ***' +,-+*-$!' +*.)*' *$#($' *+,'
!-&$ !"#*$$,))' (#*$""",' *+%' +,-+*-$!' +*.),' *$#&+' *$+'
!-&$ !"#*)%,))' (#*)+&&%' *$"' +,-+*-$!' +*.&,' *$#("' *$$'
!-&$ !"#*(%!",' (#*&$!",' *!+' +,-+*-$!' +!.+%' *$#"$' *$*'
!&($ !"#!!,$%(' (#*"!"",' $")' +,-+*-$!' +!.*"' *$#"$' *$!'
!&($ !"#!%,)))' (#!!((("' $()' +,-+*-$!' +!.)!' *$#%%' *$)'
!&($ !"#!)&"!!' (#!)****' $(&' +,-+*-$!' +!.&*' *$#"*' *$&'
!-&$ !"#*"&"!!' (#!!*&++' $",' +,-+*-$!' +).+&' *$#""' *$('
!-&$ !"#*))$%(' (#!*&"!!' $(,' +,-+*-$!' +).$%' *$#"!' *$"'
!-&$ !"#**!%$$' (#!)%,))' *+%' +,-+*-$!' +).*&' *$#((' *$,'
!-&$ !"#*+))))' (#)+$$$$' *$%' +,-+*-$!' +).!&' *$#"+' **+'
!-&$ !"#*++"!!' (#)"%,))' $&!' +,-+*-$!' +).&&' *$#&$' ***'
!-&$ !"#$&,(**' (#),,$%(' ,+' +,-+*-$!' +&.*$' *$#%)' **!'
!-&$ !"#$)*&++' (#)(!%$$' $))' +,-+*-$!' +&.!"' *$#)$' **)'
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Table L.4 SQM-L readings in the campaigns at ALQUEVA. Legend: MUN – Municipality (*); 
LAT – Latitude. LON – Longitude; ALT – Altitude (in m); DATE1 – Date of the measurement 
(DD/MM/YY); HOUR1 – Time of the measurement (Local Time); SQMLZR1 (mpsas) – 
Zenithal SQM-L reading (mpsas. or mag/arcsec2); SQMLOR1 – Other SQM-L reading 
(reading in a region near the zenith. with less apparent brightness (less stars) than the zenith; 
WYPT1# - Waypoint label. 
(*) The municipalities are: ALA: Alandroal; BAR – Barrancos; MAO – Mourão; MRA – Moura; 
POR – Portel; RGM – Reguengos de Monsaraz.; OLI – Olivenza (Spain). 
!"#$ %&'$ %(#$ &%'$ )&'*4$ ,("-4$
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)$
./0'41$
!-&$ !"#$(%,+$' (#)$**"!' $!%' *&-+(-$)' ++.)+' *$#)+' *&%'
!-&$ !"#$,+,%%' (#)+%!,,' $(*' *&-+(-$)' +$.$$' *$#!(' *&('
!-&$ !"#*$*(("' (#!%%!",' *$$' *&-+(-$)' +$.**' *$#)&' *&"'
!-&$ !"#*+&+++' (#!),(**' *+"' *&-+(-$)' +$.*%' *$#)$' *&,'
!-&$ !"#**"!$%' (#!*"&))' *$!' *&-+(-$)' +$.!!' *$#**' *%+'
!-&$ !"#*%)(**' (#!!$%%(' $"*' *&-+(-$)' +$.)*' *$#!"' *%$'
!-&$ !"#*"+"!*' (#!!**(*' $"*' *&-+(-$)' +$.),' *$#!,' *%*'
!&($ !"#!)$$%,' (#!))(%&' $(!' *&-+(-$)' +*.+*' *$#!(' *%!'
!&($ !"#!)+,(!' (#!%"%&+' $"*' *&-+(-$)' +*.+(' *$#$$' *%)'
0(-$ !"#*+!!!!' (#&*%$$$' $,,' *)-+(-$)' *!.)*' *$#))' *&$'
0(-$ !"#*$(&$+' (#&)&"%&' $,,' *)-+(-$)' *!.$,' *$#+"' *&+'
0(-$ !"#*)!,,"' (#&"+!((' *%(' *)-+(-$)' *!.$$' *$#&)' *),'
0(-$ !"#*,)((%' (#%"$%*$' *("' *)-+(-$)' **.!,' *$#*)' *)&'
0(-$ !"#*","!&' (#%&,)&+' *(+' *)-+(-$)' **.),' *$#))' *)%'
0(-$ !"#*()&!,' (#%*()+!' $,,' *)-+(-$)' **.&"' *$#&%' *)('
0(-$ !"#*&$**)' (#&""%)$' **!' *)-+(-$)' *!.+&' *$#),' *)"'
-3!$ !"#)!$$$$' (#)+)(**' $""' *!-$$-$!' **.*)' *$#!&' *!)'
-3!$ !"#)&,,(+' (#)$"$*+' *$$' *%-+(-$)' +*.+%' *$#*!' *("'
-3!$ !"#)%,"+(' (#)$*("%' **!' *%-+(-$)' +*.$!' *$#!+' *(,'
-3!$ !"#)("+&%' (#)$))))' *)!' *%-+(-$)' +*.$"' *$#!)' *"+'
-3!$ !"#)"%!))' (#)$$&(!' *)&' *%-+(-$)' +*.*%' *$#!(' *"$'
-3!$ !"#),%,))' (#)+,$%(' $,)' *%-+(-$)' +*.!!' *$#!"' *"*'
-3!$ !"#&+(,"$' (#)$)%,,' *$&' *%-+(-$)' +*.)%' *$#!,' *"!'
&%&$ !"#&$(&++' (#)+""",' *$&' *%-+(-$)' +*.&*' *$#!"' *")'
&%&$ !"#&!++++' (#)+!%$$' *$&' *%-+(-$)' +*.&(' *$#)$' *"&'
&%&$ !"#&)****' (#!,)$%(' *)(' *%-+(-$)' +!.+)' *$#!!' *"%'
&%&$ !"#&%*(("' (#)+$!",' *))' *%-+(-$)' +!.$$' *$#!,' *"('
&%&$ !"#&(""",' (#)+)$%(' *$)' *%-+(-$)' +!.$(' *$#!)' *""'
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!"#$ %&'' %(#' &%'' )&'*4' ,("-4'
SQMLZR1 
(mpsas)'
./0'41'
-3!$ !"#)%!%&!' (#)*&((,' **$' *%-+(-$)' +*.+*' *$#!*' *(('
-3!$ !"#)%%$)&' (#)!,(!,' **%' *%-+(-$)' +$.&)' *$#!*' *(%'
-3!$ !"#)(**)!' (#)&%+,"' *)*' *%-+(-$)' +$.),' *$#!+' *(&'
-3!$ !"#)*!"",' (#&$+*("' $,%' *!-$$-$!' **.$)' *$#+!' *!!'
-3!$ !"#),&"!!' (#)+"%$$' *+!' *%-+(-$)' +*.!!' *$#!"' *"*'
&%&$ !"#%$&"&+' (#)**,"!' *$+' *&-+(-$)' *!.)*' *$#!(' *%&'
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Table L.5 SQM-L readings in the campaigns at ALQUEVA. Legend: MUN – Municipality (*); 
LAT – Latitude. LON – Longitude; ALT – Altitude (in m); DATE1 – Date of the measurement 
(DD/MM/YY); HOUR1 – Time of the measurement (Local Time); SQMLZR1 (mpsas) – 
Zenithal SQM-L reading (mpsas. or mag/arcsec2); SQMLOR1 – Other SQM-L reading 
(reading in a region near the zenith. with less apparent brightness (less stars) than the zenith; 
WYPT1# - Waypoint label. 
(*) The municipality is RGM – Reguengos de Monsaraz. 
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centre of adjacent pixels over the arcs of three ellipses  Ε = i, j, and k,  in relation to the 
centre of the ellipse. The angle diminishes with the increase of the radius. The 
geographical distance from the central spot to an ellipse i is 
 
! i( ) . (Right) On a digital 
image, the Euclidian distance between two adjacent pixels of dimension  b × a  is either 
a, b, or 
 
d = a
2
+ b
2 . ................................................................................................... 149!
Figure 5.23 The sampling ellipses centred around one of the measured spots in Alqueva 
(small black asterisk visible in the centre of the last images). From left to right and from 
top to bottom, increasing magnification around the spot. Image credit: NOAO/NGDC; 
Zamorano et al.) ........................................................................................................... 151!
Figure 5.24 Detail of the outer ellipses. From left to right and from top to bottom, increasing 
magnification of the region around a pixel of one of the outer ellipses, i.e., far from the 
origin of the ellipses. Image credit: NOAO/NGDC; Zamorano et al. ............................ 152!
Figure 5.25 Plot of the two methods used to generate 100 ellipses at rising geographical 
distances, from a distance b = 454.9941 m to a distance of 200 km from a central spot. 
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2000( ),100( ).  ........................................................ 154!
Figure 5.26 Detail of Figure 5.25 for the first 15 ellipses. ..................................................... 155!
Figure 5.26 Plot of the results obtained from Kocifaj’s model for every measured spot in the 
PNPG, with 
 
Ε
M
= 90  ellipses spanning to a range 
 
! Ε
M
( ) = 140 km , Garstang’s q = 
0.15, with VIIRS DNB radiance data and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688 . Units on both axes are 
mag/arcsec2 (abbreviated to mpsas). ........................................................................... 160!
Figure 5.27 Plot of the results obtained from Kocifaj’s model for every measured spot in the 
PNPG. The parameters are the same as for Figure 5.26, except for the aerosol optical 
thickness,
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . A shift of approximately 0.3 mpsas from the previous plot 
can be observed for most of the points. ....................................................................... 161!
Figure 5.28 The same data from Figure 5.26 organized by date of data taking (campaign). 
See text for explanation. ............................................................................................... 162!
Figure 5.29 Plots of the values obtained with Kocifaj’s with VIIRS DNB data for radiance 
source versus the measurements obtained with the SQM-L on the night of April 09-10, 
2010, using 90 ellipses spanning to a range of 140 km from each measured spot, with 
Garstang’s coefficient q = 0.15, for two total aerosol optical depths: 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.242455688  
(top), and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069  (bottom). See text for more details. The error bars are the 
manufacturer’s quoted uncertainty (see Section 4.2). .................................................. 164!
Figure 5.30 The graph of the model vs. all the 17 readings from the night of April 09, 2011. 
Same parameters for the model as in Figure 5.28. ...................................................... 166!
Figure 5.31 Same as Figure 5.30 with the first reading of the night subtracted, due to a lower 
confidence on the measurement (see text for an explanation). ................................... 166!
Figure 5.32 Division of the night of April 09, 2011, in two segments, the first from 0h30 to 
4h00, represented by the white line, where almost all spots are more exposed to the 
west; and the second segment, from 4h12 to 5h05, represented by the black line, where 
a ridge of mountains screens the west and the path enters in a valley facing south. The 
settlement Portelinha is located approximately where the two lines join each other. North 
is at the top. See also Figure G5, Appendix 1. ............................................................. 167!
Figure 5.33 Result of both subtracting the first reading of the night of April 09, 2011 (see 
Figure 5.31) and dividing the night in two segments, the first between 00h30-04h00 
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(rotated blue squares) and the second between 04h12-05h05 (red squares). Same 
parameters for the model as in Figure 5.29. ................................................................ 168!
Figure 5.34 The graph of the model vs. all the readings from the night of July 19, 2010, in the 
PNPG. Same parameters for the model as in Figure 5.28. .......................................... 169!
Figure 5.35 Outcome of the model with all the points of Alqueva for a maximum distance of 
140 km, 90 ellipses, Garstang’s q = 0.15, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . ............................ 170!
Figure 5.36 Outcome for the spots of one of the nights (2011/08/26-27), obtained on a run 
with 140 km, 90 ellipses, q = 1.0 and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . A few spots from that night 
were not considered since field notes from the author for that night indicate hazy 
conditions. The error bars are the manufacturer’s quoted uncertainty (see Section 4.2).
 ..................................................................................................................................... 170!
Figure 5.37 Results for Alqueva, considering the average of the SQM-L measurements on the 
same spots. Parameters equal to Figure 5.36, except Garstang’s q = 1. .................... 171!
Figure 5.38 The deviations from the mean value of the SQM-L readings for the thirteen spots 
of Table 5.4, obtained in three dates. The mean value for each place is plotted over the 
bars that represent the range of variation (minimum to maximum values). ................. 173!
Figure 5.39 Comparison for the same night in PNPG (April 09-10, 2010) using Garstang’s 
q = 1 (triangles) and q = 0.15 (rotated squares), with 90 ellipses spanning to a 
geographical distance of 140 km, and 
 
τ
λ ,0
A( )
= 0.094901069 . ........................................ 174!
Figure 5.40 Plot of the VIIRS DNB spectral response function (red line) and of the LED (blue 
line) and HPS (yellow line) spectrums. An important blue region of the LED spectrum is 
not achieved by the VIIRS sensor. Image source: (Cao & Bai, 2014). ......................... 175!
Figure A0 Map of the western side of the Iberian Peninsula. The yellow rectangle at the 
bottom left encloses the Alqueva Dark Sky Park (border not shown) and matches the 
area of the Figures A1 to A7. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. .................................... 193!
Figure A1 The places and measurements of the 1.st campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 194!
Figure A2 The places and measurements of the 2.nd campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 194!
Figure A3 The places and measurements of the 3.rd campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 195!
Figure A4 The places and measurements of the 4.th campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 195!
Figure A5 The places and measurements of the 5.th campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 196!
Figure A6 The places and measurements of the 6.th campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 196!
Figure A7 The places and measurements of the 7.th campaign in Alqueva (see Table D1). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 197!
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Figure A8 Perspective view of all the places measured in Alqueva, in a view approximately 
from south to north. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................... 197!
Figure G0 Map of the western side of the Iberian Peninsula. The yellow rectangle at the upper 
left encloses the Peneda-Gerês National Park (the horseshoe-shaped green border) 
and matches the area of the Figures G1 to G7. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ....... 198!
Figure G1 The places and measurements of the 1.st campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 199!
Figure G2 The places and measurements of the 2.nd campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 199!
Figure G3 The places and measurements of the 3.rd campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 200!
Figure G4 The places and measurements of the 4.th campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 200!
Figure G5 The places and measurements of the 5.th campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 201!
Figure G6 The places and measurements of the 6.th campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 201!
Figure G7 The places and measurements of the 7.th campaign in the PNPG (see Table D2). 
Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................................................... 202!
Figure G8 Perspective view of all the places measured in the PNPG, in a view approximately 
from south to north. Image credit: Google Earth Pro. ................................................... 202!
Figure V1 The VIIRS cells over the Google Earth Pro map of the south west of the Iberian 
Peninsula. The colours represent the radiance. Dark blue cells represent the darkest 
areas, white cells the brightest areas (worst dark sky). Light blue, green, yellow and 
orange areas represent, in crescent order, intermediate brightness of the sky.  Credit: 
NOAO/NGDC; data kindly provided by the team of Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de 
Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, Universidad Complutense, 
Madrid, Spain. .............................................................................................................. 228!
Figure V2 VIIRS pixels. Detail of the map of Figure V1, for the region of the Peneda-Gerês 
National Park (green border). Credit: NOAO/NGDC; data kindly provided by the team of 
Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, 
Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain. ................................................................... 229!
Figure V3 VIIRS pixels. Detail of the map of Figure V1, for the region of the Alqueva. Credit: 
NOAO/NGDC; data kindly provided by the team of Jaime Zamorano, Dept. de 
Astrofísica y CC. de la Atmósfera, Fac. de Ciencias Físicas, Universidad Complutense, 
Madrid, Spain. .............................................................................................................. 230!
Figure A8.1 The graphs for the runs are separated by days of campaign, on the next pages. 
For the PNPG four tests were done, for the Alqueva five tests. Each day is displayed in 
the graphs as in this figure (facing pages), 4 graphs for PNPG (left), 5 graphs for 
Alqueva (right). The parameters for each run are indicated in the graphs. .................. 237!
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